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The objectives of this thesis were to identify, explain and quantify the damage caused by 
knocking combustion in spark-ignition engines. 
A literature review indicated that, in general, research into knock has focused on the causes 
and avoidance of knock, rather than on the damage resulting from knock. The few published 
works concerning the effects of knock were mainly interested in the prevention of one 
specific form of damage, namely piston erosion. The review highlighted the need to 
investigate the relationship between knock and the various forms of damage. 
Using the evidence from knock-damaged engines, the sequence of events leading to failure 
were reconstructed. The manner in which knock damage manifests itself as surface erosion, 
piston-ring failure, piston-land cracking, piston blow-by and seizure were examined. From 
these observations it was deduced that two independent damage paths result from knock. 
Consequently, the research diverged into two studies, namely: 
• Local pressure-temperature transients in the end-gas zone which cause localised 
erosion damage. 
• Excessive heat flux associated with knocking combustion which results in global 
piston and ring problems. 
The investigation into localised pressure-temperature transients included theoretical analysis, 
detonation chamber tests, together with experiments performed on a modified research 
engine. A model describing detonation waves was used to gain an understanding of the 
parameters controlling the intensity of these waves. A detonation chamber was used to 
validate the accuracy of the model, and to investigate the effect of operating aonditions on 
erosion damage. An analysis of the thermal stresses was undertaken to determine their 
contribution towards erosion damage. Engine tests were used to measure the erosion damage 
under various operating conditions, and to test the validity of the predictions made by the 
theoretical analysis. A knock parameter was identified and correlated to erosion damage. 
This was used to develop a criterion for the assessment of the safety margin for operating 
under knocking conditions without causing erosion damage. 










Knock damage due to excessive heat flux was investigated by means of engine and other 
tests. A theoretical and experimental study determined the relationship between knock and 
ring gap. The extent of plastic yield of piston rings under simulated conditions was 
investigated. The manner in which knock causes rings to jam in their ring grooves was 
established experimentally. The results of these studies enabled the identification of a knock 
intensity parameter related to the heat flux modes of failure. This parameter was used to 
quantify the safety margin for operating under knocking conditions without piston or ring 
damage. 
The interrelationships between these various modes of engine failure were identified, 
resulting in an explanation of the pathways leading from knock to damage. Ultimately, the 
independent studies were used to establish methods for the determination of damage-free, 
knocking operation. 
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INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE 
Knocking combustion in spark-ignition engines is a well known phenomenon that has been 
studied for many years [1,2]. It has long been known that knock is able to damage and in 
many cases destroy engines, and is thus one of the major factors limiting engine performance 
and efficiency. 
Much research has been performed to understand and quantify the processes causing knock 
[3,4]. The development of more knock resistant fuels and anti-knock additives to replace 
lead-based compounds has been the focus of more recent investigations [2,5]. Detailed 
chemical-kinetic models of auto-ignition have been used to gain insight into the causes of 
knock [6,7], but rarely the effects. Other work has seen engines optimised for knock-free 
performance [8,9]. 
The conventional philosophy in engine and fuel development is to avoid knock by invoking 
generous safety margins in terms of fuel and operating conditions. In terms of fuel-derived 
anti-knock properties, these amount to additional refining and production expenses, while for 
engine optimization there is fuel wastage associated with knock-free safety margins [10]. 
Knock research has focused primarily on factors causing or preventing knock, the assumption 
being that any knock whatsoever is detrimental to engine durability. Hence, the CRC Octane 
rating procedure uses an arbitrarily chosen knock intensity and standard reference fuels as 
the basis for comparing the knock resistance of fuels [11]. This rating gives no indication 
of the damage potential of fuels anc;tengines under knocking conditions. 
However, it has been found, that knock under certain conditions or below a certain intensity 
is not damaging, and in some casesjs beneficial to higher power output [12,13,14]. Also, 
knocking combustion has been shown to'-significantly reduce unburned hydrocarbon emissions 
[15]. In this regard the measurement of knock is somewhat contentious with various 
researchers using different means of detection and definitions of knock intensity. This leads 










The investigation into local pressure-temperature transients included a theoretical analysis, 
detonation chamber tests and experiments performed on a modified Ricardo E6 research 
engine. A model describing detonation waves was developed to gain an understanding of the 
parameters controlling the intensity of these waves. The effects of fuel composition, air-fuel 
ratio, initial temperatures and pressures were simulated. The detonation chamber tests were 
used to validate the accuracy of the model, as well as test the effect of operating conditions 
on erosion damage. An analysis of the thermal stresses in the walls was undertaken to 
determine the magnitude of their contribution towards erosion damage. The engine tests 
were used to measure the magnitude of erosion damage under various conditions, and to test 
the validity of the predictions made by the theoretical analysis. 
The mechanisms of knock damage due to heat flux were investigated by means of engine and 
bench tests. These experiments were aimed at gaining an understanding of the influence of 
knock on thermal expansion, leading to ring and/or piston seizure. Tests were performed 
on an instrumented CFR engine to determine the direct effect of knock on ring gap closure. 
Further experiments were performed on a specially designed high temperature rigs to 
investigate the permanent strains occurring in compression rings subjected to an equivalent 
knocking environment. 
From this research, the relationship between these various modes of failure were deduced, 
resulting in an understanding of the pathways leading from knock to damage. 
Ultimately these studies were used to gain a broad understanding of the mechanisms of 
damage under knocking combustion, and to identify knock intensity parameters that describe 
the potential to cause damage. 












Before addressing the subject of knock damage, some relevant aspects of the knock 
phenomenon are first considered. 
2.1 THE KNOCK PHENOMENON 
Knock is characterised by a non-uniform pressure distribution in the combustion chamber 
which is manifested as pressure oscillations in the cylinder [16]. This means that within the 
combustion chamber, there exists a shock wave (or series of waves) moving at sonic or 
greater velocities. These waves resonate within the chamber, usually at frequencies above 
6.5 kHz (dependent on chamber shape, gas temperature and composition) and die out during 
the expansion stroke. The term "knock" describes the audible resonance of the engine 
structure in sympathy with the gas vibrations. 
Historically, two main theories have been proposed as possible explanations for these 
observations: 
(1) Knock is a detonation process whereby a shock front is thought to develop from the 
acceleration of the regular, spark initiated flame which changes into a detonation 
wave consuming the unburned end-gas at supersonic velocities. The energy released 
by the chemical reaction serves to maintain the shock front immediately ahead of the 
reaction site. Detonation waves of this description are typically observed when 
studying the combustion of flammable gases in long tubes. Under this theory, the 
shock wave must initially travel into the end-gas. For many years, the term 
"detonation" was used synonymously with "knock". In the context of this thesis, the 
phase "detonation theory of knock" is taken to mean the acceleration of the regular 
flame. 










(2) Knock is an auto-ignition phenomenon, where a body of the end-gas is brought to 
a near homogeneous reaction under the influence of the high temperatures and 
pressures established under the combined action of the piston movement and 
combustion compression of the end-gas. The shock wave should be seen to originate 
in the end-gas region (ahead of the normal flame front) and travel into the burnt-gas 
region. 
The phenomenon of knock taxed the ingenuity of the early researchers because the speed with 
which the events occurred made it an extremely difficult subject to study. It was initially 
suspected that knocking might be a detonation phenomenon and, in 1947, Miller reported that 
he had obtained conclusive photographic evidence of a detonation wave originating in the 
end-gas region [17]. However, the evidence reduced to an interpretation of a single frame, 
which provoked a lively discussion at the time. Miller's attempts to obtain higher frame 
speeds were confounded by equipment problems and questionable results were produced. 
Despite the ascendance of the auto-ignition theory in the intervening years, there still exist 
adherents to the detonation theory of knock as illustrated by a 1993 publication [18]. This 
popular automotive handbook describes knock as occurring "when the flame propagates near 
the speed of sound" . 
Over the last 40 years, the evidence supporting the auto-ignition theory of knock has 
accumulated convincingly and somewhat over-shadowed the historical detonation theory 
[19,20,21]. 
As early as 1923, Ricardo had adopted the auto-ignition theory of knock [22]. At that time 
it was assumed that the auto-ignition phenomenon was a near instantaneous, homogeneous 
reaction of the end-gas. In 1949 Male demonstrated that the auto-ignition process was 
neither homogeneous nor instantaneous, by means of ultra-high speed photographs [23]. The 
results showed that auto-ignition was initiated at many discrete nuclei from which combustion 
proceeded as a host of radially propagating fronts. The radially expanding combustion zones 
were observed to be associated with shock waves. The conclusion that could be drawn from 
thi3 work (although not by Male) is that auto-ignition is the cause of the shock waves and 
hence the cause of knock. Another process was responsible for the transition from auto-










ignition to shock waves. 
The auto-ignition theory was further corroborated by Franklin and Murphy, who attempted 
to reduce knock intensity by milling a groove on the piston crown near the end-gas region 
[24]. Their piston modification was intended to demonstrate the detonation theory of knock. 
The experimental results showed an increase in knock intensity with the groove. If the 
detonation theory was correct, then a sudden increase in the flame front area would break 
down the detonation wave. This was clearly disproved by their findings, much to their 
consternation. They concluded that the shock waves originated within the end-gas zone (and 
not from outside as they had originally surmised). 
In a review article, Litzinger followed the development of knocking combustion chemistry 
from 1928 to the present [25]. The objective of most of the reviewed research was to 
analyse the causes of knock and in order to avoid its occurrence. As a result, much of the 
detailed chemistry leading to auto-ignition is now understood, but little of this work 
encompasses the effects of the auto-ignition process. With the assumption of a homogenous 
end-gas, this work could not be used to explain the formation of shock waves inside the end-
gas region. 
The distinction between the auto-ignition theory and detonation theory of knock has become 
somewhat blurred by recent developments. In 1984, Oppenheim persuasively argued that the 
mixture in engines is heterogeneous and that a rapid reaction is initiated at exothermic centres 
with strong interaction thereafter between pressure pulses and reaction chemistry [26]. More 
recently, Goyal, Maas and Warnatz have combined detailed models of the chemistry with the 
generation of a pressure wave in a one dimensional system [27]. An exothermic centre may 
arise from both local temperature or compositional heterogeneity. Appreciable temperature 
gradients may remain in the end-gas region as a result of turbulence [28], anti compositional 
heterogeneity may arise from imperfect mixing of the residual gas from the previous cycle. 
The model derived by Goyal et al illustrated two distinctly different consequences of auto-
ignition derived from hot-spots. Ignition results in a pressure wave propagating away from 
the hot-spot and heating the reactive mixture. In certain instances (where the temperature 
gradient around the hot-spot is low), this heating is sufficient to spontaneously ignite the 
sensitised mixture, causing a large temperature increase. The reaction wave which is 










formed, moves with a higher velocity than the pressure wave (due to its higher temperature) 
and would finally merge with the latter forming a detonation front. Under other conditions 
(where there is a very high temperature gradient around the hot-spot), the compression 
heating is not sufficient to ignite the mixture spontaneously. Instead, ignition occurs only 
after an induction time and a deflagration flame ensues, consuming the end-gas without 
producing any pressure discontinuity. Goyal's work thus shows that auto-ignition is a 
precursor to knock, but that auto-ignition will not always result in knock. 
These works show that detonation is a process occurring after auto-ignition, and not the 
acceleration of the regular flame as originally surmised. 
In a recent study by Pan and Sheppard the effect of multiple exothermic centres was 
investigated using a 2-dimensional fluid dynamic and chemical interaction simulation [29]. 
A most significant finding concerned the case of sequential auto-ignition of multiple centres. 
For two exothermic centres characterised by large temperature gradients (which would 
normally yield benign deflagration waves), it was found that the pressure waves produced 
by the first ignition could modify the temperature gradient of the second centre, resulting in 
a violent "developing detonation" of the second centre. This work thus places a higher 
probability of the detonation form of ignition occurring, as optical data from engines 
indicates the presence of multiple ignition centres within the end-gas. 
Konig and Sheppard [30] and Konig et al [31] used high speed photography and laser 
schlieren filming on a modified 2-stroke engine with optical access to investigate the knock 
phenomenon. They reported that all knocking cycles were preceded by visible auto-ignition 
of the end-gas, which was generally at multiple-centres in that region. Shock waves were 
observed to radiate from these centres and the authprs characterised these as "developing 
detonation". It was also observed, that occasionally some cycles exhibit&l auto-ignition 
without knock. In these cases the end-gas auto-ignition developed into deflagrations (with 
observable flame fronts) and behaved like extensions of the main flame front, thus confirming 
the analysis forwarded by Goyal et al [27]. This process was considered benign and possibly 
beneficial in accelerating combustion of the unburned mixture. The authors found no sign 
of homogeneous auto-ignition of the end-gas (the original assumption of most chemical 
models). 










Under knocking conditions, the combustion behaviour in the crevice regions is of particular 
relevance, since this is where erosion damage is known to occur. Klein [32,33] developed 
a two-dimensional reactive-gasdynamic model to examine conditions in the crevice region 
between the piston and cylinder, above the first compression ring (henceforth referred to as 
"top-land region"). A similar model was used by Maly et al [34] to explain some of their 
experimental work. The aim of this work was to determine why piston erosion occurs at the 
top-land, a region which under normal operating conditions, is not exposed to combustion 
conditions (due to flame quenching). By assuming an in-coming shock wave established by 
the auto-ignition process, the models predicted the various types of interaction of the 
diffracted and reflected waves that could occur in a simulated 2-dimensional top-land. Their 
simulations showed that: 
• The pattern of density and velocity contours inside the crevice is dependent on the 
temperature sensitivity of the ignition process. 
• The flow pattern at the simulated piston top-land surface is especially influenced by 
the initial conditions (of the incoming shock as well as the thermo-chemical properties 
of the mixture in the crevice). 
• Very strong chemico-hydrodynamic coupling occurs near the walls due to the 
reflected shock waves causing localised compression heating. This strong coupling 
means that the resulting energy release rate (from the compression zone) is high 
enough to precipitate detonation close to the walls. 
• The modelled data indicat s severe wall loading in the vicinity of the simulated piston 
top-land region. 
The main source of the auto-ignition sites (or exothermic centres) have been traced to 
turbulent eddies which have the effect of thermally insulating a small volume of the gas from 
the cooling end-gas region. Thus, the core of turbulent eddies are heated to near adiabatic 
temperatures. Some researchers [35,36] have proposed that the main source of this 
heterogeneity is the roll-up vortex at the edge of the piston crown, while others [37] contend 
that the general combustion turbulence is sufficient to produce these effects. 
To summarise. it is currently understood that knock is the result of the auto-ignition of 
preferential sites within the end-gas under conditions which favour the subsequent 










development of a detonation wave. This wave is able to penetrate into the top-land crevice, 
where it is refracted and reflected according to the geometry of the region and causes the 
energy release of the remaining unbumt gas in the crevice. The shock wave is also 
responsible for exciting the combustion chamber into resonance. Thus the progression of this 
phenomenon follows a specific path: auto-ignition to detonation to~. Each of these 
terms indicates a specific process. However knock has been accepted as the term describing 
the whole process. 










2.2 THE CAUSES OF KNOCK 
Although it has been found that auto-ignition does not always result in knock and it has been 
argued that there may be a means of preventing auto-ignition from forming shock waves, this 
has not been accomplished in conventional spark-ignition engines. Thus, the current 
understanding of the causes of knock lies in the wealth of knowledge concerning the causes 
of auto-ignition. 
It has been established that the propensity of the end-gas to auto-ignite is determined by the 
chemical composition and the temperature-pressure-time history of the mixture. Exhaustive 
testing has been performed on all forms of compounds to determine their ability to resist 
knocking and it is now understood how engine parameters and operating conditions influence 
auto-ignition. Much of these details are now standard textbook material [3,4,16]. 
However, it must be noted that although these parameters (temperature, pressure, time and 
composition) have been well researched in terms of their effect on the occurrence of knock, 
little work has been done to determine their effect on post-knock conditions, and hence their 
damage potential. Furthermore, results of research using a "knock intensity" parameter are 
dependent on the particular definition used. This is a contentious issue and will be discussed 
in section 2.4. 
Another complication in quantifying and studying knock is the cyclic fluctuation of the 
parameters causing auto-ignition, and hence the cyclic variability of the knock itself. 
2.2.1 CYCLIC V ARIA TION OF KNOCK 
The fluctuating nature of the knocking process is due partially to the random nature of the 
early combustion development (shortly after the firing of the spark). Much work has been 
performed in this area [38,39] as the cyclic variation of the combustion process is a serious 
restriction to engine and fuel optimization in its own right. Typical results of this work [40] 
have shown that under steady-state conditions, the time from spark to 50% mass fraction 
burned may vary by as much as +60% of the mean time. These variations are thought to 










be caused by cyclic fluctuations of the local thermal and compositional conditions at the 
spark-plug at the time of ignition .. The corresponding effect on auto-ignition can be viewed 
simplistically as a virtual cyclic variation in the ignition-timing. 
Cyclic variation is further exacerbated by the local (thermal and compositional) fluctuations 
occurring in the end-gas region. Chun and Heywood [41] investigated the variability of the 
knock process, in an attempt to correlate end-gas conditions to knock intensity. The work 
utilised a large amount of captured data from which it was shown that knock should be 
viewed as a stochastic event, with no periodicity and possessing a normal distribution in 
terms of data correlated. In order to increase the confidence of these correlations the authors 
performed similar tests using an ignition system which was able to spark once every two 
cycles, thereby minimizing the residual mass fraction and attempted to create consistent 
conditions at the spark event and in the end-gas. This produced a much closer correlation, 
but still with appreciable cyclic variation. 
Leppard [42] performed statistical analyses on knock data from a multicylinder engine in 
order to study the cycle-to-cycle variation of knock occurrence. Of particular interest was a 
scatter plot of knock intensity as a function of TDC-pressure. The use of the TDC-pressure 
as the independent variable removed the stochastic aspects of early flame development. 
Having eliminated this effect, it was still found that the knock intensity varied considerably, 
yielding a correlation coefficient of only 0.55. It was concluded that knock occurrence and 
intensity are random and depend solely on the conditions of each individual cycle. 
This stochastic aspect of auto-ignition has a further impact on knock research. Due to the 
effects discussed above, there is a gradual transition from normal to knocking combustion 
[43]. For instance, as the spark timing is advanced, at first only a few cycles begin to knock, 
with the "intensity" of the individual knocking cycles being a separate variable. Further 
timing advance increases the percentage of knocking cycles until all cycles are knocking. 
This creates difficulties in establishing a threshold for the occurrence of knock. It also poses 
the critical question of whether to include the non-knocking cycles in the definition of knock 
intensity. 










In summary, knock is caused by auto-ignition, which is dependent on the thermodynamic and 
compositional history of each cycle. There is significant cyclic variation in these histories, 
resulting in a random cyclic fluctuation in both the measured knock intensity and the 
frequency of occurrence of knock. 










2.3 THE EFFECTS OF KNOCK 
The damaging effects of knock were recognised at the turn of the century, resulting in the 
search and discovery of organa-lead compounds as the most effective knock inhibitors [5]. 
In pioneering work, Harry Ricardo reported the various types of damage encountered [22]. 
The following were presented in the form of a warning against operating an engine under 
knocking conditions: 
(1) Primary knock damage in the form of pitting or erosion was found on the piston at 
regions furthest away from the spark plug. Erosion of other surfaces in the 
combustion chamber was also noted. 
(2) Piston-rings were found to stick in their grooves which was thought to be due to the 
presence of free carbon particles. 
(3) General overheating of internal surfaces was observed and attributed to the scouring 
of the protective quench zone by the pressure pulses. 
(4) As a consequence of (3), continuous knock would eventually result in pre-ignition and 
a run-away condition causing seizure. 
The last two damage mechanisms (3 and 4) result from additional heat flux into the chamber 
and piston surfaces. Aspects of knock-induced heat flux have been systematically researched 
and will be discussed in a following section. In general, other types of damage (erosion, 
jammed rings, etc) have not been well investigated and that which is available will be 
discussed in a separate section dealing with specific reports of knock related damage. 










taken to imply that damage was caused mechanically by the high-pressure shock waves and 
that this may be aggravated by extremely high-temperature gradients at the piston surface. 
The authors concluded that such extremely thin, high-temperature layers were disintegrated 
mechanically without leaving residues. 
An experiment was also performed where a piston crown was subjected to 22 kHz excitation 
. in an ultrasonic tank. Comparing this specimen to that from knock damage by means of 
scanning electron microscopy showed very similar damage surfaces, further reinforcing the 
authors' conclusion regarding purely mechanical damage. 
Renault [44] performed steady speed endurance tests on a 4-cylinder engine from which it 
was shown that the exhaust gas temperature is dramatically reduced at the onset of knock-
pre-ignition runaway. By using three primary reference fuels, the engine could be operated 
at various knock intensities bordering on the runaway exhaust gas temperature for long 
periods. From these tests the author produced a graph (with only 3 data points) illustrating 
piston erosion rate as a function of exhaust gas temperature. The erosion rate was shown 
to be inversely proportional to exhaust gas temperature, though, unfortunately the method 
of measuring this erosion rate was not described nor the units defined. 
2.3.1.2 EFFECT OF OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Essig [14] performed tests on a production engine instrumented with thermistors embedded 
in the pistons and pressure transducers. Endurance tests were performed under steady-state 
knocking conditions and the piston was periodically removed and inspected microscopically. 
Under mild knock, primary damage in the form of eros~on was found to begin on the top-
land at about l.5mm below the crown in the region furthest from the spark plug. Erosion 
spread around the perimeter in both directions, eventually spreading over the top to the 
squish zone. It also spread downwards to the edge of the ring groove as knock continued. 
Microscopic examination revealed that the erosion surface was covered with small fused 
beads and deep cavities. Metallographic section revealed crack networks of up to 40~m 
below the surface. The difference between the alloy melting point (on surface) and mean 
piston temperature indicated to the author that extremely high local temperature had 










occurred. A thin-flim thermocouple on the head side of the squish gap showed that the 
magnitude of the cyclic temperature change during heavy knock was 3 times that of normal 
combustion. Little discussion and no conclusions were presented in this paper. The fact that 
molten structures were observed, whilst only sub-molten temperatures were recorded could 
be explained by considering the proflie of an eroded surface compared to a thin-film 
thermocouple surface. The rough, eroded surface comprises protuberances and valleys, 
which present a greater surface area for convective heat transfer, together with a reduced 
conductive path to the deep wall material. This would result in high local temperatures at 
the extremities of the surface. Conversely, the fact that the thermocouple was operating 
implied that it had not yet been eroded, and therefore possessed a smooth sunace. In 
comparison to the erosion zone, the smooth surface would imply worse convective heat 
transfer with better conductive heat transfer and hence the surface temperatures would be 
relatively lower. It is therefore quite possible for extreme temperatures to occur at the upper 
surface of the eroded zone whilst much lower values are recorded by a surface thermocouple. 
Lee and Schaefer [45] attempted to correlate known damage areas with local temperatures 
and pressures. Knock intensity was defined as the maximum pressure amplitude. The 
authors investigated whether the local pressures in the end-gas region were higher than in 
other areas. The engine was instrumented with two pairs of pressure. transducers, one pair 
in the liner and cylinder head on the spark side and the other pair on the opposite side to the 
spark plug. A frequency distribution of peak pressures from 100 consecutive cycles was 
developed for different knock intensities. Under heavy knock the transducer pair furthest 
from the spark showed that 39 % and 27 % of the cycles exceeded 180 bar. Transducers 
closer to the spark registered only 17% and 9%. The highest value of 39% was recorded 
from the transducer positioned on the cylinder liner opposite the piston top land. The authors 
admitted that the problem of detailed statistical comparisons was confounded by the 
measurable limit of these transducers being in the region of 180 bar. However, they felt that 
these trends were sufficiently convincing to state that the pressure amplitudes were highest 
in the end-gas region. 
The film thermocouple results revealed maximum temperatures of up to 2500C, much less 
than the melting point of the piston alloy (450°C). It was stated that these temperatures 
would cause a 50% reduction in the fatigue strength of the material. It was concluded that 
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although melting point temperatures were not encountered, thermal loading could nevertheless 
contribute to erosion damage by means of reducing the fatigue resistance of the material. 
As argued previously, the relatively low thermocouple readings do not preclude melting of 
the upper erosion surfaces, after erosion has occurred. 
2.3.1.3 EFFECT OF GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL 
Maly and Zeigler [46] discussed the effect of end-gas geometry with respect to the location 
of knock-induced erosion. They argued that around mc, the piston generates a squish flow 
in the form of small vortices. They proposed that the position of these vortices correlated 







Figure 1: Effect of Geometry on Position of End-Gas Vortex [46] 

















Large piston-bore clearance and chamfer at edge of first ring groove (standard 
piston configuration). 
Small piston-bore clearance (reduced by 0.2 mm relative to standard) and 
chamfer at .edge of first ring groove. 
Small piston-bore clearance, no chamfer at edge of first ring groove. 
Large piston-bore clearance, no chamfer at edge of first ring groove .. 
Large piston-bore clearance, chamfer at edge of first ring groove and groove 
machined in the middle of top-land. 
Large piston-bore clearance, chamfer at edge of first ring groove and oil spray 
piston cooling. 
Large piston-bore clearance, chamfer at edge of first ring groove and nickel 
coating. 
ENDURANCE TEST RESULTS 
Using a 20 hour test, they ran the engine 
at steady-state knocking conditions. They 
used an accelerometer to determine the 
"knock intensity" and reported that 
"conditions were controlled to maintain an 
average of 2° to 3° ignition timing into 
knocking combustion". However, they 
did not explain how this was maintained 
over the 20 hour test. They found that 
the standard piston for this engine (# 1) 
I 
I 
SUIIJECTIVE DAMAGI! INDEX 
Figure 2: Damage values from 
endurance tests [47] 
showed significant top-land erosion which they arbitrarily assigned a subjective damage index 
of lOon a scale where 1 denotes no damage. The remaining configurations (#2 to #7) were 
subjected to a similar procedure and a corresponding damage value assigned by comparison 
to piston #1 These results of these tests are shown in figure 2. 
Prior to discussing these results, it should be noted that the authors were mainly interested 
in proving the virtues of the nickel coating, and made no attempt to explain any of the other 
results. This is unfortunate, as these seem to be unique data in the field of study. 
The results concerning the effects of ring-groove chamfer and piston-bore clearance are 










summarised in the table below: 
GROOVE PISTON DAMAGE 
CHAMFER CLEARANCE LEVEL 
Yes Large 10 
No Large 2 
Yes Small 3 
No Small 7 
Clearly, there can be no conclusion concerning the effect of clearance or chamfer from these 
conflicting data. However, the oil cooling tests did show marginal benefits of reduced 
material temperature on erosion damage (at least under the operating conditions tested). 
Although the milled recess showed some improvement, it cannot be deduced from this single 
configuration exactly which aspect of the groove was responsible for the improvement. For 
both the chamfer and the recess, the parameters affecting the damage intensity could be any 
combination of the following: position, shape, width, depth or volume. 
Numerous tests on the nickel coated piston (#7) confirmed it's complete resistance to erosion 
damage under the conditions tested. The authors attributed this to the "hot tensile strength 
and ductility of the nickel layer which protected the aluminium from the high gas pressure 
damage". 
Lee and Schaeffer [45] also describe heavy knock endurance tests performed on a 4-cylinder 
engine fitted with aluminium pistons, two of which were surface coated with,20 #-tm of iron. 
The magnitude of the knock intensity was not reported. After 2.5 hours of operation the 
uncoated pistons showed signs of erosion knock damage, but not the coated ones. The 
authors concluded that the "tougher" materials are able to withstand the mechanical and 
thermal stresses of knock. The protection mechanism was described as a thin, tough 
diaphragm with high elasticity protecting the weaker base material. 










2.3.1.4 SIMULATED EROSION DAMAGE 
A recent paper by Maly et al [34] has reported the first direct observations of surface erosion 
caused by controlled detonation (within the context of knock). Furthermore, this is the first 
and only attempt to theoretically and experimentally analyse the knock process in terms of 
the effects on surface erosion of boundary and initial conditions. 
One of the aims of this work was to validate a numerical simulation of the end-gas crevice 
region (discussed in section 2.1). Another goal was to develop an understanding of the 
magnitude of wall loading as a result of a detonation wave. 
The experimental method adopted by these researchers was to use a detonation chamber in 
which near-plane detonation waves were allowed to impinge on aluminium specimens. The 
detonation waves were produced regularly (about I Hz) by spark-ignition of a steady flow 
oxygen-ethylene mixture at atmospheric pressure. This mixture was chosen on the basis that 
it would detonate at atmospheric pressures and would yield similar (specific) energy content 
to air-gasoline mixtures in the end-gas of a typical engine Gust prior to auto-ignition). The 
damage produced after 10 000 to 200 000 shots (depending on operating conditions) was 
reported to be microscopically similar to knock-induced piston erosion. 
The shapes of the specimens were chosen to simulate a two-dimensional piston top-land 
geometry, although the authors admit that complete similitude could not be established. The 
authors tested three top-land geometries, whose shapes concerned the effect of radii at either 
the inner or outer edge of a squish lip on a piston crown. High speed Schlieren diagnostics 
via an optical access, allowed the authors to record the temporal positions of density 
gradients in the specimen region. 
The optical results from the detonation chamber showed close similarity to conditions 
predicted by the numerical simulation. Tests performed on aluminium probes showed similar 
erosion surfaces to that encountered with knock-induced erosion. The different shaped 
probes indicated that chamber geometry had a strong influence on the position and magnitude 
of the erosion damage. Having validated the numerical model using the detonation chamber, 
the authors simulated typical end-gas conditions for a knocking engine. The results of these 










simulations were used to estimate the piston wall loading by using gas pressures as a measure 
of the direct wall stresses. A thermal contact model was used to estimate the wall thermal 
stresses. It was found that the pressure stresses could be in the vicinity of 35 MPa to 45 
MPa, depending on the assumed initial conditions. In general, the thermal stresses were 
found to be less than half the values of the direct pressure stresses. The authors concluded 
that, from this data, both the direct and thermal stresses were responsible for erosion 
damage. 
It should be noted that the thermal stress analysis in this work was based on the product of 
the coefficient of expansion and the change in the wall surface temperature. This simplistic 
stress analysis can be regarded as yielding an order-of-magnitude estimate. The result of this 
calculation is a single compressive stress level which is presumed to occur in the surface of 
the wall. 










2.3.2 HEAT FLUX 
The evidence of piston seizure as a consequence of knock, indicates that heat flux is another 
form of knock damage. 
Betz and Ellerman performed tests on an instrumented engine [13]. NTC Temperature 
probes were mounted on the piston crown edge (lmm below the surface), near the expected 
end-gas region. The increase in crown edge temperature as a function of ignition advance 
was found to be linear in the no-knock and trace knock regions. Under medium and heavy 
knock, there was a significant increase in the piston temperature (of up to I OOOC). Knock 
intensity was defined as a cumulative pressure amplitude, to be discussed in section 2.4. The 
measured knock intensities were then compared to the piston temperature increases. No 
correlation was undertaken, but it was stated that the change in knock intensity was a good 
indicator for the associated piston temperature increase. 
French and Atkins [48] placed a number of thermocouples in various positions on the surface 
of the head and outer edges of the piston. With the engine running at steady-state conditions, 
the spark timing was advanced, and the mean surface temperatures measured. Two reference 
fuels were used, one resulting in knock and the other knock-free over the whole spark timing 
range. In the case of the knocking fuel, the spark advance acted as a means for increasing 
the knock intensity. 
Typical curves showing the marked increase in piston temperature under knocking conditions 
are shown in figure 3. It was noted that the temperature rise was 1000C higher on the thrust . 
side (opposite side to spark plug) where the eroded piston surface was observed by the 
authors. In general, the temperature rise of the cylinder head and liner was small 
representing only 25 % of the maximum piston temperature rise. 
The authors also used these temperatures to calculate the mean heat flow into the piston, liner 
and head. It was estimated that under heavy knock a mean increase in heat flux of about 
20% occurred at the outer edge of the piston compared with increases of 10% and 30% into 
the head and liner respectively. The authors stated that these increases were due to the 










disturbance of the gas-wall boundary layer 
by the resonating pressure waves and 
therefore found it puzzling that the heat flux 
changes to the various zones were not 290 
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work [49] which had reported similar 
results to theirs. 
An explanation for these data may be 
proposed with a closer look at figure 3. 
The highest temperature rise occurs around 
the sides of the piston on the opposite side 
to the spark plug (centre of top land - thrust 
side). This indicates that detonation may be 
occurring around the edge of the piston. 
Although the global effect is the production 
of resonating pressure waves (knock), these 
data are a suggestion that there is a more 
severe and localised effect causing this 
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Figure 3: Spark Timing versus Surface 
Temperature [48] 
increased temperature (and the erosion observed by others). If auto-ignition was occurring 
in this region (between piston and liner) it would be expected that the head would be partially 
shielded from the localised occurrence and would only be exposed to the global effect 
(resonating waves), and would therefore show significantly lower heat flux (10% for the head 
and 30% for the liner). 
Data reported recently by Zhao, Collings and Ma [50] confirmed the localise? effect of auto-
ignition on surface temperatures, although this was not noticed by the authors (who were 
interested in other aspects of these data). In this work thermal imaging was applied to the 
combustion chamber surfaces of an engine run under both knocking and normal conditions. 
Included in the results was a plot of head temperature (at two different positions on the 
cylinder head) as a function of spark timing for high and low octane fuel respectively, shown 
in figure 4. The onset of knock was recorded as 16° and 20° CA BIDC for the low and high 
octane fuel respectively. As seen in figure 4, position I, which is near the end-gas zone, is 
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Figure 4: Cylinder Head Temperature 
versus Spark Timing [SO] 
number. It was found that all the thermocouples showed increased surface temperatures with 
increased knock intensity (measured as maximum pressure amplitude). A correlation of the 
thermocouple data showed that there was no significant local differences in the wall 
temperatures in the investigated area due to knock. In other words, the effect of knock 
intensity on surface temperature was similar f r all nine locations tested. 
Lu et al [51] used thin film platinum 
resistance thermometers to measure 
the instantaneous heat flux at two 
positions in a combustion chamber 
under knocking conditions. The fast 
response of these transducers allowed 
the heat flux to be plotted as a 
function of crank angle degrees. 
Figure 5 shows an example of an 











Figure 5: Heat Flux into wall opposite to 
auto-ignition zone [51] 
region away from the auto-ignition zone (ie: adjacent to the spark-plug). Flame arrival was 
reported as 329°CA and the maximum heat flux due to knock occurred at 339°CA, clearly 










confirming the global effect of knock on heat flux. 
In general, most of the literature cited in this section mentions that the elevated heat flux 
(under knocking conditions) is caused by the disturbance of the thermal boundary layer at the 
walls. Effectively, the resonating pressure pulses induce transient gas velocities close to the 
walls, thus increasing the local heat flux. When looking at the data reported, it is apparent 
that in some cases, disproportionate increases in heat flux were found in localised regions, 
while in other cases, only a global effect was measured. No comment was found in the 
literature concerning these apparent contradictions, however an explanation may be 
formulated by considering the nature of the resonating pressure waves. 
The manner in which the gas in a combustion chamber oscillates (as a consequence of knock) 
is related to the chamber geometry and gas conditions. The resonance has been explained 
[52] by the superposition of different modes of vibration (sets of standing waves), the most 
dominant being the radial and circumferential modes. The circumferential modes exhibit 
nodes which can be close to the walls (depending on chamber geometry). The position of 
these nodes may vary for circumferential modes of vibration. However, in the vicinity of 
these nodes, it is expected that less boundary disturbance will occur compared to other 
locations. This would explain the apparent contradictions in reported data, in that the 
position of the thermocouple relative to the resonant gas vibration nodes would effect the 
results. 
In summary, knock results in an additional heat load on the surfaces of the piston and 
combustion chamber. The magnitude of this elevated heat flUX varies with spatial position, 
but is nevertheless measurable all around the chamber. 










2.3.3 OTHER FORMS OF KNOCK DAMAGE 
Besides surface erosion, there are other forms of engine damage that have been attributed to 
knock. Betts [12] reported that breakage of piston lands had been observed in many 
instances. Examination of the fracture surfaces suggested that this damage occurred through 
a fatigue mechanism. It was proposed that the piston-lands failed as a result of crack growth 
initiated in the highly stressed corners in the base of the ring grooves, although the source of 
these stresses was not discussed. 
Betz and Ellerman [13], and Maly and Ziegler [46] also reported cases of cracked and broken 
piston-lands. They independently theorised that the initiation of crack growth in the root of 
the ring-groove would be caused by the steep pressure rise of the knock event. 
Additionally, it has also been reported [4,20,22] that knock results in rings jamming in their 
ring-grooves, broken rings and piston seizure. Heywood attributes all these observations 
(including broken piston-lands) to the elevated heat load, without further comment. It is 
easily understood that thermal expansion as a result of additional heat load could cause piston 
seizure. However, the mechanisms by which rings are permanently jammed in their grooves 
or rings are broken are not easily discernable. 
The lack of complete explanation and analysis into these failure modes was recognised as a 
gap in the literature and was therefore included as an area for study in this thesis. 
2.3.4 PRE-IGNITION AND KNOCK 
Another related effect of knock concerns the phenomenon of pre-ignition (surface-ignition) 
which is caused by the elevated heat flux [4,16,53]. This phenomenon effectively replaces 
the spark with a surface-ignition source with an increasingly advanced ignition timing. This 
is a positive-feedback process causing heavier knock which reinforces the surface ignition. In 
this condition, an engine will run very rapidly to destruction unless it is stalled by load or 
choked by throttle. Knock is not the only cause of pre-ignition and the effects of pre-ignition 










ignition (in terms of engine damage) are not always the same as those of knock (eg: melted 
surfaces). Although pre-ignition may be caused by knock, the phenomenon itself will not 
be considered in any more detail in this work, as it is a well documented. However, it must 
be noted that knock may be both the cause or the consequence of pre-ignition. 
To summarise, the effects of knock that have been reponed in the literature include: 
Surface erosion of the piston-crown and cylinder-head 
Head-gasket failure 
Piston-land fracture 














2.4 KNOCK INTENSITY MEASUREMENT 
In order to test the knock resistance or damage potential of a fuel component or engine 
parameter, it is necessary to establish a datum for reference. This section is divided into two 
sections, the first dealing with knock detection techniques and the second with the analysis 
of data so as to produce a knock intensity parameter. 
2.4.1 COMMONLY USED KNOCK DETECTION TECHNIQUES 
Many alternative systems have been used to detect and measure knock. The difference 
between these methods lies in the objectives and resources of the particular research being 
performed. 
The earliest gauge of knock intensity was performed audial1y and knock intensity evaluated 
subjectively as trace, medium or heavy knock [22]. The human ear is in fact a very sensitive 
instrument for detecting the onset of trace knock and is still used today for this purpose. 
The ASTM method of rating fuels (RON and MaN) tests gave rise to the internationally 
accepted ASTM Knock Meter [11]. The Octane Rating System (and its test procedure) is 
an arbitrary scale, historically accepted, and convenient to use. 
2.4.1.1 PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS 
The pressure transducer in various forms has been the basic instrument used for the study 
of knock. This instrument is inserted against the wall of the combustion chamber and 
produces a response to the pressure of the gas. The earliest instruments [22,54] had a very 
low natural frequency, in the region of 10 kHz, resulting in a very inaccurate representation 
of the pressure oscillations encountered during knock. More recently pressure transducers 
for engine testing have resonance frequencies of up to 160 kHz [45], which is much higher 
than the measured signal (in the region of 6 to 15 kHz). Thus, these transducers respond fast 
enough to capture the resonating pressure pulses. 










The results from work [41,55] using two transducers for each test has shown -that, the 
position of the pressure transduc~r around the combustion chamber has no effect on the 
pressure trace, other than a phase difference in the knock oscillations (due to the distance the 
pressure wave must travel to reach the transducer). Others [29,45] using four transducers 
each have found that there are peak pressure differences around the chamber, but these peak 
pressures were at the extreme range of the available transducers. This is a significant 
observation, if the object of the test is to analyse the nature of the peak pressure in the end-
gas zone. It is improbable that the peak pressure in the end-gas zone (at auto-ignition) is the 
same as that in the rest of the chamber, as erosion damage is usually found in the end-gas 
region. The conclusion that can be drawn from this work is that modem pressure transducers 
are capable of monitoring the resonating pulses, but do not respond fast enough to capture the 
first pulse. Furthermore the positioning of the transducer is critical. The pressure history in 
the end-gas zone is likely to be much more severe than that of the burnt-gas region even 
though transducers are incapable of fully measuring the true peaks. It is likely that those 
researchers using only two transducers had not positioned one of them in the end-gas region, 
while those using four transducers managed to capture traces very close to the auto-ignition 
sites. It should also be considered that transducers positioned close to a node (of vibration) 
would register considerably lower pressure amplitudes of vibration. 
2.4.1.2 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
The occurrence of knock increases the heat flux from the gas to the chamber walls and 
piston. From the early days [54], aircraft engines were instrumented with temperature probes 
embedded in the cooling tins, which were used as an indication of engine overheating as a 
result of knock or lean-out. The original ASTM Aviation Octane Number Test used a 
thermal plug in the cylinder as a means of establishing a reference knock intensity [56]. 
More recently [19,51,57], fast response surface thermocouples have been developed which, 
when applied to the surface of the combustion chamber, are able to yield a clearer picture of 
the cyclic temperatures at the walls. Other than the early ASTM procedure, no attempt has 
been made to used temperature measurements as a direct means of evaluating knock intensity. 










2.4.1.3 ACOUSTIC AND ACCELEROMETER TECHNIQUES 
Instrumentation has been developed to characterise knock by means of accelerometers 
mounted on the engine structure [54,58] and by microphones recording engine noise [55]. 
Both these techniques are recording the engines structural response to the knock-induced 
pressure oscillations. By comparing data from normal combustion to those under knocking 
conditions it is possible to determine whether or not knock is occurring. Furthermore, the 
intensity of the signal is used as a guide to the intensity of the knock. 
Knock intensity instruments operating on these principles were evaluated by Williams and 
Dale [58]. The evaluation concluded that the accelerometer instrument is better suited to 
knock-damage tests, while the microphone system is preferred for octane number assessment 
or fuel comparisons within a given engine, although no reasons were given for this 
judgement. 
Instruments based on acoustic and accelerometer transducers have to be tuned for each 
separate engine type tested and give only an indirect indication of what is occurring inside 
the combustion chamber. It was stated by Klimstra [59], that the amplitude and frequency 
content of the vibration depends to a large extent on the stiffness of the engine block and on 
the point of excitation. 
These systems can however be an accurate means of determining the onset of knock. In fact, 
the accelerometer system forms the basis for closed-loop knock control in current engine 
management systems [60], which are used to avoid knocking conditions. 
2.4.2 KNOCK INTENSITY PARAMETERS 
This section reviews knock intensity parameters as used by various researchers. Bearing in 
mind the general approach of avoiding knock completely, many authors chose a parameter 
to characterise the knock in terms of fuel and engine operating conditions. However, those 
that have defined knock intensity in some way are reviewed. 










2.4.2.1 MAXIMUM PRESSURE AMPLITUDE 
~. typical engine pressure trace under 
bocking conditions [41] is shown in 
figure 6. The curve shows the 
~cteristic pressure oscillation 
superimposed on the normal cycle. 
Peeding the signal through a high pass 
filter (5 kHz) produced the resulting 
_gnal shown in figure 7, which 
represents the pressure oscillations due 
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Figure 6: Knocking Pressure Trace [41] 
The knock intensity may be defined as 2.0 r----.-....,---.,...--.--.,..--,---.--, 
either the maximum pressure amplitude 
or the maximum peak-to-peak values. 
These intensities will be referred to as 
the maximum pressure amplitude. 
Many researchers [24,45,61] have 
expressed the opinion that this signal is 
directly related to damage, without 
validating this assumption. 
Over the years, other parameters using 
the mean pressure amplitude have been 
1.5 5 to 10 kHz Bandpass filter 
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; 0.5 Knock intensit .. • = 8.1 
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Figure 7: Filtered Pressure Trace [41] 
defined and used. However, Leppard [42] has shown that the mean pressure amplitude, the 
integral of the pressure oscillations and the integral of the square of the pressure oscillations 
all cross correlated with statistical significance at the 99.9% level, indicating that these are 
all similar parameters. 
An important point concerning the filtered signals seems to have been overlooked by some 










researchers. The high-pass or band-pass filter takes a finite time to open its gate to a high 
frequency signal [62]. Furthermore, the response of the pressure transducer itself is too slow 
to track the initial pressure rise, which has been commented on by some authors [29]. In 
terms of a pressure-history, the auto-ignition is a step-function which causes the subsequent 
chamber resonance. In this sense, the chamber is a filter with its own time lag. The 
pressure-history measured is therefore a transmutation of actual events, resulting from the 
lag of the chamber, transducer and filter. The timescale of the end-gas energy release is of 
the same order as that of the resonating pressure waves [29], and therefore the pressure 
attained by the initial impulse should be much greater than that of the resonance. The 
filtered trace in figure 7 shows that the third oscillation produces the greatest pressure 
amplitude. This reveals the problems associated with this technique if it is used to describe 
the initiating impulse within the end-gas zone and as an indicator of the localised erosion 
damage. 
However, the pressure signal does yield a good indication of the global conditions within the 
combustion chamber, iflocalised effects are ignored. As discussed previously [13], a knock 
intensity based on a filtered pressure trace was shown to be a good indicator of global heat 
flux. 
2.4.2.2 A VERAGE MAXIMUM PRESSURE AMPLITUDE 
The use of the maximum pressure amplitude as an indication of knock· intensity does not 
account for the cyclic variations in the auto-ignition phenomenon. 
Najt [63] showed an improvement in the repeatability of the data when correlating knock 
intensity against spark advance for a range of reference fuels. In this case his choice of 
intensity measurement was the maximum pressure amplitUde averaged over 4<100 consecutive 
engine cycles. Thus the parameter has the advantage of averaging the cycle-to-cycle 
variation. It ~as noted that the mean pressure amplitude included the zero amplitude of the 
non-knocking cycles. 










2.4.2.3 CUMULATIVE PRESSURE AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION 
Essig [14] used the high pass filtered pressure signal to determine the cumulative pressure 
amplitude distribution. This method involved the data capture of the digitised signal from 
a number of cycles. The maximum pressure amplitude was determined for each cycle. A 
frequency distribution was produced from these data in terms of the percentage exceeding 
of 5, 10, 15, 20 bar, etc., producing a frequency density of the maximum pressure 
amplitude. 
Essig showed that 10% of the data exceeding 5 bar was equivalent to trace knock as detected 
by a trained observer. Further spark advance resulted in sustained knock with 100% 
exceeding 5 bar and over 20 % in the region of 10 to 25 bar. This condition could be 
maintained for short periods, but longer runs under this level of knock resulted in piston 
crown erosion. Further spark advance resulted in heavy knock characterised by pressure 
amplitudes of over 50 bar. This condition was found to be. unstable resulting in pre-ignition 
runaway. This is one of the few recorded attempts to relate a knock intensity directly to 
knock damage. 
Betz and Ellerman [13] used a similar method to characterise knock. They combined all the 
data by defining a knock intensity (Kl) as follows: 
where: values 0 to X 
pltUlJC 
n 
kwlX (p .n) 
Ki = E max 
kwlO 10 
are discrete pressure intervals (eg: 5, 10, 15 
bar, etc.), 
is the maximum pressure amplitude per cycle, 
is the fraction of occurrences at that pressure. 
The absolute value of this knock intensity parameter is dependent on the choice of pressure 
intervals, although the authors did not comment on this. The authors also claim that this Ki 
is non-dimensional, which is not the case, as it has the units of pressure. 
Tests performed on a multi-cylinder engine under heavy knock resulted in one piston being 










2.4.2.4 ENGINE OPERATING PARAMETERS 
Engine operating parameters have been used as the basis for defining a scale of knock 
intensity. Parameters such as knock-limited compression ratio (or spark advance, mean 
effective pressure, etc.) have commonly been used to characterise the onset of knock in terms 
of operating conditions [3]. When testing under knocking conditions, the operating 
conditions may still be used as an indication of knock severity in the form of additional 
increase beyond the point of trace knock. Spark advance is typically used in this manner, 
with the knock severity being described by the "ignition advance beyond that of trace knock" 
[47]. This method serves as a simple means of quantifying knock without the use of 
additional equipment (if trace knock is detected audially). 
Exhaust temperature has also been used as indication of knock severity. Exhaust 
temperatures [45] have been shown to be reduced by as much as lOOOC when moving from 
trace to heavy knocking conditions (by means of reducing fuel octane quality) [44,45,58]. 
2.4.3 DISCUSSION 
In general many researchers seem to have arbitrarily defined a particular knock intensity. 
With a few exceptions, there was no validation of this choice, although some have inferred 
an assumption that erosion damage is caused by some form of mechanical impulse. 
Most of these criteria are based on the pressure signal. As discussed previously, pressure 
transducers are able to monitor the oscillating aftermath of auto-ignition, but are not able to 
register the initial, localised pressure rise of the auto-ignition process itself. This means that 
any pressure-based criterion will only yield information concerning intensity of chamber 
resonance and not the intensity of the initial pulse. 
It has been implied that the magnitude of the oscillation is directly related to the magnitude 
of the initial pulse. However, it is both the magnitude and the duration of this pulse that 
determines the resonating pressure amplitude. The duration is a function of the amount of 
end-gas involved in the energy release. Whilst, the magnitude of the pressure pulse is 
something of an unknown quantity and appears to be dependent on several factors, including 










the geometry of the end-gas region. It follows that it is not possible to separate both the 
initial pressure rise and quantity of the end-gas from the magnitude of the resulting pressure 
oscillation. Until the development of transducers and filters with quicker response times, the 
initial pressure rise will remain an unknown quantity. 
The localised erosion damage is expected to be more sensitive to the magnitude of the initial 
pressure pulse, than to the duration. Therefore, it is deduced that knock intensities based on 
the amplitude of the global pressure resonance will not correlate with the extent of erosion 
damage. 
In summary, since erosion damage is a localised effect in the end-gas region, itfollows that 
the damage will not correlate with a global, pressure-based knock intensity criterion. 
Alternately, increased heatflux, which results from chamber resonance, does correlate with 
well with pressure-based knock criteria. Damage arising from increased heatflux is expected 
to correlate in a similar manner. This provided a useful test for the damage investigation 
on which this thesis is based. 










3 I OIISERVA T IONS 
Altholl~h the engine types and operatmg conditions were qllik varied, inspection of the 
,p~cimens ,howed that J principal categories of damage prevalled. The specimens disClI,sed 
below are lypicai of the 22 ll>eful ,ampl~1 colkcted and III OIJme cales are similar to thox 
photographs pre;enled by other authors . The information sheet, for each of the sample, 
discu,sed are contained in Appendix A. 
3.1.1 EROSIOl\' IlA.\IAGE EVlDENCl:: 
All the specimcm exhibited some evidence of erosion damage on the piston top-land and on 
the edge of the land and crown, In the case, where ero~ion wa, observed on the crown, it 
wa, on ly found where the ckarance hetween head and pl,ton was 'lTllill (at the edge of the 
piston). Except In ca,e., where the spark-plug 'Was exactly centrdlly lo;;at~d (wme 1-,troke 
engine,). the ~rosion wa~ found to b~ coocentrated in one area of the 'pecimen. Tile extent 
of the ero,ion varied from a cleaning of depo,it; and ,urface "poli,hing" to prog:re~llve 
amount~ of ero,lO ~ of piston material. The eroded surface always showed the typica l 
"C,\\'ltation-lype" pitting. 
SpeClmen!! 1 (flgure R) shows an example 
of depo,it cleaning. The operator 
reponed that the englOC hdd !ken 
knockJllg for <;()me time prior to the 
failure. Tlll~ p<>ton Wd, lel]loved due to 
oi l ring failure which had cauwd a carbor. 
depo,it ot oVe'r 1.5 mm thick on th~ 
crown. As ;een on this specimen, il 
crescent shaped area had be~n cOI Tl pletely 
cleaned. SiJl~e thi~ cleaned smface was 
the' ar~a fUrilleSi from t h~ spark plug and 
wa, ,ituate'd beneath the inlet valve, 
which h ty picnlly a very cool regIOn In 
Figure 8: Specimen #1 
tile' combustion chamber [\9], il " .. a., unl ikely that this depo,i t r~moval could have been 










c~us~d by locJI <1\'~TheallJl1' 01 s,ui"acc '1'n <I«"1_ The' lOp l.lnd TeglOn ",tlnn lil" Cln('~"1 
sho"-'tu a pultsheu , urfavt v,-h<it Iht rtSI of th~ top-lanll 11ad a da rk (kp0,11 . Ille c'rt'-Cl'll l 
shaI'~ of th~ clenn~d wnt; corrc_,pondc:d t(1 lhe hk~l: .\i l~ "t-lh~ end ga, ,11 th L' poinl "r ,11J1.c1-
Ignill(1n_ Although this pIston had nOl b.:cn dJmafed bv knock. the k)cali_",d dfe .. '1 ,'f 
inc ipient L'roslOn was clearly tviuent. 
FI .Qur ~ 9 Isp~cHnen #2) ;ho"-, , a 2-strok" 
[,1,t(1n whICh wa; r~mo .. eJ afte r knockiJlg 
c Olilbus llOll had txen llo(ic~(L Sis tllficant 
knock ero~ion "-'as ,ten on th~ l(lr -Iand, 
wilh k"eT damJ1'e <1 t the outer ~d1'c 01 
tht [TO"-'I1. The spark-plL lg i, c ~n lra lly 
10000at,'<1 In IhL ' englilt ,,-iuch "-mild result 
in J ncar annular end-gas r~gion auiaL'ent 
to th~ cyhnder (at th~ on,d of knock), 
F)o<; H)n dam;,gc ~o<!ld be ,ttn ali a[(lund 
till' eJg~ of th .. ' riston, bllt W;J.I 
particularly severe around !h~ ex llJll\! 
port (local hot LOUe), 
Th;;: pilton shown in fi gu r~ 10 (;pecim~ll 
#3), hMl been nm(h'~rlen!ly used with low 
()C!an~ t'ud over a long distance, re>ult ing 
ill a partiai seizure, as ;e~ll by lhi: 
>cuffll1g on tile ,kirt. A large amount of 
material had b~en ewd;;:d along the 
lop-[and in the end-g;,s reglOn, Th"r~ 
w~re no other sign, of erosion on !lw 
plston. OIher than that V1Slbk In this 
figllre, This is an indication of the 
local"ed ni!lm~ of knock erosion, wilh 
Ihe ~rmiOI1 zone adjJcent to the expected 
posilion of Ihe end-gas region. 










Of panicu l<lr ill t c rl'~t afe the cavit ies ablw(.' and below the fiN cOlllprt!ssion ring. Close 
examinatio n 01 the phton revealed that a passage had been erooed a round the back ot the top 
ring. Similar eroded <.:avities :lround tht: rings were also observ.x) in o ther specimens. The 
prc:vious 3 specimen" are typical e:-:amples of knock-related damag.e reponed in IHeralure 
[3,-1. 12.13.1 -11 · 
Fig ure 11 (specirncn It j ) shows a piston 
which wa s removed aHer the engine 
expericL1ct::d cxccssiv\C" blow by and power 
lms. In Ill is case. th e knock erosion had 
fo rmed a passageway aro llnd the rings 
tltrUlIgh wllidl blow -by had occurred. 
The s\lrfaces of the passag.~ had been 
burned to a smooth finis h exhibiting a 
molten su rfa<.:e. but knock erosIOn was 
stili d early visi ble in the small cavities 
above the ~i r st <Ind .::.econd rings a!ld al the 
edges of th e blow-by channel. Also of 
notc was that the ring gap happened to 
figlll'e 11: Spcci m (" 11 #4 
coincide. with the centre ot the blow-by channel. This coul d only aggr:lva te Ihe amount ot 
blow -by thm occurred. In fact, it is possible that the coincldence of the ring gap with the 
end-gas region (forming an extended cavity) COLlld have contributed to the deep ero~i{)n into 
the second-lanel. 
Another pis ton with a si milar history is shO\vn in figure 12 (specimen .lt5) , but in this case 
the vehicle was driven a considerable distance after the initial blow· by. It may be seell that. 
the blow-by had comidembly enlarged the passage from combustion chamber to sum p, but 
agai n e rosi on damage is still visible in what remains of the ring. g rooves and again at the 
edges of the hlow-by channel. 
in some instances. erosion damage was also observed on cyl inder heatls and. as in the case 
of the pblon spe<.:imens al ready discussed. the damage was con tined 10 localised regions. 
These eroded zones were a lways fOllnd at thc edge of the cylinder. :Ibo\'c the pos!lion of the 
OA j'vlA(; E iNV ESTlGA TI01\: 











WrTI!\ponding piston erosion. In all these 
c,~ses. tbe erosion 70ne appc.l red in the 
sqlli~h region whl":r(! piston -head 
c l ea r:ln ce~ \'/ere small . figure 13 sholvs 
an \,!x illl1plc of this type of damage. The 
I.':rnsion is seen to occur at thl.': edge of the: 
cylincle r and has begun to unde rcut the 
head gasket. This head has cI small ndge. 
3mnl in~i(]e Ihe edge of tht! cy linder, and 
it is interesting to note that this has al so 
bl!t!1l slight ly undercut. Tins head was 
from the sam e cylinder (1S piston 
<; pecimcn #6 (figure 14) wlm;h \ ... ·ill be 
discussed in detail 1Il th~ followlIlg 
')eClions. 
Although there was no sign of damage on 
thl.': hC3d gasket in thi s case, other 
examples \howed gasket erosion. Other 
reseMchers [1 -1. 45.46] have also reported 
gdske l erosion as a result of knocking 
combustion. 
i\ fin al observation conce rning erosio n 
d:tmage is that aluminium is preferentially 
at!'lckerl. In the case of rings. burl'':> and 
Figure 12: Specimen #5 
L--EROSIIO N-----' 
figure 13: f.1'oded cylinder head 
cast iron heads. erosion damage was only observed in olle mstance. In this Cdse. the cast 
iron head o f a Ricardo E6 research engine was found to bl! lightly eroded next !O the head 
gas kl.':l. and th is was after operating for appro\ imately 50 hou rs under heavy kl:ocking 
c(ll1clitions. 
Secti0ns of eroded pi ston ~ur(aces were photographed ill high magnifications for comparison 
to subsequen t tests speCimens. and will be llisCllSS ... '(\ in the appropriate sect ion. 










bore seizure was in the upper cylinder region, indicating that the rings themselves had begun 
to seize. The compression rings were not broken, but they were jammed in their ring 
grooves (the top ring being the most firmly bound). On removing the rings (without 
breaking them) and fitting them into the lower, unworn end of the bore, the top ring was 
found to have a ring gap much greater than the specification. Figure 15 shows this ring 
fitted into the bottom of the cylinder bore. The second ring gap was also oversize by nearly 
1 mm. No damage was visible at the ends of the rings. The ring gaps for the remaining, 
undamaged pistons were found to be within engine specifications. The significance of this 
example is discussed in section 3.2.3. 
The damage symptoms of the remaining 16 useful piston specimens are summarised in the 
table' below, which is presented for completion. The table indicates the number of pistons 




Blow-by channel 8 
Piston-lands cracked or fractured 3 
Rings jammed in ring-grooves 13 
Rings fractured 6 
Piston seizure or scuffed piston skirt 9 
3.2 DISCUSSION OF DAMAGE SURVEY 
Having documented the characteristics of knock damage, as illustrated by the specimen 
collection, this section synthesises the observations with the current knowledge-base in order 
gain understanding of the mechanisms of knock damage. Each of the three main types of 
damage will be reviewed. 










3.2.1 EROSION DAMAGE MECHANISM 
Erosion was always found in localised regions at the outer extremities of the combustion 
chamber. This pointed to the end-gas energy release being responsible for the damage, since 
these regions appear to be adjacent to the expected end-gas location. This is supported by 
the current understanding of the knock mechanism [31,46] where auto-ignition can lead to 
"developing detonation" which is driven by the energy release of unburned mixture in the 
end-gas. It is this process that causes the local walls to be exposed to excessive pressure and 
thermal stresses. It is to be expected that when the shock. wave moves into the burned-gas 
region, where no significant chemical energy release is possible, the wave intensities would 
diminish and the probability of erosion would be correspondingly reduced. 
The most common observation concerning knock-induced erosion is that it occurs mainly in 
crevices, such as the top-land between the piston and bore. In all cases, it was observed that 
erosion damage on the piston top-land was far more extensive than on the piston crown. 
This is seen on specimens #2 to #6. The heavier erosion on the top-land compared to the 
crown could be explained by two independent characteristics of knock: 
• Knocking combustion is able to penetrate into the top-land crevice, which under 
normal combustion conditions causes the flame to be quenched [66]. This means that 
at the point of auto-ignition, the top-land crevice volume is available for energy 
release (whereas it is not penetrated by the normal detlagration flame). 
• The geometric confinement of the crevice volume ensures that the shock waves 
undergo multiple reflections compared to the relatively unconstrained end-gas in the 
combustion chamber itself [32,33,34]. 
The surfaces were rarely eroded by more than a millimetre in depth, except ""'here a blow-by 
channel had been produced. The region of erosion damage tended to spread around the 
top-land as the general severity of damage increased. This seems to indicate that erosion into 
the material was self-limiting. Comparing the lightly eroded specimens to those more. severe 
damaged, it would appear that erosion generally spreads around the top-land and down 
towards the rings as illustrated in figures 16(A) and 16(B) and also shown on specimen #6 
(figure 14). This broad "V"-shaped erosion pattern was seen on other specimens and has 










been reported previously [14]. 
The two facts, that the erosion is never 
deep and that it only occurs on the crown 
when head clearances are small, indicates 
a likelihood that critical crevice 
dimensions are necessary for erosion to 
take place. It was inferred that once 
these dimensions are exceeded, erosion no 
longer occurs. The erosion mechanism is 
seen to operate at the interface between a 
tightly constrained crevice and the 
neighbouring less bounded region. The 
detonation chamber tests of Maly et al 
[34] confirm this hypothesis. 
In the case of 2-stroke pistons, it was 
observed that although erosion was found 
all around the circumference of the 
piston, damage was particularly severe in 
the region adjacent to the exhaust port 
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Figure 16: Progressive erosion damage 
temperatures). This could be explained by the weakening of the material at elevated 
temperatures. 
From the observations on the more severely damaged specimens, it appears that continuous 
operation under knocking conditions causes the erosion to spread downwards into the ring 
grooves (the rings being resistant to erosion). This forms a cavity around "the first ring as 
illustrated in figure 16(C) and seen on specimen #3 (figure 10). By this stage, a blow-by 
path has been produced around the first compression ring. With further operation, hot 
combustion gases are forced through this cavity, burning the material and widening the blow-
by path as illustrated in figure 17 and seen on specimen #4 (figure 11). In these cases, the 
channel surfaces were burned smooth and did not exhibit the typical pitted, erosion surface. 
The high temperature blow-by was thought to be responsible for obliterating the erosion 










surface by further material removal. 
Continued operation would ultimately 
produce the result illustrated in figure 18 
and seen on specimen #5 (figure 12). At 
this stage, the ring support has been 
removed and therefore ring fracture 
would be anticipated, as seen in 
specimens #4 and #5. 
As discussed previously (section 3.1.1), 
pistons were not the only surfaces eroded 
by knock. Erosion also occurred on the 
head and head gasket which would 
eventually lead to coolant loss and blow-
by into oil or water channels. 
Pre-ignition at the burned piston surfaces 
could also arise, leading to runaway 
engine failure. 
The deductions made in this section stem 
from the events that follow from 
continuous knocking. The relationship 
between the intensity of knock and the 
level of damage cannot be ascertained. 
This is addressed with experimental and 






Figure 17: Initial blow-by damage 
SECTION AA 
Figure 18: Progressive blow-by damage 
3.2.2 PISTON SEIZURE MECHANISM 
In cases exhibiting piston seizure against the bore, the seizure was attributed to excessive 
thermal expansion of the piston, due to increased heat flux. 










The source of this heat flux, under knocking conditions, is found in the resonating pressure 
waves which disturb the thermal boundary layer. A further increase in heat flux may be 
caused by a blow-by path around the rings, due to piston erosion, land fracture, or ring 
fracture. 
Finally, at the onset of piston seizure, the heat flux generated by the additional friction would 
complete the seizure process. 
3.2.3 PISTON RING AND LAND FAILURE MECHANISMS 
From the literature review, only one theory has been proposed to explain the occurrence of 
rings jammed in their grooves. Ricardo [22] suspected that the presence of free-carbon 
particles or erosion debris was the cause of this knock related feature. However, no sign of 
debris or carbon deposits was found in any of the specimens that were examined. Therefore, 
another mechanism was assumed to be responsible for this. The only possible explanations 
for jammed rings was that either the grooves had shrunk, or the rings had grown to cause 
an interference fit. 
Cases of cracked or fractured piston lands were only found where the rings were jammed in 
their grooves. This seemed to indicate that these two phenomena were related. 
No further explanations concerning these types of knock damage could be made from the 
specimen collection. A more detailed investigation is presented in chapter 5. 
To summarise, it was apparent that two independent aspects of knock are responsible for the 
various forms of damage: 
(1) Localised pressure-temperature transients causing localised erosion damage. 
(2) Elevated heat flUX causing global piston and ring problems. 
As a result, the research effort diverged at this point into two investigations. Chapter 4 deals 
with the localised erosion damage, while chapter 5 covers the quantification of the global 
heat flUX damage mechanisms. 












This chapter concerns a study of the mechanisms by which knocking combustion causes 
erosion damage. This work was aimed at establishing a foundation for quantifying knock 
intensity in terms of its propensity to cause erosion damage. 
The investigation was divided into the following components: 
1) A computer model was used to estimate the shock wave conditions in the end-gas 
after the auto-ignition process. The model used the initial conditions in the end-gas 
(prior to knock) to calculate the characteristics of a detonation wave. The results of 
these simulations were used to examine how engine conditions and fuel composition 
affect the damage potential of the knock. From this analysis, a parameter was 
identified which could be used as a measure of erosion-damage intensity. 
2) An analysis was performed to calculate the thermal stresses in the walls of the 
combustion chamber and piston. This model was used to investigate the contribution 
of thermal stresses to the knock-induced erosion process. A comparison of thermal 
stresses between knocking and non-knocking conditions was made using measured 
surface temperatures. 
3) Detonation chamber tests were performed to study the effects of operating conditions 
on erosion damage, under controlled conditions, and to provide validation for the 
detonation model. 
4) An engine was modified to accommodate an aluminium specimen which would be 
preferentially eroded under knocking conditions. The effects of fuel and operating 
conditions on erosion damage were investigated. The results of these tests were used 
as a means of validating the predictions of the theoretical analysis and to confirm the 
identification of the proposed knock intensity criterion. 










4.1 DETONATION MODEL 
It was the intention of the present research to quantify the knock intensity in terms of its 
potential to cause erosion damage. Therefore, of primary interest was the effect of the initial 
end-gas composition and conditions on the ensuing wall loading. 
A computer model simulating a fully-developed Chapman-Jouguet detonation wave was 
developed which calculated the post-detonation conditions as a function of end-gas pressure, 
temperature and composition prior to knock. Although it is unlikely that the detonation 
which occurs in the end-gas is fully developed, it was thought that the model would provide 
useful information concerning relative effects of initial conditions. The fact that damage was 
thought to be caused by the superposition of these waves in no way detracts from 
investigating the characteristics of the shock itself, as any change in the wave condition 
would be reflected in the superpositional conditions as well. 
The details of the detonation calculations and the computer code are presented in appendices 
B and I respectively. The model calculated the strong detonation conditions at the Chapman-
Jouguet point based on continuity, conservation of both momentum and energy, and assuming 
ideal gas relationships. Specific heats for the main species present were determined as a 
function of temperature. The dissociation of water and carbon dioxide was also accounted 
for. The detonation condition was solved by means of a Newton-Raphson iteration of the 
post-detonation temperature. The initial conditions which could be controlled were as 
follows: 
INPUT: End-gas conditions prior to knock: 
• pressure 
• temperature 
• fuel type 
• fuel-air equiValence ratio 
The program was used to calculate the corresponding Chapman-Jouguet detonation wave 
condition, which was described by the following parameters: 










OUTPUT: Detonation conditions: 
• stagnation pressure 
• temperature 
• wave velocity 
• gas velocity 
The stagnation pressure was used to describe the impulse intensity of the wave, in terms of 
the static pressure together with the gas momentum. Throughout this work, unless otherwise 
stated, the term "detonation" pressure will refer to the stagnation pressure of the wave. 
Octane, methanol and ethanol were modelled to evaluate the effect of diverse fuel 
composition. The model was also used to simulate the detonation. of ethylene-oxygen 
mixtures, in order to test the accuracy of the model against experimental data and to explain 
the findings of erosion experiments using a detonation chamber. 
4.1.1 ETHYLENE-OXYGEN DETONATION SIMULATIONS 
Lewis and Von Elbe [67] presented data 
taken from three separate sources 
DETONATION of ETHYLENE and OXYGEN 
• 3~r-----------------------~ [68,69,70], each reporting measured 
detonation velocities for ethylene-oxygen 
mixtures. Figure 19 shows the fit of these 
data to the theoretical model which was run 
with the identical initial conditions as the 
experimental data. A relatively close 
correlation between the modelled and 
experimental data is seen, which served to 
confirm the general accuracy of the model. 
No reported data concerning octane could 
be found. However, as the model was to 
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Figure 19: Theoretical and measured 
detonation velocities 
conditions on detonation characteristics, it was sufficient to validate the model using ethylene-
oxygen data. 










A further validation was performed using experimental data from detonation chamber tests, 
detailed in Appendix D. Figure 20 shows the theoretical and measured detonation pressures 
over a range of ethylene-oxygen mixture strengths. It is seen that the experimental data 
systematically falls below the predicted values. The data follows a similar trend to the 
theoretical predictions, as illustrated by the least squares polynomial curve fit. The slopes 
of these two curves can be seen to be almost identical, indicating that the model accurately 
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Figure 20: Theoretical and measured detonation pressure 
The reasons for the close correlation of the detonation velocity data (with respect to the 
model) in comparison to systematic underestimate of the pressure measurements could be 
explained by the assumptions implicit in the model and the measuring techniques used in the 
experimentation. In the model, the detonation wave was assumed to be a discontinuity with 
no cognisance taken of reaction rates. Glassman [71] has discussed the aocuracy of these 
types of models in relation to experimental data. He stated that the assumptions adopted are 
valid for the determination of the wave velocity as the equations place no restriction on the 
distance between the shock wave and the seat of the generating force. However, the peak 
pressure is a function of the structure of the wave, which comprises of a shock front followed 
by an induction and reaction zone. The Chapman-Jouguet conditions make no allowances 
for the wave structure, and therefore some discrepancy between calculated and measured 
pressures should be expected. Furthermore, the pressure transducer has a limited response 










The lower measured pressure values are due to the integration effect induced by the finite 
sensitive surface of the transducer. Since the pressure wave is thin and will never hit the 
surface exactly normal, the transducer will. indicate only an area averaged mean value, which 
would be composed of the real peak pressure times the actual loaded area plus a "no-
pressure" times the remaining area, divided by the total transducer area. Notwithstanding 
these deficiencies, the measured pressure clearly follows the predicted trend, though at 
systematically lower values. 
The direct stresses on the walls of the end-gas region in a knocking engine are caused by the 
reflection of the detonation waves. These resuits show that the model is capable of accurately 
simulating the effect of change in initial conditions on the detonation pressure, though it 
cannot predict the absolute values with accuracy. For this investigation, the effect of change 
in initial conditions was of interest and thus this model was considered adequate for the 
purpose. 
4.1.2 EFFECT OF FUEL TYPE AND MIXTURE STRENGTH ON DETONATION 
Simulations were performed over a range of typical engine end-gas conditions using the fuels 
previously mentioned. The full~o~e Ef t!lese simu~ations m~y be. fo~~d in Ap~endix ~'.' 














INITIAL CONomONS: 50 bar; 900K 







Figure 21 shows the effect of mixture. 
strength on detonation pressure for 3 
different fuels (the other detonation 
conditions such as temperature and 
velocities from these simulations are 
presented in appendix B). The initial 
conditions were the same for each 
fuel. The short carbon-chain alcohol 
fuels are seen to have greater 
detonation pressures than the long 
chain octane. This is primarily due 
to the increased energy density of the 
short carbon chain mixtures, relative 
to the longer chain fuel mixtures. 
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It is also seen that over the equivalence ratio range of an engine (typically between 0.9 and 
1.2), the detonation intensity will increase slightly with mixture strength. 
The magnitude of the pressure is seen to be considerably higher than that for the detonation 
chamber simulation (figure 20), because the initial pressure is 50 bar compared to the 
detonation chamber value of 1 bar. 
4.1.3 EFFECT OF INITIAL PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE 
ON DETONATION 
Figures 22 and 23 show the effect of initial temperature and pressure on detonation pressure. 
Increasing initial pressure is seen to have a near proportional effect on the detonation 
pressure. Conversely, increasing initial temperature is seen to cause a reduction in 
detonation pressure. The effects of temperature and pressure on detonation intensity are 
primarily due to their influence on the initial gas density. Both figures indicate that the 
mixture strength has a negligible effect on the detonation intensity. 
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Although auto-ignition temperatures are typically l000K, the "developing detonation" wave 
has been shown to be capable of entering the crevices such as the region between the piston 
top-land and bore [66], where temperatures of the order of 600K may be expected. The 










inverse relationship between detonation pressure and initial temperature illustrated in figure 
23 suggests that the detonation pressure could be considerably higher in such crevice regions 
compared to the main chamber. This observation adds an independent explanation, besides 
the effects of geometric confinement, as to why the piston top land is preferentially eroded. 
4.1.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF INITIAL CONDmONS 
Erosion damage was considered to be caused by a combination of the pressure pulse, 
producing direct contact stresses in the walls, and the thermal stresses induced by the 
transient heat flux which is primarily influenced by the wave temperature. 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
PHI= 1.1 and/or P1= SObar; T1= 900K 
27 < P1 < 69 bar 
600 < T1 < 1300 K 
~:........I~~~'-( 0.8 < PHI < 1.2 
P2 T2 
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Figure 24: Sensitivity analysis 
In an attempt to resolve the dominance of these two effects, an analysis was performed to 
compare the sensitivity of detonation pressure and detonation temperature to c?anges in initial 
conditions, as detailed in appendix B. The results, presented in figure 24, show again that 
the detonation pressure is very sensitive to initial temperatures and pressures, but relatively 
insensitive to mixture strength. By comparison, it is seen that the detonation temperature is 
extremely insensitive to the initial conditions. This observation provided a basis for testing 
whether erosion damage was caused mainly by the pressure wave, or the temperature shock, 
as described in section 4.3. 











4.1.5 EFFECT OF ENGINE OPERATING CONDIDONS ON DETONATION 
Using the insight gained from the detonation model, it was possible to predict the effect of 
some engine operating conditions on detonation pressure. 
COMPRESSION RATIO, SPARK-TIMING AND FUEL TYPE 
From the simulations, it was apparent that initial temperatures and pressures have significant, 
but opposite effects on the detonation intensity. Therefore, it was instructive to determine 
which of these effects was more dominant, under conditions of polytropic compression. For 
comparative conditions, it was assumed that knock occurs at approximately the same position 
in the cycle. The detonation intensity was thus determined by the extent of the end-gas 
compression prior to auto-ignition. 
The model was run using initial conditions determined by a polytropic compression using 
typical engine conditions at inlet valve closure, as detailed in Appendix B. Both methanol 
and octane detonations were simulated over a range of engine compression ratios. 
10% Rich, at CR of 8:1, P1 = 40bar 
700~--------------------------------~ 
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Figure 25: Detonation pressure vs compression ratio 
Figure 25 shows the results of this simulation. The temperature of the methanol mixture at 
inlet was chosen to be 22°C lower than that of octane, as reported by Moran and Yates [72]. 










All other initial conditions were equivalent for both fuels .. 
From the graph, it is seen that the detonation pressure increases with increased compression 
ratio. This indicates that, with polytropic compression, the initial pressure at the point of 
auto-ignition dominates the detonation characteristics. This argument also applies to the 
effect of spark advance which causes a similar increase in polytropic compression of the end-
gas. In general, engines are optimised by choosing their compression ratio and ignition-
timing to correspond to a fuel of particular knock resistance. Engines running on higher 
octane fuels would be optimised for a higher compression ratio and/or spark-advance. 
Therefore, it was deduced that chemically similar fuels which have increased knock 
resistance (by means of anti-knock additives) would produce more intense detonation 
characteristics, assuming both are operating in engines optimised for their use. 
Methanol was shown to produce significantly higher detonation pressures compared to 
octane, at equivalent operating conditions (see figure 21). In an engine, this difference is 
exacerbated by the greater evaporative cooling of the fuel, which has the combined effect of 
reducing end-gas temperatures and increasing the knock resistance. The reduced initial 
temperature would, in itself, cause higher detonation pressures, while the greater knock 
resistance means that the optimised engine would be running at higher compression ratios 
than a gasoline fuelled engine. Therefore, methanol should exhibit much greater detonation 
intensities than gasoline under engine knocking conditions, as shown in figure 25. 
INLET TEMPERATURE 
The effect of engine inlet temperature on detonation intensity cannot be assessed directly 
from the model. With increased inlet temperature (and all else unchanged) knock would 
occur earlier in the cycle (provided knock occurs after TDC). This means that both the 
initial temperature and pressure prior to knock would increase with increased inlet 
temperature. As these two parameters have opposite effects on detonation intensity, it is not 
possible to predict which would be dominant without knowledge of their functional 
relationship. 











The effect of engine speed on detonation intensity is also an interesting area of study. In 
order to predict this effect it is necessary to know the relationship between the end-gas 
temperature and pressure as a function of engine speed. It has been shown that the mixture 
temperature at inlet valve closure increases with engine speed, due to reduced evaporative 
cooling of the fuel and increased inlet pumping losses [72]. This would cause the end-gas 
temperatures to increase with engine speed. However, the pressure of the end-gas as a 
function of engine speed is determined by the breathing characteristics of the particular 
engine. 
For a speed range in which pressures are reduced with increased speed, it is expected that 
the detonation intensity will also reduce with engine speed. This prediction is based on the 
fact that with increased speed, the pressures are reduced and the temperatures increased, both 
parameters causing a reduction in detonation pressures. 
In the case of a speed range in which the pressures at the onset of knock are increased with 
engine speed, no clear prediction can be made. This would provide an interesting area of 
study. 
4.1.6 PROPOSED KNOCK INTENSITY-EROSION CRITERION 
The theoretical study has demonstrated a strong influence of the initial temperatures and 
pressures on the pressure of the detonation wave. If the detonation wave pressure is largely 
responsible for the localised erosion damage, then the initial conditions priore to knock could 
be used to quantify the potential of knock to cause erosion damage. 
In many cases (as discussed in the previous section), the initial pressure is the dominant 
factor controlling the detonation intensity. Therefore, it is proposed that the cylinder 
pressure just prior to knock be investigated as one possible indicator of erosion damage 
potential. 










An advantage of this parameter is that, unlike the conventional knock intensity criteria 
(discussed in chapter 2), the measurement of cylinder pressure prior to knock is not 
confounded by high frequency sampling problems and system response limitations, and is 
therefore much easier to measure accurately. Furthermore, the measured cylinder pressure 
reflects conditions in the end-gas region, irrespective of the position of the pressure 
transducer, whereas, the conventional knock intensity measurements (like mean pressure 
amplitude) rely on the transducer being situated in the end-gas region (which is not always 
the case). 










4.2 THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS 
As discussed in the previous section, erosion damage was considered to be caused by a 
combination of the pressure pulse, producing direct contact stresses in the walls, and also the 
thermal stresses induced by the transient heat flux. The transient heat flux in the crevice 
region is primarily a function of post-detonation temperatures (pressure and velocity being 
second-order effects). The sensitivity analysis of the detonation model indicated that the 
detonation temperature is very insensitive to initial conditions and thus it is expected that the 
local heat flux around the erosion regions would be relatively unaffected by changes in the 
initial conditions prior to knock (compared to their effect on detonation pressure). However, 
this does not imply that the thermal stresses are negligible, only that the they are relatively 
unchanged over the operating conditions analyzed. To study all the possible mechanisms of 
the erosion damage it was therefore necessary to evaluate the extent of the thermal stresses 
induced in the walls. 
A detailed thermal stress analysis was undertaken to predict wall stresses under both 
knocking and non-knocking conditions. Maly et al [34] used a thermal contact model which 
estimated the thermal stresses to be between 4 MPa and 20 MPa, under knocking conditions. 
These stresses amounted to about half the values of the direct stresses estimated by the 
authors. However, their calculations made no allowances for material constraint and was not 
able to differentiate between compres ive and tensile stresses induced. 
The details of the thermal stress model are presented in Appendix C. A transient-conduction 
heat transfer model was used to calculate the temperature profile across the wall of the 
combustion chamber (or piston). From the literature [19], experimentally measured surface 
temperatures, based on film thermocouples, were used as input to calculate the temperature 
profile under knocking and non-knocking conditions. The temperature data were taken from 
thermocouples placed in the end-gas region and therefore reflected the localised effects of the 
knock phenomenon. 
The stresses caused by thermal expansion were calculated from these temperature profiles 
using the Timoshenko equations for non-symmetrical temperature distributions [73]. The 
stresses determined in this manner result from the differential thermal expansion of the wall 










material due to the temperature gradient. The model was able to calculate the stress as a 
function of depth into the wall for various overall wall thicknesses. 
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Figure 26: Comparative thermal stresses in a 10 nun wall 
Figure 26 shows the resulting thermal stress distribution under knocking and non-knocking 
conditions for a wall thickness of 10 mm. Referring to the stresses under knocking 
conditions, the higher temperature at the outer surface (0 mm) produces extreme compressive 
stresses within the first 1 mm of the surface. Due to the compression in the skin, the central 
portion is placed in tension and the bending moment around the central zone causes the 
cooler outer surface to be in compression. The magnitudes of these stresses are considerably 
higher than reported by Maly et al [34]. With this more detailed analysis using 
experimentally-derived surface temperatures, the skin compressive stress was found to be 
nearly 70% of typical proof stresses (for piston alloys). These stresses are of similar 
magnitude to those produced by the pressure of the reflected detonation ware. The tensile 
stress below the surface could aggravate the Hertzian stresses produced by the shock wave 
pressures. However this is dependent on the relative strain rate and heat transfer rate. It is 
more probable that the thermal stresses would manifest themselves after the occurrence of 
the pressure induced stresses. 
Figure 26 also reveals that, in comparison with normal operating conditions, the compressive 
thermal stresses are over 3 times greater for knocking combustion, while the tensile stresses 










are more than double. Due to the thinner thermal boundary layer in the case of knock, the 
peak tensile stresses are closer to the surface than for normal operating conditions, which 
further aggravates the skin loading. 
The wall thickness is a variable which affects the stress magnitude and distribution, and this 
was investigated in Appendix C. It was found that the compressive stress on the high 
temperature surface increased with greater wall thickness. It was also found that increased 
wall thickness would result in reduced tensile stresses, but elevated compressive stresses on 
the low temperature surface. 
In performing these calculations, certain assumptions had to be made concerning the 
temperatures occurring on the inside (cold) wall. It was verified that the assumptions would 
cause the thermal stresses to be underestimated, and so this model could be considered to be 
conservative in its predictions. The details are presented in appendix C. 
Clearly the thermal stresses caused by knocking combustion playa significant role in the 
surface destruction. However, from the detonation wave model, it was deduced that these 
stresses would be relatively unchanged over typical engine knocking conditions. It remained 
to be investigated whether the erosion damage rate was significantly influenced by changes 
in operating conditions, in order to ascertain the relative importance of the detonation 
pressure stress versus the thermal stre s. 










4.3 DETONATION CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS 
Knock is a stochastic phenomenon and as such it is very difficult to produce controlled 
conditions using engine tests. The detonation chamber gives the researcher a controlled and 
repeatable tool to simulate conditions in the crevice regions of a knocking engine. The 
detonation experiments reported were aimed at the following objectives: 
• providing experimental validation for the detonation model, in terms of predicting the 
characteristics of detonation waves based on the initial conditions, and; 
• investigating the effect of operating variables on the amount of erosion damage 
induced by detonation waves. 
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Figure 27: Plan view of detonation chamber showing mounting positions of pressure 
transducers 











Details of the apparatus, tests and results are presented in appendix D. The detonation 
chamber used in these tests followed the design reported by Maly et al [34] and comprised 
a rigid channel, with inlet and outlet ports at either end, as shown in figure 27. Fuel and 
oxidant were mixed and allowed to flow continuously through the channel. A spark-plug, 
positioned at the end of the chamber, was fired at regular intervals so that, with the correct 
choice of reactants, a detonation wave was produced. Either an aluminium specimen or a 
pressure transducer was mounted at the end of the chamber (opposite the spark-plug), to be 
exposed to the detonation conditions. 
A gaseous mixture of ethylene and 
oxygen was used as it has an energy 
density at atmospheric pressures that is 
similar to the end-gas in an engine at 
auto-ignition. These reactants produce a 
detonation wave at atmospheric 
pressures. The shock intensity was 
adjusted by changing the mixture 
strength. 
A cooling system was added to the 
chamber so that steady-state conditions 
could be maintained and that the damage 
specimen temperature could be 
controlled. Instrumentation used in these 
tests included pressure transducers and 
thermocouples positioned at various 





Figure 28: Section through specimen-end of 
detonation chamber 
Figure 28 shows a cross-section of the chamber together with the damage specimen. The 
shape of the specimen corresponded to the top-land crevice region in an engine, as explained 
in appendix D. In some tests, the crevice gap was varied in order to investigate the effect 










of geometry on erosion damage. As shown in figure 28, a thermocouple was placed close 
to the wall surface in order to investigate the effect of material temperatures on erosion 
damage. 
4.3.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
Using a pressure transducer mounted at the end of the chamber (in place of a damage 
specimen), tests were performed to determine the detonation pressure over a range of mixture 
strengths, see Appendix D. These tests and were used to validate the detonation model, as 
discussed in section 4. 1.1. 
Further tests were performed on damage 
specimens, which were subjected to 10 000 
detonation pulses under controlled 
conditions. In these tests a subjective 
damage intensity scale was used to quantify 
the damage, similar to that described by 
Maly et al. Despite the limitations, it was 
possible to accurately order the specimens 
in terms of damage relative to each other. 
The inner surface and the inner corner, 
CD INNER SURFACE 
CD INNER CORNER 
shown in figure 29, were given damage Figure 29: Regions evaluated for damage 
ratings of between 0 (no damage) and 10 
(extreme damage). 
4.3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 30 shows the detonation chamber erosion damage intensity as a function of 
equivalence ratio with other initial conditions held constant (specimen temperature of 190"C). 
There was a progressive increase in erosion damage with increased mixture strength, which 
was also reported by Maly et al [34]. 
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Figure 31: Detonation pressure and temperature vs mixture strength 
Figure 31 shows the modelled detonation pressures and temperatures for the same initial 
conditions as the tests depicted in figure 30. These data are presented as percentage 
increases in temperature and pressure relative to conditions at an equivalence ratio of 0.8. 
It is seen that the detonation pressure increases by 30% over the equivalence range used in 










the damage tests. Conversely, the detonation temperature increases by only 3 % over the 
same mixture range. 
It was concluded that the detonation pressure was a dominant parameter which influences the 
changes in damage intensities observed in these tests. Since the detonation temperature, as 
predicted by the model, was comparatively unchanged over the equivalence ratio tested, it 
could not be established to what extent the thermal effects might be involved in the surface 
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Figure 32: Effect of specimen temperature on damage intensity 
Figure 32 shows the results of the damage tests performed over a range of specimen 
temperatures, in which it was seen that increased material temperature significantly increases 
the degree of erosion damage. The most significant erosion was found at the inner corner 
(marked 2 in figure 29) where an undercut developed on all specimens tested above 2000C. 
At temperatures above 300°C a cavity of over Imm deep developed in the corner for all 
specimens. The increased damage at elevated temperatures was attributed to the reduction 
in yield strength. For this aluminium alloy, at 1900C the 0.2% proof stress is nearly halved, 
while at 350°C it is only 10% of its value at ambient temperatures [74]. 
In all the tests performed, the front surface of the specimens (facing the oncoming shock) 
was relatively undamaged, irrespective of the level of erosion occurring inside the crevice. 










This illustrated the importance of the wave interaction in the crevice region, and explained 
why erosion is rarely found on unbounded piston and head surfaces. 
Photographs, at high magnification, were taken of the damage specimens. Examination 
revealed that the surfaces were similar to the erosion structure found on the piston specimens. 
This will be discussed in a later section. 










4.4 ENGINE TESTS 
Engine experiments were conducted to test the reliability of the qualitative predictions made 
during the theoretical analysis. An important goal was the identification of a knock 
parameter which described the potential of knock to cause erosion damage. 
4.4.1 DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL METIIOD 
The experimental approach adopted for this research included the following phases (see 
Appendix E for details): 
(a) Engine modification: 
A Ricardo E6 research engine was modified so that an aluminium specimen could be inserted 
into a cavity in the combustion chamber which was arranged to correspond to the end-gas 
zone. To accomplish this, a 12mm spacer plate was designed and fitted between the 
cylinder-head and bore. This is shown in figure 33. 
A longer connecting-rod was manufactured and used to accommodate the increased cylinder 
volume, allowing the normal range of compression ratios to be achieved. 
(b) Development of specimen geometry 
The geometry of the specimen was optimised for greatest susceptibility to erosion damage. 
This was achieved by testing various specimen geometries under similar knoaking conditions. 
The specimen geometry finally adopted, shown in figure 34, produced significant erosion 
after 15 to 30 minutes of testing. 
The erosion was found to occur within the specimen crevice, as shown in figure 34. The 
inner comers of the crevice were seen to be preferentially damaged, as was the case in the 
detonation chamber experiments. 










(d) Erosion damage intcnsil)' measurement 
A mdhod wa, dc",doped to obj.:ctivdy mea~urc' the c'Xtl111 of thc SpCCll11~11 <:rosion. 111is 
invulved photographing cruS5-s.t:ctions of the damagcrl sp"cimens and digitizing th" iH1,lrcs. 
By subtracting th~ lm~g~rl ar~a 01 thc 
~roded speClm<:n from th" original profile. 
"n (1bJ~'Ctiv" me<mlr~ of th" ,",I~gmturlc of 
~!(lsion WdS c<;tab ll<;n.:J, wl,i~h wjll b<; 
referred to J.S tn", D~mdf;e InteOSlty (Dll, 
..... . 2 EXPETUl\-lENTAL METHOO 
SpecImens were k , leJ over a vJricty of 
opera(1!1g eontlitlOns and fud types. TM~_ 
main wotrol condi(lOnS chox n ano shown 
In Idble r 
J'igure .~S: Engine Spet:imcn 
slwwilll! erosion rbmac" 
Table I: Openning conditions 
, 
Engine speed. load 1000 rpm. \\'01" 
Fuel-Air EqlHvalence Ralio 0,9 
Inlet air lemperature 12WC and IWC , 
Fuel COlllpr~ssion ratio I 93 RON 8,5' l , 
, 
'n RO:-'< 9.i: l 
/I-'kthanol I 9.5: l , 
Spark-Tilmng i 0" to ·+O"C'\ BTDC 
Test duration 20 mlnuteS , 
A pre>~Hr<: transducer was positlOned Ln the lylinder· head, adj~cent 10 the specimen cavity 
( s~e figur~ 33), As detail<!d in Appendix E, the dala colkck'CI incilKied th~ cyl inder pressure 
at th.: onset of knock and the llla;<lll1Um amplitude of the pressur~ os.c'lIatiort~. wnlCh w<:re 










averaged over ]0Cl0 cycle,. Sjnc~ an analogue iilter was used. it wa, not possible to measure 
[he absolute values of rhe amplitude of pressure oscillatioo,. Howevl;r. the measured output 
was proportional [0 the absolut<; pressure amplitude. The mean value of this parameter will 
be ref~rred to as the Knock Tnltmsity Factor (KIF) . 
4.4.2 RESl.""LTS Ai''U DISCUSSION 
Examination of the specimens under optical and electron microscopes r~vcalcd a similar 
texture to thl; surfaces examined from the piston spGcimens (chapwr 3) and thc detonation 
chamber spi!cimens (section 4.3) . Figures 36, 37 and 38 show examples of 
e!ectronmicrographs a[ similar magnifications of 1500 !imes. 
}"igure 36: :\Iicrograph from piston 
,pecimcn 1/2 
Figure 37: Micrograph from engine 
ero., ion tests 
The detonation chamber specimen shown in figur~ 38 was tested at 351J'C and illustra~es the 
onset of molten struc lUr~ on the prolub~rances. Specimens tested at lower temperalur~s did 
not exhibit this characteristic ~nd were simllar to thos~ ",~n [II figUIe~ 3A a.t1d 37 . It was 
cooclulkd that the erosion process was !he same m all case,. 










Dunng the experimental phase of spe<:lln.:n 
geometry developmem. ~ome ,pecllnens 
werc tested with a thInner from wall than 
the one finally adrpted. Ailer testing under 
knocking condition,. it was found tnat the 
front wall ot these specimens had ocen bent 
outwaHb by ~s much as O.8mm. A 
fortUltl'l), ~iJe-cfkc! of th~,~ prelimin~ry 
te,ts l'IilS rhe Jbiliry to estimate the tT\lC 
detonation pre,sure by crnsidcnng the 
111Jler,aJ prop.,rti~, an,! the mooe of plast.c 
ctet'onnalion. Th~ delai]:; of thc,c 
c~lCLIlati'~lS arc rr~"nt~J III AppendIx E. 
Figure .IS; :\licrograph fron> dcton~tiou 
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Figure 39: Pressure dirfnelltial necessary to cause bending of ~pecim(>n 
Figure 3':-) show, tl1c resullS of rhese calclilations as a function of specimen temperature. The 
:oweT eurve shows the pressure differentiu l necessary w n:ach the e:astic limit a! rhe base of 
the wall, whl:e the upper curve indicates the condition wl1cre the base has become co mpl elely 
piastlc. ItlS probable that complete pla~liclly was attained. as indicated by the extent of the 
.Ipecimen deformation. Furthermore. due to assumptions made in the calCUlations . these 










results eonstiw\" ~n IInder-es!imate oi the actual pre,sure:; ..x:curring in lh~ ,·.re'>'i "" . It was 
conduced that pre;;su res 1n excess of 350 b~r h~d be<:n n:'sponsibi<' fflr the "b,.;or<ed damilge. 
\Vith th~ hmitt:d ~biiity of C(1nvcntional pressure [ran,ducers to 1l1~;lSlHt: tht: Inlt: ~h(l,k wave 
presslIre" this analysis provlded an independent e,tjm~!ion of kY;ll t:nd-g.1S prt:s,;urt:s \In t h ~ 
,'reV1CC regions). Thc cs[imated pressure in ex\:e:;s of 350 b,lf w(lnld 'c1rn~s.pt>n d [0 .\ 
d~tonation pn:ssun: of about 200 bar (allowing for '0;"',' rdk,'tion ;,t rh(' wall [.'1"1'. This 
pressure is th~ salllt: old<-r of m;'gnltud~ JS the' detoll.,tic'Il pre-ssmes calc'ulatcd with th ~ 
JehlnallllJl model . 
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Figure ':0: Fro,inn damage intensity as a function of Knock Inten~ity Factor 
One of the goals was to identil'y a knock intensity p2.rameier that relates to erosion damage. 
In the literature review it was noted that the convt'llnonaJ knock intensity factors (usually 
defined a~ a function of the maXllllum pressure Jmpiimde of resonance) did not nect:s')"-uily 
des,-·ribe the locali<;ed ~onditiolls in the end-ga, region. ,.l., senes of enlSlOll teo!s were 
~rformcd over a widt: range of spark· timing .,elllngs using 93 RON ar.d 97 RON gasoline, 
and methanol. The>e teStS w~'J'e conducted at sim ilar eql li vaJc:nce r:,tio ~nd ~'11gine speed . 
Fi gure"G shows tht: rc,ul ting damage intensity a, a functicn or K nllck Int<'llsi t y Factor (Illeall 
ma.-.;:imllm pre;sure amplilllde). The two data points, mdicated in Ih", legend ns "High Ti", 













remainder of the data were measured using an inlet temperature of 1200c. 
A poor correlation coefficient of 0.54 was obtained for these 23 data pairs. If the methanol 
data were excluded from this graph, the remaining data would indicate a negative gradient 
of reducing damage with increased Knock Intensity Factor. This would completely contradict 
the use of this Knock Intensity Factor as an indicator of erosion damage. 
Based on the detonation model (section 4.1.6), it was proposed that the cylinder pressure at 
the onset of knock may be a good indicator of damage intensity. Figure 41 shows the 
correlation between this knock parameter and damage intensity, using the same experimental 
data shown in figure 40. 
The correlation coefficient for these 23 data pairs was 0.81, which was a significantly 
stronger correlation than that using the Knock Intensity Factor. These results illustrate that 
the cylinder pressure at the onset of knock is a reasonable indicator of the propensity of 
knock to cause erosion damage. 
A linear regression through these data (also shown in figure 41) indicates that there should 
be no damage detected below pressures of 33 bar at the onset of knock. This is a very 
important observation, as it indicated that the knock parameter included a knock-damage 
criterion, below which no damage would occur. 
The detonation model was used to simulate the detonation pressures for the operating 
conditions in the engine tests. Figure 39 shows predicted detonation pressures for the 
cylinder pressure range· tested, using both methanol and octane. For octane, inlet air 
temperatures of 1200C and 165°C were used, which corresponded to those tested. The inlet 
temperature of methanol was reduced by 22°C relative to the test temperature, in accordance 
with the evaporative cooling effect [72], discussed previously in section 4.1.5. A polytropic 
relationship, described in section 4.1.5, was used to estimate the end-gas temperature at the 
onset of knock. 
A comparison of figures 40 and 41 shows that the relative positioning of the data groups 
corresponded to that predicted by the model. The damage indices for the methanol data were 
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Figure 41: Erosion damage intensity as a function of cylinder pressure at knock 
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Figure 42: Modelled detonation pressure using engine test conditions 
above the regression line, as expected, considering the predicted detonation pressures for this 
fuel. It should be noted that six specimens were tested with methanol, however three were 
completely disintegrated during the 20 minute duration. This indicates that the damage 
intensity using methanol is even higher than those illustrated in the data. 
The damage indices for gasoline with high inlet temperature, are below the regression line, 










as predicted in section 4.1. 5. 
The similarity between these two graphs is striking, and supports the use the detonation 
model for predicting the effect of engine operating conditions on erosion damage. 
Furthermore, it shows that the modelled detonation pressure is a reasonable indication of the 
erosion damage potential. 










· 4.5 QUANTIFICATION OF EROSION DAMAGE 
A means of quantifying knock in terms of the propensity to cause erosion damage was 
proposed. With a knowledge of the cylinder pressure (prior to knock) at which knock causes 
erosion damage, it was possible to establish a safety margin for all knocking conditions. 
Before discussing the nature of this safety margin, the following methodology is proposed 
for recording the necessary data. An instrumented engine would be operated on a bench 
dynamometer under controlled knocking conditions by varying the spark-timing and holding 
load, fuel type, inlet air temperature and engine speed constant. Gradually increasing the 
spark-advance and checking for erosion damage (by dismantling the engine or using a 
borescope) the cylinder pressure at knock at which erosion is first detected would be 
established. This cylinder pressure (p.) constitutes the damage criterion for the particular 
engine geometry and operating conditions. 
A safety margin for erosion damage (SM~) may be defined as the fraction of the damage 
criterion (p,J remaining prior to the onset of erosion damage (P~), as follows: 
where 
SM - 1 e 
cylinder pressure at the onset of knock for the 
particular knocking condition 
Using this definition, the engine or fuel developer would have knowledge of the safety 
margin for engines and fuels operating with knock, but without erosion damage. 











HEAT FLUX INVESTIGATION 
This investigation was aimed at understanding and quantifying the damaging effects of the 
increased heat flux caused by knock. Following the observations and deductions concerning 
the damaged specimens (chapter 3), it was suspected that the following types of failure were 
caused by knock-induced heat flux: 
• Piston seizure 
• Ring seizure 
• Rings jammed inside ring grooves 
• Fractured rings 
• Fracture piston lands 
Piston seizure due to knock is well documented and therefore the main focus of this chapter 
is on the failure of the compression rings and related damage. Some of the experimentation 
presented in this chapter was performed under the author's direct supervision and guidance, 
and is referenced accordingly. 
The investigation into the heat flux mechanism of damage was assisted by the failure analysis 
of the piston specimen #6 (figure 14). A description of this eroded piston with fractured 
second land was given in section 3.1.3, together with additional details. Most of the damage 
features to be investigated in this chapter are found on this particular specimen. Both 
compression rings were jammed in their grooves and the ring gaps had significantly 
increased. 
It was intriguing to note that a ring seizure (as seen on the bore) had occurred with an 
increase in ring gap. The ends of the rings were not damaged, indicating that the 
circumferential length of the rings had somehow shortened. Therefore, an explanation was 
sought that could relate the ring seizure, increase in ring gap and the jamming of the rings 
in their grooves. Furthermore, it was suspected that the fracture of the piston land, also 










found on this piston, was a related symptom. 
A hypothesis was developed which 
explained some of these observations and 
which is illustrated in figure 43. When 
cold, there is a ring gap of between 0.5 
to 1 mm for a typical automotive engine 
[81], as shown in figure 43A. There is 
also side clearance between the groove 
and ring, of between 0.02mm and 
O.lmm [81]. Under normal operating 
conditions, shown in figure 43B, the 
ring gap is reduced due to thermal 
expansion of the ring. In addition, the 
side clearance is increased by the 
relatively greater thermal expansion of 
the piston material. 
R1NG---I ~ 
GAP 
During knocking operation, the ring gap 
may close due to elevated heat flux, as 
illustrated in figure 43C. Further 
thermal expansion caused by continued 
operation under these conditions would 
cause hoop and radial stresses to be set 
up in the ring with an attendant increase 
in friction and a drastic increase in the 
ring temperature. It is deduced that the 
elevated temperatures and stresses would 
cause the ring to plastically yield 
uniaxiall y in an attempt to relieve the 
stresses. During this high temperature 




C. KNOCK CONDITION - SIEZURE 
D. 
Figure 43: Ring gap closure and damage 
phase, it is further proposed that a permanent increase in the ring thickness occurs. It was 
initially considered that the Poisson (lateral) strain was responsible for the permanent expansion. 










On cooling, the piston would contract, jamming the thicker ring in the groove which would 
result in bending and shear stresses being applied to the piston lands as shown in figure 43D. 
Cracks would result from the normal low-cycle thermal loading produced by the duty cycle 
of the engine, ultimately resulting in piston land fracture. The cold ring gap would also have 
increased due to compressive yield that took place. 
In order to validate this hypothesis, three questions needed to be answered: 
• Is the effect of elevated heat flux from knock sufficient to close the ring gap? 
• If the ring gap does close, will sufficient stress be developed to cause the ring 
to plastically yield in the circumferential direction? 
• What mechanism causes the ring thickness to permanently increase? 
The investigation was divided into the following sections: 
(1) A theoretical and experimental study was performed to determine the effect 
of knock on the ring gap. 
(2) The extent of plastic yield of the piston rings under simulated ring seizure was 
investigated. 
(3) An investigation was undertaken to determine the cause of lateral ring growth 
(resulting in the rings jamming in their grooves). 
The results of these studies were used to identify a knock intensity parameter and quantify 
the safety margin of knocking operation with respect to piston and ring failure mechanisms. 










5.1 RING GAP INVESTIGATION 
A means of measuring the ring gap in a running engine was developed. This tool was used 
to correlate the effect of knock intensity on the operational ring gap. This was preceded by 
a theoretical analysis of the problem. Together with experimental data, the theory was used 
to identify the knock intensity criterion which correctly quantifies the ring gap closure 
process. 
5.1.1 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
In order to interpret any experimental data, it was necessary to gain a theoretical 
understanding of the effect of knock intensity on thermal expansion of the piston ring. No 
theoretical model concerning this phenomenon could be found in the literature. An existing 
heat transfer model was modified to account for the effect of knock intensity and extended 
to include the thermal expansion of the ring. A relationship between knock intensity and 
changes in ring gap was established from this model. This was intended to be a first step 
in modelling this phenomenon. Two different knock intensity criteria were evaluated to 
identify the correct means of quantifying this phenomenon. The details of the model and its 
development are presented in Appendix F. 
Taylor and Toong [75] correlated the overall heat transfer data from 19 engines and found 
they fitted the general form: 
where Nu 
Re 
- Nusselt Number 
- Reynold's Number 
C, n - constants 
The value of the constant "n" has been measured [76] and given a range between 0.6 and 
0.8, depending on the choice of variables, engine types and conditions. 










Under knocking combustion, there are gas velocities induced by the pressure variations 
associated with the chamber resonance. These velocities are responsible for the knock-
induced global heat flux (as discussed in chapter 2) and are in addition to the velocities 
caused by piston motion and combustion turbulence. This analysis ignores the local heat flux 
caused by the auto-ignition process, which is confined to the end-gas region. 
As a first approximation, it was assumed that the average conditions are unchanged (with 
respect to normal combustion) and the knocking pressure amplitude (of the resonance) was 
used to describe the additional gas velocity. The mean amplitude of the knock pressure 
fluctuations (IlpJ was assumed to be related to the knock-induced gas velocities. This was 
done in a similar manner to the formulations based on the combustion pressure rise proposed 
by Woschni [77] for combustion heat transfer. 
From the consideration of energy conservation (and with all else constant), a pressure 
difference (IlpJ within a chamber would give rise to a proportionate increase in the kinetic 
energy of the gas. Expressed in terms of gas velocities (uJ: 
It is argued in Appendix F that the heat flux during knock dominates the heat transfer 
process, and thus the mea  pressure amplitude could be combined with the Taylor-Toong 
relationship to give a hypothetical heat transfer coefficient describing the heat flux due to 
knock. 
Assuming light knock implies tJlat gas and coolant temperatures remain approximately 
unchanged from non-knocking conditions (such as might be obtained with a higher octane 
fuel). Under these circumstances, the temperature rise of the chamber walls, due to knock 
alone could be calculated. 
The ring was considered to be part of the piston and was assumed to experience a 
temperature rise proportional to the rest of the wall material, as justified in Appendix F. The 
change in ring gap as a result of this temperature rise was determined using the thermal 










expansion coefficient and the circumferential length of the ring. 
It was assumed that the expansion of the bore, due to knocking heat flux, was negligible. 
This was justified by the fact that it is materially constrained compared to the free-floating 
rings, and that the heat flux is distributed over the length of the bore. 
RING GAP MODEL #1 
Two ring gap models were proposed (see Appendix F). The first was expressed as follows: 
II 
where ARG - reduction in ring gap due to 
knock alone 
~.pk - mean pressure amplitude 
C2 - constant 
and 0.6 < n < 0.8 
This model was developed with th  assumption that the pressure oscillations which drive the 
heat transfer process occur repeatable (by using the Taylor and Toong equation). However, 
at light knock conditions, not all the cycles are knocking, as discussed in section 2.2. 
Therefore, a method had to be established to account for the effect of non-knocking cycles. 
A simple approach was to include the zero pressure values (for the non-knocking cycles) in 
the mean pressure amplitude. Thus, the Knock Intensity {ilp,J was deimeCl as the mean 
pressure amplitude of all cycles. It is emphasised that this knock intensity is, by 
definition, a function of the fraction of cycles knocking. A comparison between the 
experimental data and the model using this Knock Intensity was used to test the accuracy of 
this model. 










These models represent a simplified attempt at predicting and understanding the general 
relationship expected in the experimental stage of this study. To have attempted to predict 
the absolute values of the ring temperatures as a function of knock amplitude would have 
meant developing a full heat transfer model of the piston-to-ring groove-to-ring heat transfer 
process, which is beyond the scope of this research. Therefore, the constant (~) was not 
analyzed, but its value was determined by a least squares fit to the experimental data. 
5.1.2 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF RING GAP 
The aim of this experimentation was to determine the effect of knock intensity on the ring 
gap in a running engine. To the author's knowledge, this is the first time that this type of 
measurement has been attempted. A portion of this study has already been published [78]. 
Details of the test methodology, equipment and results are presented in Appendix F. A 
Waukesha CFR engine was operated at steady-state conditions. Using low octane gasoline, 
knocking combustion was induced and its intensity varied by altering the ignition timing. 
High octane fuel was then tested, so that the effect of spark-advance, which itself causes a 
change in heat flux, could be eliminated. The high octane fuel did not knock under any of 
the operating conditions. To a first approximation, the data corrected in this way would 
satisfy the model assumptions whilst permitting the knock pressure amplitude to be varied. 
Knock intensities I1.Pk and ~Pkk were obtained from the mean pressure amplitude (peak-to-
peak) for one hundred cycles as well as the fraction of cycles knocking. 
A method of measuring the operational ring gap was developed. A mechanical system was 
used which necessitated the removal of the piston between each test run. The ends of the 
top compression ring were machined into sharp scribes and an aluminium stUrn was placed 
behind the scribes. A curved spring steel plate was placed behind the aluminium shim, 
inside the ring groove so as to force the shim against the scribes. As the ring gap closed 
during engine operation, two witness marks were made on the aluminium by the scribes. 
After completion of a test run, the plate was removed and the minimum ring gap was 
measured. 










To cross-check the experimental method, the ring temperature was measured during testing. 
A thermocouple was placed in the ring groove, in contact with the inside surface of the ring. 
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Figure 44: Experimental and Theoretical results based on mean pressure amplitude 
of all cycles 
Figure 44 shows the change in ring gap plotted against the knock intensity DoPk defined as the 
mean pressure amplitude of all cycles, used in the first model. 
The second model was tested by plotting the ring gap data against the alternative knock 
intensity DoPa defined as the mean pressure amplitude of knocking cycles, which is shown 
in figure 45. 
The theOretical curves in these figures corresponds to the models based on the appropriate 
definition of knock intensity. The modelled relationships have been plotted for the 
extremities of the exponent n, reported by Ferguson [76]. It is expected that the true engine 
condition would lie between these two curves. In each case, a least squares fit was 
performed to estimate the constant C2• 
Comparing figures 44 and 45, it is seen that the second model (figure 45), based on the mean 
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Figure 45: Experimental and Theoretical results based on mean pressure amplitude 
of knocking cycles alone 
amplitude of knocking cycles, fits the experimental data with greater accuracy. This suggests 
that the effect of non-knocking cycles is to modify the mount of heat transfer, and not the 
knock intensity itself. Furthermore, it establishes (to within the limits of these data) that the 
knock intensity, defined as the mean pressure amplitude of knocking cycles, is the correct 
index to use in cases where global heat flux effects are of interest. 
The ring temperature together with measured ring gap data were used to calculate the 
apparent coefficient of thermal expansion of the ring. As shown in appendix F, the value 
derived in this manner was sufficiently close to the coefficient for ring material, so as to 
confirm the accuracy of this ring gap measurement procedure. 
A significant observation was the magnitude of ring gap closure due to knaak. A ring gap 
closure of 0.3 mm constitutes a large fraction of the cold ring gap, which is typically 
between 0.5 and Imm [81]. Furthermore, this value of ring gap closure was measured at 
relatively light knocking conditions. Extrapolating this data to higher knock intensities (using 
the modelled trend) indicates that total ring gap closure could occur at medium to heavy 
knock conditions, depending on the cold ring gap and engine configuration. 










5.2 RING SEIZURE AND YIELD STUDY 
Under heavy knock, at the point of ring gap closure, the compression ring becomes a solid 
ring confined by the bore. Under these conditions, the ring would be expected to seize in 
the bore and, due to friction, its temperature would rise rapidly. Commensurate with the 
temperature increase, the ring would experience a compressive stress caused by the thermal 
expansion of the ring and the confinement of the bore. 
This section investigates the extent of plastic yield of the ring under these conditions. This 
theoretical and experimental study was motivated by a need to understand the mechanism by 
which the ring gap increased in the Specimen #6 case study. The details of the work 
discussed in this section are presented in Appendix G. 
5.2.1 ANALYSIS OF STRAIN IN A SEIZING RING 
In contrast to the ring, the bore would experience only a minor temperature increase as the 
heat flux from the seizing ring is spread over the entire length of the externally cooled 
cylinder. Therefore, the change in bore dimension was ignored. 
To model the seizure process, a ring was confined in a constant diameter bore and was 
heated. As a consequence, hoop (circumferential) stresses were developed to levels 
determined by the temperature and material properties of the ring. When the applied stress 
exceeded the yield stress of the material, plastic yield occurred, permanently shortening the 
length of the ring. On cooling, the cold ring gap would have increased .. 
A simple model was developed using standard equations to describe thermal expansion and 
material properties. The plastic strain (ep) was calculated from the difference between the 
total thermal strain and the maximum permissible elastic strain as follows: 
a 
e = «l1T - -1 
P E 












coefficient of expansion (11°C) 
temperature increase above the point of 
gap closure (OC) 
yield stress ~a) 
elastic modulus (Mpa) 
5.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF RING YIELD 
Details of this test procedure are presented in appendix G. A test rig was developed 
comprising of a water cooled cylinder and a gas burner. A standard compression ring was 
fitted into the bore. The ring gap was measured and then blocked by means of an adjustable 
wedge. The ring was heated to the test temperature, as monitored by thermocouples. After 
cooling, the ring gap was measured again. The difference in ring gap was used to produce 
data pairs comprising of the test temperature and measured plastic strain. Nineteen rings 
were tested in this manner over a temperature range of 2000C to 450°C. The apparatus was 
not able to operate at higher temperatures, as the combination of burner and cooling system 
was unable to maintain a high temperature differential between the ring and cylinder. 
To obtain data at higher temperatures, a test procedure was developed which involved the 
shrink-fitting of a heated, undersize cylinder over a cold, oversize ring-piston assembly. The 
differences in the thermal expansion of the ring and bore, together with the interference fit, 
were used to achieve the appropriate thermal stresses at elevated temperatures. The whole 
assembly was maintained at a test temperature inside a furnace. The piston and ring were 
then removed from the bore and allowed to cool. The change in ring gap was determined 
from measurements in an oversize reference cylinder, made before and after each test. 
As these tests were to be used together with the burner test data, a means of applying 
equivalent thermal stress (at the test temperature) had to be established. Using the material 
properties of the ring and bore, together with thermal expansion relationships, an equation 
was developed relating the initial ring gap to the desired test temperature, as detailed in 
appendix G. 











It is interesting to note that, after the knock-induced yield had occurred and the engine 
allowed to cool, subsequent knocking operation was unlikely to repeat this process. Much 
greater temperatures would be necessary to cause the increased ring gap to close a second 
time. 










5.3 RING GROWTH STUDY 
The results of the ring seizure study, indicated an obvious mechanism for lateral ring growth. 
A ring experiencing a permanent longitudinal compression would show a corresponding 
increase in the transverse strain, as described by the Poisson's Ratio of the ring material. 
Based on the measured dimensions in the case study and typical values of the Poisson ratio, 
it was estimated that the increase in ring thickness would amount to about O.OO2mm. These 
data and calculations are presented in Appendix H. It was apparent that this small amount 
of growth could not be responsible for the jamming of the rings in their grooves, given 
typical side clearances of between O.02mm and O.lmm [81]. Therefore the Poisson effect 
was not responsible for this damage. 
To investigate the cause of the ring growth, a material examination was carried out on the 
compression rings from specimen #6, and new rings were used as a control. Dimensions 
were checked, Vicker's Hardness tests were made and the microstructures examined. Details 
of these data are contained in Appendix H. 
Increases in both the lateral dimensions and hardness were evident from these data. Top ring 
width and thickness showed an increase of 10.5% and 11.7% respectively, relative to the 
reference rings. The second ring showed increases of 4.7% and 5.3%. If the growth had 
been caused by a thermal phenomenon, it was expected that the top ring would show a 
greater effect than the second ring, as it would have been exposed to higher temperatures [4]. 
Correspondingly, the hardness measurements also showed a progressive increase from control 
to top ring. It was therefore concluded that the process involved an increase in hardness and 
thickness with temperature. 
The specimen #6 rings and the new rings were examined under a microscopi. Details of the 
specimen preparation and photographs of the microstructure are presented in Appendix H. 
The examination was able to differentiate between the occurrence of flake graphite in pearlite 
and spheroidal free graphite in the cast iron matrix. It was found that the control rings 
contained a negligible amount of spheroidal graphite, while the specimen #6 rings possessed 
significant levels of the deposit. Spheroidal deposits in the top ring were in general greater 
than in the second ring. It was also observed that the length of the graphite flakes were in 










general longer in the control rings compared to the specimen #6 rings. 
Angus [79] reported that permanent dimensional growth occurs in grey cast iron at 
temperatures above 350°C, by the process of spheroidization. He attributed this growth to 
the breakdown of combined graphite and pearlite into spheroidal free graphite. Furthermore, 
he reported that an attendant increase in hardness was found with increased levels of 
spheroidization. From this description it was inferred that the final condition of the specimen 
#6 rings was due to spheroidization of the graphite. 
5.3.1 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF RING GROWTH 
Because the case study rings had not been examined prior to the failure, it was thought 
necessary to investigate whether the change could be re-created in the laboratory. To this 
end an experiment was devised to confirm this theory. 
An apparatus was constructed to expose a piston and ring assembly (mounted in a bore) to 
high temperatures [80]. Details of this equipment and test procedure are presented in 
Appendix H. The lateral dimensions and hardness of a new compression ring was measured 
and fitted into the test rig. A gas burner was used as a heat source and together with 
thermocouples fitted against the test ring, the rig was allowed to soak at a chosen 
temperature. A temperature range from 2800C to 600°C was used in 11 separate tests. After 
cooling, the ring was removed and remeasured in terms of lateral dimensions and hardness, 
and its microstructure was examined. 
5.3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Three tests performed at temperatures below 315°C showed no significant' changes in the 
dimension, hardness and microstructure. 
At the conclusion of all tests performed at temperatures greater than 3500C, the rings were 
found jammed in the ring groove and had to be forcibly removed. The microstructures of 
these rings were found to contain significant levels of spheroidal free graphite, as in the case 
of the specimen #6 rings. 










Surface hardness was found to increase progressively with temperature above 350°C, as 
shown in appendix H. At 6000C the hardness had increased by over 45 % . The hardness 
values at the upper temperatures were slightly lower than those recorded on the specimen #6 
rings, indicating that the case study rings were probably exposed to even higher temperatures 
than those tested. This is reasonable, as the source of the heat in the case study would have 
been the seizure of the rings themselves. In the case of this experiment the heat was supplied 
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Figure 47: Lateral ring growth as a function of temperature 
The results of the ring growth data are shown in figure 47, in which a linear regression has 
been performed to show the general trend. A lateral growth of between 11 % and 18 % was 
measured over the temperature range tested. The growth was relatively insensitive to 
temperature. 
From the dimensional and hardness data, as well as the observations of the microstructure, 
it was clear that lateral ring growth has been caused by exposure to elevated temperatures 
which caused the diffusion of flake graphite to form spheroidal free graphite. 
Spheroidization would also cause an increase in the circumferential length of the ring. 
However, it is evident from the results of the previous section that this growth is suppressed 
by the compressive strain during ring seizure. 










5.4 RING DAMAGE MECHANISMS 
The combination of these studies provided a reasonable explanation for the knock-induced 
mechanisms causing ring problems and fractured piston-lands. Knock causes elevated heat 
flux which in turn results in ring gap closure. At gap closure the ring begins to seize against 
the bore, substantially raising the ring temperature further and causing the formation of 
spheroidal free graphite which permanently increases the lateral dimensions of the ring. On 
cooling, the greater thermal contraction of the piston material results in the ring being 
jammed in its groove and producing bending and shear stresses on the piston lands. The low 
frequency duty cycle intermittently releases the ring when hot and jams the ring when cool, 
ultimately producing a fatigue failure of the piston land. Furthermore, the cold ring gap 
would also have increased due to the plastic yield that occurred under the knocking 
conditions, when the ring gap had completely closed. The longitudinal yield of the ring 
would relieve the ring seizure slightly. 
At the beginning of this chapter a hypothesis was proposed to explain the observations from 
the knock-damaged specimens. Three questions were posed which have now been answered. 
• Elevated heat flux due to knock is sufficient to cause complete ring gap closure. 
• With complete gap closure, additional heat generated by seizure would cause the ring 
to plastically yield in the longitudinal direction. 
• At temperatures above 350°C, the.spheroidization of free graphite in the cast iron 
matrix causes a permanent dimensional growth of the ring. 
These processes also serve to explain failure mechanisms not necessarily related to knock. 
For instance, abnormal ring temperatures would also occur during a cooling or lubrication 
system failure. 










5.5 PISTON SEIZURE l\1ECHANISMS 
Reports of piston seizure, due to knock, were discussed in chapters 2 and 3. This damage 
mechanism was attributed to excessive thermal expansion of the piston caused by the elevated 
heat flux. Hence, the process follows an identical path to that causing complete ring gap 
closure. 
The similarity between these two processes permits the relationship between piston seizure 
and knock intensity to be analyzed in the same manner. In the case of piston seizure, the 
"gap" now refers to the clearance between the piston and the bore. 










5.6 QUANTIFICATION OF HEAT FLUX DAMAGE 
One of the main goals of this thesis was to quantify knock in terms of its potential to cause 
damage. As shown in the literature review, previous knock intensities have been based on 
criteria which were chosen for the purpose of comparing parameters in terms of their 
propensity to cause knock. In contrast, it was the intention of this thesis to identify the 
knock intensity parameter which accurately describes the propensity to cause damage. Using 
this knock intensity, together with the theoretical model (developed in this chapter), a method 
was proposed to determine the safety margin of knocking conditions relative to failure. 
Prior to determining the quantifying parameter, the particular type of damage had to be 
established. In this case, the propensity to cause damage related to heat flux was to be 
quantified. As shown in this chapter, knock-induced heat flux could result in many different 
types of failure. However, all these failure mechanisms are initiated by thermal expansion 
of the piston and rings. 
The analytical and experimental work, earlier in this chapter, identified the appropriate knock 
intensity parameter (l1ptJ related to these failure mechanisms. To simplify the notation to 
follow, the Knock Intensity (Kl) is defined as the mean pressure amplitude of knocking 
cycles, that is: 
The ring modes of failure result from the complete closure of the ring gap, and in the case 
of piston seizure, it is the piston-bore clearance that closes. The condition which produces 
either type of gap closure, establishes a critical criterion for the onset of knock-induced 
failure. With the knowledge of this critical knock intensity, together with' the theoretical 
relationship developed in this chapter, the safety margin for a particular operating condition 
may be evaluated. 
Before discussing the nature of this safety margin, the following methodology is proposed 
for recording the necessary data, as follows. Operating an instrumented engine on a bench 
dynamometer, the knock intensity may be increased until partial seizure occurs (as seen by 










a drop in torque from the dynamometer). This measured knock intensity (Kls) constitutes the 
point at which total gap closure has occurred (either. due to ring gap closure or piston 
seizure). It is noted that to apply the theoretical model (which is based on the effect of 
knock alone), the knock intensity would have to be increased by reducing the octane of the 
fuel. This could be accomplished by fitting a controllable mixing system using a high and 
a low octane fuel. 
It is also necessary to measure knock intensity above which all cycles are knocking (K.JIOO)' 
With these two data points (Kls and Klu)() a safety margin may be established for all knock 
intensities (at this engine operating condition) by utilizing the ring gap model detailed in 
Appendix F. 
The safety margin (SM) is defmed as the fraction of the gap (either ring or piston-bore) 
remaining at a particular knock intensity (Kl), as follows: 
where 
ARGKI SM == 1 ---
- change in gap due to the operating knock intensity (Kl) 
MGs - change in gap to produce seizure 
The theoretical model establishes the change in gap as a function of knock intensity. There 
are two different expressions for this relationship, depending on whether or not all the cycles 
are knocking (ie: whether Kl > or < KIJ()(). Substituting the modelled function into the 
above equations results in: 
fo r Kl ; KIs ~ KIlOO: 










where 0.6 < n < 0.8 [76] 
U sing these relationships, the engine or fuel developer is able to assess the safety margin at 
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Figure 48: Safety margin as a function of knock intensity for assumed data 
Using hypothetical data with these equations shows the relationship between the knock 
intensity and safety margin. To provide a general illustration, the knock intensity (Kl) was 










normalised relative to the knock intensity at seizure (Kls). It was assumed for the purposes 
of this example that the knock intensity above which all cycles are knocking (Klzoo) occurs 
at a lower value than the point of seizure. 
Figure 48 shows the safety margin as a function of knock intensity. The two curves plotted 
represent the extremities of the exponent n in the model. From the figure, it is noted that 
the value of n has only a small effect on the estimated safety margin. 
It is seen that in the region where all cycles are knocking, the remaining ring gap reduces 
at a considerably slower rate compared to the transition region. 











PATHWAYS TO KNOCK DAMAGE 
Combining the results of chapters 3,4 and 5, it is now possible to construct the pathways by 
which engine failure may arise as a result of knock. This is summarised as a flow chart in 
figure 49. 
Fuel Composition AUTO-IGNITION 
Engine Type _------1~IDETONA TION WAVES ........ ----.,.-f.SI.r~foc=. 7,;lg'1I~·t;;:lon:l 











i ----___ .... ,~_! 
,. .. ~ i~~" 
Modes of Engine Failure 
Figure 49: KNOCK DAMAGE PATHWAYS 
Whether or not an engine will knock (ie: the propensity of the mixture to auto-ignite) is 
determined by the fuel properties, engine type and operating conditions, as described by 
conventional knock research. Under knocking conditions, the end-gas will auto-ignite 
producing a rapid energy release. 










Following auto-ignition, the intensity of the subsequent developing detonation is a function 
of air-fuel properties and end-gas conditions. This is not the same relationship that governs 
the propensity of the mixture to auto-ignite. Furthermore, the ensuing shock waves have two 
distinctly different effects on the combustion chamber. 
• Firstly, a localised effect in the end-gas region during the rapid energy release phase 
is able to cause erosion damage on the surrounding surfaces. The extent of this 
damage is determined by the properties of the shock waves together with the engine 
geometry in that region. 
• Secondly, the shock waves cause a chamber resonance which effectively degrades the 
thermal boundary layer on the chamber surfaces. This is a global effect resulting in 
a bulk increase in heat flux to the piston, bore, rings and head. 
These processes will produce two different pathways leading to damage. The particular path 
taken is a function of engine type and operating conditions. 
6.1 EROSION PATHWAY 
Depending on the physical geometry of the surfaces in the end-gas region, erosion may occur 
on the head, gasket and/or piston. If the head and gasket are attacked, a blow-by path to the 
coolant will eventually develop, leading to coolant loss and subsequent engine failure. 
Continuous piston erosion eventually results in a blow-by path around the rings, resulting in 
compression loss and a significant increase in the heat flux to the piston. The compression 
loss is, in itself, an engine failure. If operation is continued with this blow-by, the piston 
lands would be burned and the blow-by channel enlarged until ring fracture results, due to 
lack of ring support (mode 1 in figure 49). 
Blow-by could also lead to pre-ignition from the hot piston surfaces causing runaway failure. 










6.2 HEAT FLUX PATHWAY 
The increased heat flux resulting from chamber resonance (and blow-by if present) results 
in a general increase in surface temperatures. Depending on the relative tolerances of the 
pistonlbore and ring gap, one of the following two damage paths exist: 
• With a marginal piston/bore tolerance, the expansion of the piston under increased 
heat flux would cause a piston/bore partial seizure. The friction resulting from the 
seizure would further increase the heat flux to the piston assembly, and eventually 
lead to a complete piston seizure. 
• If the ring gap is marginal, it will close due to the thermal expansion of the ring. At 
the point of ring closure, the ring will begin to seize in the bore, causing an 
additional increase in heat flux through friction. Further increases in ring temperature 
due to the partial seizure will result in severe hoop stresses being set up in the ring, 
aggravating the seizure and temperature. These extreme temperatures and stresses 
result in circumferential plastic yield of the ring material which has the effect of 
relieving the hoop stress but increasing the ring thickness. An increase in the ring 
thickness would result from the phase change in the material at these elevated 
temperatures. 
In the case of a new engine, on cooling after this sequence of events, the increased ring 
thickness would produce severe bending stresses on the piston lands, jamming the rings in 
their grooves. Each time the engine is operated thereafter, the hot piston would release the 
rings from their grooves (due to the thermal expansion of piston material being greater than 
that of the ring). After use, on cooling, the rings will again be bound into their grooves, 
causing low-frequency fatigue which would eventually lead to piston land fracture and seizure 
as a result of the debris. 
In an old engine, with worn ring grooves, there is space for the lateral ring expansion to 
occur and the high temperature yield would be expected to relieve the seizure. The ring may 
fractured during the high temperature hoop stress phase (mode 2 in figure 49), due to the 










side clearance, which would cause bending and buckling to be added to the compressive 
stresses. 
Increased heat flux may also produce surface ignition, further aggravating the knock 
intensity. Unless checked, this path would lead to pre-ignition runaway failure. 
This chapter explains how damage results from knocking combustion. Apart from erosion 
damage, the other forms of knock damage have, previously, not been studied in detail. 











CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following conclusions are drawn from the work performed in this thesis: 
7.1 GENERAL 
• The mechanisms of knock-induced engine damage have been identified and quantified. 
• Knock damage was found to be caused by two independent processes, namely, 
localized pressure-temperature transients resulting in surface erosion and elevated heat 
flux producing global piston and ring problems. 
The following conclusions were drawn from the independent studies: 
7.2 CONCLUSIONS FROM EROSION INVESTIGATION 
• A detonation model was shown to be a useful means of predicting the effect of fuel 
and operating conditions on the propensity of knock to cause erosion damage. 
• The inverse relationship between initial temperature and detonation pressure adds an 
independent explanation, besides geometric confinement, as to why the crevice 
regions are preferentially eroded. 
• Thermal stresses contribute a major proportion of the surface loading during the 
erosion process. However, based on theoretical analysis, thermal stresses were 
shown to be relatively insensitive to operating conditions. 










• It was deduced that the extent of surface erosion was controlled primarily by changes 
in the detonation pressure. 
• The cylinder-pressure at the onset of knock was identified and correlated as a better 
indicator of erosion damage potential, compared to conventional knock intensity 
definitions. 
• A criterion was established to determine the safety margin of knocking conditions, 
relative to the onset of erosion damage. 
7.3 CONCLUSIONS FROM HEAT FLUX INVESTIGATION 
• The ability of knock to cause ring seizure was demonstrated by direct measurement 
of the ring gap under knocking conditions. 
• It was shown that with complete ring gap closure, the additional heat generated by 
seizure would cause the ring to plastically yield in the circumferential direction. 
• The mechanism of rings jamming in their grooves and piston-land fracture were 
shown to be due to lateral growth of the rings at seizure temperatures, caused by 
spheroidization of flake graphite in the cast iron matrix. 
• The maximum amplitude of pressure oscillations of knocking cycles was identified 
and correlated as being a strong indicator of the propensity of knock to cause global 
piston and ring problems. 
• A criterion was established to determine the safety margin of knocking conditions 
with respect to the onset of piston or ring seizure. 










7.4 RECOM].\1ENDA TIONS 
The following recommendations are made for the purposes of extending this research: 
• The theoretical analysis indicated that the thermal stresses due to knock are relatively 
insensitive to the operating conditions. This needs to be confirmed experimentally, 
by applying the thermal stress analysis to heat flux data, over a wide range of 
operating conditions. 
• The rate of erosion-damage with respect to time should be researched. This would 
resolve the extent to which surface fatigue influences erosion damage, which was not 
addressed in this thesis. 
• As discussed in Chapter 4, the effect of engine speed on erosion damage was not 
resolved by the theoretical and experimental analysis. With continued concerns over 
the damaging effects of high-speed knock, this effect needs to be researched. 
• The design of the specimen shape and m unting, used in this thesis, was problematic. 
In some cases the specimen fractured, while in others, the chamber seal developed 
leaks. It is recommended that an alternate method of specimen mounting and sealing 
be developed. If possible, a smaller specimen should also be designed so that the 
mass-loss can be measured. 
• Only a limited amount of ring gap data was measured from the engine tests, due to 
the difficulty of applying the mechanical scribe system. The development of an 
electronic ring gap transducer would provide on-line data and obviate the problems 
of piston removal between tests. 
• An investigation is recommended to develop a ring material which is less prone to 
graphite spheroidization. This would limit the lateral growth of the rings and hence 
prevent the problems of rings jamming in ring-grooves and piston land cracking. 
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APPENDIX A: SPECIMEN DATA SHEETS 
This appendix contains the data sheets for the selected knock-damaged piston collection 
discussed in chapter 3. 
PISTON No: 4191 (Specimen #1) 
Engine ......... 4-cylinder, 1.8 litre, 4-stroke, Fiat 
V~cle ......... F~t 
Material ........ aluminium alloy 
HISTORY: 
Age of engine about 90 OOOkm 
State of tuning .... poor 
Fuel type. . . . . . .. 97 RON 
Altitude sea level 
Additional details .. , engine was using oil prior to failure, probably from worn valve guides 
Operator report ... Engine was knocking in low gear up inclines (full load) for at least two months prior 




Piston crown . . . . .. deposit removed and surface polished in a crescent shaped region around the inlet 
valve. 
1st Land ........ surface polished below crescent region on crown 
1st Ring groove . . ., N I A 
Other .......... N/A 
Surface texture . . .. polished 
Blow-by channel .., no 
Lands cracked no 
Rings jammed no 
Rings broken ..... no of one another 
Deposits ........ heavy carbon deposit (about lmm thick) over crown, except in polished, crescent 
shaped region under inlet valve 
Skirt seizure no 
Additional ....... oil ring broken 










PISTON No: 5/92 (Specimen #2) 
Engine. . . . . . . . .. single-cylinder, 125cc, 2-stroke, Yamaha 
Vehicle ......... Yamaha DT125 motorcycle 
MaterlaI ........ aluminium alloy 
HISTORY: 
Age of engine 
State of tuning ... . 
Fuel type ....... . 
Altitude 
new piston, about 4 hours usage 
tuned for racing 
high octane racing fuel 
sea level 
Additional details. .. N/A 
Operator report ... engine knocking during race, overhaul after race. 
OBSERVA nONS: 
Erosion: 
Piston crown . . . . .. light erosion on edge of crown, all round circumference 
1st Land ........ light erosion all around circumference on upper edge of 1st land, and in the region 
of the exhaust port erosion was seen to progress downwards towards the ring. 
1st Ring groove . . .. no 
Other .......... no 
Surface texture . . .. pitted 
Blow-by channel ... no 
Lands cracked no 
Rings jammed compression ring jammed in groove 
Rings broken ..... no 
Deposits ........ no 
Skirt seizure no 
Additional ....... N/A 










PISTON No: 9/92 (Specimen #3) 
Engine 4-cylinder, 1.8 litre, 4-stroke, Volkswagen 
Vehicle ......... VW Combi 
Material ........ aluminium alloy 
HISTORY: 
Age of engine 60 OOOkm 
State of tuning .... good 
Fuel type . . . . . . .. contaminated gasoline with significantly reduced octane 
Altitude ........ sea level 
Additional details. .. NI A 




Piston crown . . . . .. heavy erosion at edge of crown over 1/8 circumference 
1st Land ........ heavy erosion with cavities above 1st ring over 1/6 circumference 
1st Ring groove . . .. 2 cavities eroded in ring groove 
Other .......... light erosion on 2nd and 3rd lands below 1st land zone 
Surface texture .... pitted 
Blow-by channel ... no 
Lands cracked .... 2 vertical cracks in the 2nd land, one in the centre of the erosion zone, the other at 
about 20mm from the erosion zone 
Rings jammed .... both compression rings jammed in grooves 
Rings broken ..... no 
Deposits ........ no 
Skirt seizure light scuffing below 2nd crack in piston land 
Additional ....... no 










PISTON No: 7/fJ2 (Specimen #4) 
Engine ......... 4-cylinder, 1.6 litre, 4-stroke, Ford 
Vehicle ......... Ford Escort 
Material ........ aluminium alloy 
HISTORY: 
Age of engine 60 OOOkm 
State of tuning .... poor, timing over advanced 
Fuel type . . . . . . .. 97 RON 
Altitude ........ sea level 
Additional details . .. N I A 
Operator report ... during long trip knock was noticed, but ignored, eventually sudden power loss caused 
the operator to halt the vehicle to be stopped and towed in for repairs 
OBSERVATIONS: 
Erosion: 
Piston crown . . . . .. no 
1st Land ........ small region showing heavy erosion, with a cavity formed above the 1st ring 
1st Ring groove. . .. heavy erosion below the 1st land erosion site 
Other .......... 2nd land and 2nd ring groove also eroded. ring gap coincides with the erosion site 
Surface texture . . .. pitted at edges of erosion site. molten surface at centre of site 
Blow-by channel ... blow-by channel under 1 st ring 
Lands cracked no 
Rings jammed both compression rings jammed in grooves 
Rings broken ..... no 
Deposits ........ no 
Skirt seizure medium to heavy scuffing all around the piston 
Additional ....... no 










PISTON No: 1/92 (Specimen #5) 
Engine ......... 4-cylinder, 1.6 litre, 4-stroke, Ford 
Vehide ......... Ford Escort 
Material ........ aluminium alloy 
IUSTORY: 
Age of engine about 70 OOOlan 
State of tuning .... good, except for radiator leak 
Fuel type . . . . . . .. 97 RON 
Altitude ........ sea level 
Additional details. .. N/A 
Operator report ... knocking engine started to overheat on long uphill climb, followed by progressively 
heavier knock, finally misfire, at which time the vehicle was stopped 
OBSERVATIONS: 
Erosion: 
Piston crown . . . . .. Heavy erosion at edge of crown over 114 of circumference 
1st Land ........ heavy erosion 
1st Ring groove . . .. heavy erosion 
Other .......... heavy erosion all the way under the 2nd compression ring. When looking at the side 
of the piston, the shape of the eroded region was that of an inverted triangle, with 
apex at the bottom (around the oil ring). 
Surface texture .. .. pitted at the sides of damaged region and molten in the centre of the blow-by channel 
Blow-by channel ... large channel under the rings 
Lands cracked no 
Rings jammed both compression rings jammed in their grooves 
Rings broken ..... 2nd compression ring and oil ring broken in the blow-by channel 
Deposits ........ no 
Skirt seizure heavily scuffed skirt at ends of gudgeon pin 
Additional ....... no 










APPENDIX B: DETONATION MODEL 
The aim of this work was to develop a computer code to predict the characteristics of a 
detonation wave based on the initial conditions and gas composition. 
The approach adopted was somewhat simpler than existing models which include chemical-
hydrodynamic coupling. These programs include the chemical kinetics driving the detonation 
wave and they yield discrepancies of less than 2 % compared to experimental data. However, 
the objectives of this work were to evaluate relative and not absolute relationships. A 
computer model was developed from an analytical solution which had been shown to be 
accurate to within 10% of measured values [67]. This approach assumes instantaneous 
release of chemical energy in the wave front itself .. The solution was founded on the original 
work of Chapman [82], Jouguet [83] and Becker [84], and was further developed by Lewis 
and Von Elbe [67] and Glassman [71]. 
The primary goal of this analysis was to predict and understand the effects of initial 
conditions on the post detonation characteristics. 
Nomenclature: 
Cp specific heat (constant pressure) [J/kg.K] 
Cv specific heat (constant volume) [J/kg.K] 
p pressure [Pal 
q heat release [J/kg] 
R gas constant [J/kg.K] 
Ru universal gas constant [J/mole.K] 
T temperature [K] 
u velocity [m/s] 
'Y ratio of specific heats 
<I> fuel-air equivalence ratio 
p density [kg/m3] 
Subscripts: 
1 initial conditions (reactants) 
2 detonation conditions (products) 










Consider a detonation wave travelling from left to right at velocity ul through a stagnant 
unburned gas mixture. The velocity of the burned gas relative to the wave is Uz as shown 
in figure B 1. 
Velocities relative to wave: 
-U2 0 -U1 
•••••••••• , """ jI\J """"",.., ,.."-..,,,.... 
••••••• ~,.." ,..., AI' ,. All """"'" 
: . Burned·:. : .. -v '#AvE.:. : IV .... Unburned --_ 
.' •••••• ". ~ ,.", ....... ,ItJ ,."", At> ,.", ,.,.-""" 
'. Gas·.· ... ·.·.. OIR_EcTroN '" ~;v :: Gas ,v .... ,... _'" "-
, • ••••••• .,.., ".,,""'" "'''VAI' """,,-ttII'''''''''''' . . . . . . '. ,." ","".., '" 
U1-U2 U1 0 
Velocities relative to wall : 
Figure Bl: Detonation wave co-ordinate systems 
is the burned gas velocity relative to the wall. 
Taking velocities relative to the wave, the conservation and equations of state are: 
Mass: PI U} - Pz UZ (1) 
Momentum: PI + p} u} z - pz + Pz u/ (2) 
Energy: CpT} + ~u/ + q - Cp Tz + ~U/ (3) 
State: PI - p} R} T} 
pz - Pz Rz Tz (4) 
Assumptions made are: 
1. Ideal gas equation of state. 
2. Specific heats are a function of temperature. 










Thus the unknowns are: UI ; U2 ; P2; T2 and P2 
As there are only 4 equations, but 5 unknowns, an eigenvalue solution cannot be obtained. 
Experimentally it has been shown that the detonation velocity is uniquely constant for given 
initial conditions. 
Lewis and Von Elbe [67] used the conditions of minimum entropy and strong detonation 
wave (P2 ~ PI) to produce an additional relationship. In conjunction with the 4 equations 
above, the following 5 relationships are presented by Glassman [71] to solve for the unique 
strong detonation condition, known as the Chapman-Jouguet result. 
For convenience: 
~2 - ~ [(:} 1 - (~i.)l - (~~:) = 0 (5) 
where: E 





Total internal energy (ie the sum of the 











and MW is the Mean Molar Mass 
To solve these equations (5 to 9) the following procedure was used. A value of T2 was 
assumed and estimates of "{2 and MW2 were made (both being relatively insensitive to 
temperature) . 
The quadratic equation (5) was solved as follows: 
(10) 
The detonation pressure was calculated using equation (6) and the assumed value of T2 was 
checked with equation (7). However to do so, the equilibrium composition of the burned gas 
had to be determined so as to calculate the total internal energy of the reactants and products 
(E1 and E~. 
The chemical balance describing this combustion process for a hydrocarbon (C"H,J is as 
follows (alcohols may be treated by using Cn Hm Op as the fuel molecule): 
For the detonation chamber simulations, where a mixture of ethylene and oxygen was used, 
the nitrogen (N~ coefficient was omitted from the analysis. 
In order to determine the internal energy of the products, it was necessary to solve for the 
coefficients a1; a2; ••• ; a6 • 











The following two dissociation reactions are the most dominant in the temperature range to 
be modelled [85]: 
(12) 
(13) 
These are governed by the equilibrium constant Kpl and Kp2 respectively, which are functions 
of temperature. Equilibrium compositions of CO, CO2, H2 and O2 are described by: 
K = 
PI 
where Mp is the total moles of product per mole of fuel. 
Applying a mass balance to the overall reaction (11): 
Carbon: 







Equations 14,15,16,17 and 18 were combined to solve for the 5 unknown coefficients Cal; 
a2; ... as)' This combination produces a quartic function of the coefficient a l : 












D = AK 2 
P2 
Solving for "a" in the quartic equation (19), then: 
a" = n-a 
as = (~n 
a4 = a l + 2as - B 










Having determined the burned gas composition, the accuracy of the assumed wave 
temperature (T J was checked using equation (7) which had been rearranged as follows: 
The total internal energy of the reactants and products at their appropriate temperatures are 
determined as follows [85]: 
where 
7 
E = L ai[ e,o + ej (7')] 
i-I 
i component 
at moles of component 
component internal energy of formation (J/mole) 
ell') component internal energy which is a function 
of temperature (J/mole) 
A Newton-Raphson iteration of equation (20) produces a new estimate of T2• 
This iteration was performed until the error between [T2]N and [T2]N-I was less than O.5K. 
At this point, the remaining two unknowns u1 and Au were determined from equations (8) 
and (9) respectively. 
The detonation wave static pressure calculated was converted stagnation (total) pressure. 
This was done to describe the intensity of the wave impact on a solid surface, which is a 
combination of the static pressure and the burnt gas momentum transfer to the walls. The 
isentropic expression for the ratio of stagnation (Po) to static (P) pressure was used with Mach 
number (M) and specific heat ratio (')') calculated at burnt gas conditions, as follows: 










Throughout this work, unless otherwise stated, the term "detonation pressure" refers to the 
stagnation pressure of the wave. 
Enthalpy (h), internal energy (e), specific heat (C) and equilibrium constants (Kp) as a 
function of temperature were calculated using 5th order polynomial for the enthalpy. These 
algorithms were developed by Benson [85]. The subscript (I) was used to denote the 
particular species as follows: 
Species: CO2 CO H2O H2 O2 N2 CsHls Methanol Ethanol 
Subscript: (l) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Each species (z) has 7 coefficients denoted by the subscript (j), such that j = 1, 2, .... 7. 
Thus, a 9 x 7 matrix was used in the code for all these coefficients (Ci). The properties of 
each species as a function of temperature were derived from the algorithm defining enthalpy, 
as follows: 
h j (7) - 11,.( i CJI) + C" 
j-I 
(J/mol) 
and ej (7) h j (7) - RuT 
ejcn = R.[( t C/JTI)- T] + C/., (J/mol) 
and even [ aem] -
I aT v 
Cv (7) = 11,.[( tjC,jTj-,)- 1] I (J/mol.K) 










To determine the two equilibrium constants, an intermediate function VO) was evaluated: 
s (C._J = E ~ Tl-1 
1-2 J-1 
Using this function, the equilibrium constants were determined as follows: 
= 
= 
[ C2,l + C3,l - C4,l - CI,I ] (1 - 1nT) 
0.4047 108 
- [C2,6 + C3,6 - C4,6 -CI,6] + ----
Ru T 
[C2,l + 0.5Cs,l - C1,d(1 - 1nT) 
2.707 108 
- [CZ,6 + 0.5Cs,6 - C1,6] + ---Ru T 










The BASIC computer code developed for this simulation is presented in Appendix I. The 
input into the program included all initial conditions, as follows: 
Input: Pressure (PI), Temperature (TI), Equivalence ratio (cf» 
and Fuel Type (ell Hm Op) 
The code included thermodynamic data for the following types of fuels: 
N-Octane, Methanol, Ethanol and Ethylene 
When simulating ethylene, the code was modified to use only oxygen as the oxidant, to 
conform to the detonation chamber tests. 
The output produced from the simulation included the following detonation wave 
characteristics: 
Output: Pressure (P2' Po~, Temperature (T~, Wave Velocity (UI) 
and Particle Velocity (Llu) 













Initial Pressure .. 1 bar 
Initial Temperature .. 283 K 
Q o~--~-~--~--~--~-~ 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 






Lewis and Von Elbe [67] presented 
data from three separate sources 
[68,69,70], each reporting measured 
detonation velocities for ethylene-
oxygen mixtures. These data were 
used to check the accuracy of the 
model, which was given the identical 
initial conditions as the test data. 
Figure 82 shows the fit of this data to 
the theoretical model, which served to 
confirm the general accuracy of the 
model. 
Figure B2: Theoretical and Experimental Data 










The following graphs illustrate simulations, showing detonation characteristics as a function 
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Figure B3: Detonation Pressure vs 
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Figure B5: Wave Velocity vs 
Equivalence Ratio 
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Figure B4: Detonation Temperature vs 
Equivalence Ratio 
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Figure B6: Burnt Gas Velocity vs 
Equivalence Ratio 
Figures B3 to B6 show the detonation wave characteristics as a function of mixture strength 
for three different fuels under identical initial conditions. 










Figure B7 illustrates the contribution 
of the burned gas velocity towards the 
stagnation (total) pressure. The 
dynamic pressure constitutes nearly 
25 % of the total pressure in these 
shock waves. 
Simulations were run to assess the 
effects of the other initial conditions. 
For the remainder of this section, 
effects on the detonation pressure will 
be evaluated, as it is primarily this 
INITIAL CONDITIONS: OCTANE; 50 bar;BOOK 
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Figure B7: Pressure vs 
Equivalence Ratio 
parameter that is thought to be responsible for erosion damage. Eitherway, the detonation 
temperature generally follows the pressure trends, as illustrated in figures B3 and B4. 
Figures B8 and B9 show the effects of initial pressure on detonation pressure. 
INITIAL CONDITIONS: OCTANE; BOOK 
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Figure B8: Detonation Pressure vs 
Initial Pressure and Mixture 
APPENDIX B: DETONA TION MODEL 
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Figure B9: Detonation Pressure vs 











INITIAL CONOInONS: OCTANE; 50 bar 
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Figure BI0: Detonation Pressure vs 
Initial Temperature and Mixture 
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Figure B11: Detonation Pressure vs 
Initial Temperature and Pressure 
Figures BI0 and Bll show the results of simulations run with initial temperature as the 
independent variable. From all these simulations, it is evident that the general effect of 
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Figure B12: Sensitivity Analysis 
A sensitivity analysis of all this data was undertaken to check the dominance of these initial 
conditions on both the detonation pressure (PJ and temperature (T J. The sensitivity of the 
dependent variables (Pz and T J was calculated as their maximum (percentage) change relative 










to their mean, for each range of the independent variables (PI' Tl and cf». In each case, two 
independent variables were held constant. Figure B12 illustrates the results of this analysis. 
The results of the detonation pressure sensitivity conftrm that this parameter is very sensitive 
to initial pressures and temperatures, but relatively insensitive to mixture strength. 
Conversely, the detonation wave temperature is seen to be relatively insensitive to all the 
independent variables. 
The initial pressure and temperature referred to in these graphs corresponds in an engine to 
the end-gas condition at which knock occurs. This condition is established by the following: 
• Pressure-Temperature History during inlet, compression and combustion and is 
influenced by local heat transfer. 
• Knock Resistance of the fuel will determine the extent of polytropic compression the 
mixture can withstand prior to auto-ignition. 
From these results it is apparent that the initial pressures and temperatures have signiftcant, 
but opposing effects on the intensity of detonation and therefore it was imperative to ascertain 
which of these effects is more dominant. A method of examination is to investigate the 
effect of compression ratio on detonation conditions. 
The relationship between temperature and pressure in the end-gas may be described by a 
polytropic compression process, with an appropriate choice of polytropic exponent. At a 
compression ratio of 8: 1, an end-gas condition at the onset of knock was chosen as 900K and 
40 bar. By assuming that the extent of flame compression is relatively unchanged, the end-
gas conditions at other compression ratios were calculated using the polytropic compression 
relationsh ip. 
where n = 1.35 
In this manner, initial pressures and temperatures were calculated over a range of 










compression ratios and used as input 
to the detonation model. Figure B13 
shows the results of this simulation. 
This graph makes no allowance for 
the likelihood of knock occurring, but 
shows the intensity of knock if it did 
happen. However, the main objective 
of this analysis is achieved, in that it 
is evident that under polytropic 
compression, the initial pressure is 
the dominant independent variable. 
Detonation pressures are significantly 
increased with additional 
compression. 
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Figure B13: Effect of Polytropic 
Compression on Detonation Intensity 
An immediate criticism of the relationships shown in figure B13 is that the end-gas 
temperatures for alcohol and octane would not be similar (at equivalent compression) due to 
evaporative cooling differences during the inlet process. An investigation by Moran and 
Yates [72] has shown that at low engine speeds the mixture temperature during the inlet 
process is about 22°C lower for methanol relative to gasoline. Reducing the methanol 
mixture temperature at inlet (ie: at a pressure of 1 bar) by 22°C and reworking the polytropic 
compression data, the two fuels may be compared on a more realistic basis. The reduction 
in end-gas temperatures (for methanol) would result in higher mixture densities (at equivalent 
compression), causing a more severe detonation pressure. The results of this analysis are 
shown in figure B 14, from which it is predicted that methanol would exhibit a more severe 
detonation wave relative to octane .. The complete explanation of this obs~rvation is as 
follows: 
• Methanol exhibits a higher knock intensity due to the increased energy density at 
similar initial conditions to octane. 
• The additional evaporative cooling, during the inlet process (gained from the higher 
heat of evaporation) for methanol, ensures lower end-gas temperatures and 
subsequently higher gas densities at similar initial conditions to octane. 










• Methanol possesses a greater knock resistance than octane which indicates that knock 
would occur later in the compression process (from both piston and flame), further 
increasing the detonation pressures relative to octane. 
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Figure B14: Comparison of Fuels at Realistic Operating Conditions 
A further prediction can be made from the curve for octane in figure B14. Consider a range 
of gasolines with constant basic composition, but with increased quantities of an anti-knock 
additive (eg: TEL, TML, etc.). It is assumed that the additive does not fundamentally alter 
the energy density of the fuels. The gasoline with greater Octane Number will begin to 
knock at compression conditions higher than that of the lower Octane Numbers. From figure 
B14 it is predicted that the higher the Octane Number, the greater the detonation pressure 
(once the engine is knocking). This prediction will hold, whether knock is induced by 
increased compression ratio or spark advance, as in both cases the initial conditions are 
similar and the end-gas undergoes similar compression (ignoring relatively small differences 
in heat transfer). If knock is induced by increased inlet temperature (for the high Octane 
relative to the low Octane), this relationship will not apply as the inlet conditions are changed 
and effectively the increased inlet temperature, magnified to the point of knock could result 
in lower detonation pressures for the higher Octane fuel. 
Production engines are usually optimised for a particular fuel by adjusting the mixture and 
spark timing maps. This work predicts that operating under equivalent knocking conditions 










(with similar spark advance beyond the point of trace knock), the high Octane fuel will 
produce more violent shocks in the end-gas zone, than low octane fuels. More erosion 
damage would be expected from high Octane fuels under knocking conditions. 
The addition of alcohol to the fuel in the form of gasoline-alcohol blends would further 
aggravate the situation. The alcohol would cause additional inlet cooling resulting in higher 
end-gas densities at the onset of knock. Provided the blend is used at similar equivalence 
ratios, the presence of alcohol constitutes an increased energy density in the end-gas. 
Together these effects would cause alcohol blends to exhibit stronger detonation 
characteristics, resulting in greater erosion. 










were determined. Surface temperatures are nearly constant during compression, but show 
a sharp peak at the point of flame (or auto-ignition) arrival. Data from this work was as 
follows: 
Knocking: Initial Temperature 
Peak Temperature 
Peak Heat Flux 
Normal Initial Temperature 
Peak Temperature 
Peak Heat Flux 
The . knocking data, above, were 
recorded at conditions which 
destroyed the surface thermocouples 
after a few minutes of operation. 
These data correspond to similar 
values reported by others [45,50,51]. 
In order to model the correct 
temperature profile, the temperature 
gradient at the hot surface was 
matched to the heat flux as follows: 
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Figure Cl: Temperature Profiles based on 
experimental surface temperatures 
= (T, - 7;)[ -~ 1 1 
2 J8 "dt 
heat flux (W/m2) 
thermal conductivity (204 W /m2°C) 
thermal diffusivity (6.676 10-5 m2/s) 
By substituting the measured data into this relationship, the time (t) was solved which models 
the temperature profile at the instant of the measured heat flux: 












t = 0.0040 seconds 
t = 0.0062 seconds 
The temperature profiles calculated in this manner are shown in figure C 1. Having 
established a time instant, the thermal boundary layer thickness becomes a constant 0 for each 
operating condition: 
Knocking Combustion: o = 1.46 mm 
Non-knocking Condition: o = 1.82 mm 
Equation (2) for the temperature profile within the thermal boundary layer was simplified by 
using additional constants A and B as follows: 
T(z) = T - Az + Bz3 g 
where A 
and B 
Timoshenko [73] developed the analysi  for 
thermal stresses due to non-symmetrical 
temperature distributions. Considering a 
plate of appreciable length and breadth, and 
of depth 2c (in the y direction), as shown in 
figure C2. A temperature distribution 
within the plate was assumed which varied 
as a function of y, such that the surface at y 
= - c is at temperature Ts and the surface at 
y = c is at temperature~. The thermal 
stress (uJ, which is orthogonal to the 
temperature profile was described by: 
APPENDIX C: THERMAL STRESSES 
= 
= 
3(T" - T;) 
25 



















= a.E [-T + ...!... f+cTdy + ~ +cfTydy ] 
I-v 2 e 2e3 -c -c 
where T= T(y) 
and a - coefficient of thermal expansion 
E- modulus of elasticity 
." - Poisson's ratio 
The co-ordinate system (y) is relative to the centre of the plate, whereas the temperature 
profile previously developed (equations 1 and 2), used a co-ordinate system (z) relative to 
the hot surface. This necessitated the transformation of the z-axis to the y-axis by means of:. 
z = y + e 
T(y) = Ts - A(y + e) + B(y + e)3 
Simplifying this equation and assigning constants K, M and N, the temperature profile in the 
y co-ordinate system was as follows: 
For y < (a - e) : 
For y ~ (a - e) : 
where 
T(y) = K + My + Ny2 + By3 
T(y) = ~ 
K = T - Ae + Be3 s 
M = 3Be2 - A 
N = 3Be 
This temperature profile was integrated over the range - c to + c in order to produce the 
constant terms in the thermal stress equation. The integrals concerned were divided into 










separate ranges due to the nature of the temperature proflle, as follows: 
+c &-c . +c 
f T(y)dy = f T(y)dy + f ~dy = 11 
-c -c 3-c 
.. 11 = K5 + M[(5_c)1 - c2 ] + N[(5_c)3 + c3] 
2 3 
+ ![(5-C)4 - c4] + ~(2c - 5) 
+c 3-c +c 
f T(y)ydy = f T(y)ydy + f ~ ydy = 12 
-c -c 3-c 
The thermal stress as a function of depth into the wall was determined by substituting these 
integrals together with the temperature proflle into the stress function, as follows: 
For y < (a-c) : 
For y ~ (5 -c) : 
ax(Y) = a.E [ -K - My - Ny2 - By3 + 11 + 12y] 
ax(Y) = a.E [-1'; + 11 + 12y] 
Material properties for typical piston aluminium are as follows [34]: 
ad - 6.676 10-5 m2/s (diffusivity) 
k - 204 WI moe 
E - 64 103 MPa 
a - 21.6 10-6 (coefficient of expansion) 
CTmax- 171 MPa 










These properties together with the 
established temperature profiles were 
used in a spreadsheet to calculate the 
stress within the walls of the piston or 
combustion chamber. Figure C3 
shows the thermal stress distribution 
inside a 10 mm thick wall under 
knocking conditions. The higher 
temperature gradient at the hot 
surface (0 mm) produces extreme 
compressive stresses within 1 mm of 
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Figure C3: Thermal Stress inside the wall 
for Knocking Conditions 
in the skin, the central portion is placed in tension and the bending moment around the 
central zone causes the cold surface to be in compression. The magnitudes of the hot surface 
stresses are considerably higher than reported by Maly et al [34], whose thermal contact 
model estimated the stresses at between 4 MPa and 20 MPa. In contrast, this more detailed 
analysis used experimentally derived surface temperatures, and results in skin compressive 
stress are nearly 70% of typical proof stress values. The tensile stresses below the surface 
would aggravate the Hertzian stresses produced by the shock wave pressures. 
The wall thickness is another variable 
affecting the stress magnitude and 
distribution. Figure C4 shows the 
stress profile under knocking 
conditions for 3 different wall 
thickness. The compressive stress in 
the high temperature region increases 
with greater wall thickness. 
Conversely, it is seen that the thicker 
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Figure C4: Effect of Wall Dimensions on 
Thermal Stresses under Knocking Conditions 
Figure C5 compares the stresses between knocking and non-knocking conditions inside a 10 










mm wall. In comparison to normal 
operating conditions, the compressive 
thermal stresses are over 3 times 
greater for knocking combustion, 
while the tensile stresses are more 
than double. Due to the thinner 
thermal boundary layer in the case of 
knock, the peak tensile stresses are 
closer to the surface than for normal 
operating conditions, which would 
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10 
Figure C6 shows the comparison between knocking and normal combustion for a 5 mm wall. 
Although the hot surface compressive stresses are reduced, the maximum tensile stress of the 
knocking condition is increased relative to the non-knocking condition. 
It was the intention of this model to 
provide a first order analysis of the 
thermal conditions within the walls of 
the combustion chamber and piston. 
With this in mind, the accuracy of the 
analysis warrants consideration. 
Although experimental data was used 
for the hot surface, it was assumed 
that the cooler surface was at the 
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5 
the cooler surface is either air, water or oil cooled, depending on the engine type and the 
surface concerned. It is expected that the cooler surface would thus operate at lower 
temperatures than the mean temperature of the hot surface, thereby causing a general increase 
in the temperature gradient (relative to the gradients used in this analysis). Thus the thermal 
stresses in an engine should be even greater than those predicted by the model. 










The relationships used in this analysis includes stress conditions in 3-dimensions (by 
accounting for the Poisson Ratio effects). However, Timoshenko's equation was based on 
the assumption that the temperature on a surface parallel to the walls was constant [73]. In 
engines, it is unlikely that planes parallel to the walls would exhibit constant temperatures, 
due to heat transfer along the walls. An additional temperature gradient along the walls 
would increase the local thermal stress (in the area of steepest temperature gradient) above 
the levels calculated with the modelled temperature profile. 
The model made no allowance for the time related effects, as the analysis was based on the 
peak transient temperature profile. The thermal stresses will naturally rise with the onset of 
the shock and fall with the passage of this thermal wave through the material. Because the 
model was based on the maximum measured temperatures, it was assumed that this 
represents the maximum thermal stress condition, other effects notwithstanding. 
All these items indicate that this analysis is a conservative indicator of the true operating 
conditions, and that in reality the thermal stresses would be greater than those predicted. 










APPENDIX D: DETONATION CHAMBER TESTS 
As discussed in chapter 2, the circumstances that produce knock in an engine are erratic and 
therefore it is very difficult to produce controlled conditions using engine tests. The 
detonation chamber gives the researcher a controlled and repeatable tool to simulate 
conditions in a knocking engine. Maly et aI [34] have used a detonation chamber for these 
purposes, with encouraging success. The detonation experiments described in this appendix 
were aimed at fulfilling the following objectives: 
• To provide experimental validation for the detonation model, in terms of predicting 
the characteristics of detonation waves based on the initial conditions. 
• To investigate the effect of some operating and geometric variables on the amount of 
erosion damage induced by detonation waves. 
The detonation chamber used in these tests comprised of a rigid channel, with inlet and outlet 
ports at either end. Fuel and oxidant were mixed and allowed to flow continuously through 
the channel. A spark-plug, positioned at the end of the chamber, was fired at regular 
intervals so that, with the correct choice of reactants, a detonation wave was produced. 
Either an aluminium specimen or a pressure transducer was mounted at the end of the 
chamber (opposite the spark-plug), to be exposed to the detonation conditions. 
0.1 CHAMBER DESIGN 
The design of the chamber used in this work was based on the information contained in the 
Maly et al publication [34]. The internal cross section of the chamber was chosen to be 
20mm by 20mm with a length of 200 mm. The chamber was constructed from 12mm thick, 
SS304 stainless steel. 
A gaseous mixture of ethylene and oxygen was used because it has a similar energy density 
at atmospheric pressures to the end-gas in an engine at to auto-ignition. This mixture 
produces a detonation wave at atmospheric pressures. The shock intensity was adjusted by 
changing the mixture strength. 
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SECTION A-A 
Figure Dl: Sectional views through chamber showing inlet ports 
A continuous flow system with opposed inlet ports for ethylene and oxygen was used to 
provide good mixing. Flame suppressors comprising of sintered phosphor bronze where 
fitted upstream of the inlet ports to prevent flashbacks. A sectional view of the inlets and 
chamber are shown in figure D 1. Gas flow for each stream was controlled using pressure 
regulators and needle-valves which were calibrated regularly by timing a unit volume of gas 
bubbled into an inverted measuring cylinder filled with water. The mixture strength is 
presented in terms of the fuel-oxyg n equivalence ratio. 
A muffler was constructed and fitted to the exhaust. An air supply from an external 
compressor was attached to the muffler to lean out any combustibles remaining in the 
exhaust. The combined exhaust and excess air was directed into an extraction system for 
additional safety. 
The spark-ignition system was constructed from a capacitive discharge ignition (CDI) and 
coupled to a variable-frequency pulse generator. A standard automotive spark-plug was used 
as the ignition source. The frequency of ignition and the combined gas flow rate were 
established as follows. Running the chamber with the desired mixture strength at a combined 
flow rate of about 3 Iitres/minute, the frequency was set at about 2 Hz. The excess air to 
the muffle was shut off and the frequency slowly reduced, until the mixture in the muffle 

























Figure D2: Plan view of detonation chamber showing mounting 
positions of pressure transducers 
began to ignite. This was taken as the point at which complete scavenging occurred 
(notwithstanding zones of recirculation). The frequency was further reduced at this flow rate 
to ensure effective scavenging. The ignition frequency established by this method was just 
under 1 Hz. 
In order to maintain steady state operation, an aluminium sheet casing was fashioned to fit 
around the chamber with an air gap of about 10 mm all around. A fan, with an adjustable 
baffle on the inlet, was connected via a duct to this casing (at the specimen end). The fan 
provided sufficient cooling to maintain a constant operating temperature, which was 
controlled by the position of the baffle. However, the range of specimen temperatures was 
somewhat limited by this system, and other methods had to be used to achieve extremely 
high and low temperatures. 
Instrumentation used in these tests included pressure transducers and thermocouples to 










measure both material and gas 
temperatures. A thermocouple was 
placed in a stainless steel pocket 
protruding 4 mm into the chamber and 
positioned midway between spark and 
specimen. It was used when calibrating 
the mass flow rates, and also used as an 
indicator for steady state conditions. 
Three tapped holes were machined into 
the chamber to allow pressure 
transducers to be mounted flush with the 
inner walls, as shown in figure 02. The 
mounting points used for the transducers 
were dependent on the tests being 
performed, which will be discussed in 
the following section. Two AVL 12QP 
pressure transducers were used together 
with charge amplifiers and digital 
oscilloscope as detailed in Appendix F. 
The damage specimen geometry was 
derived from considerations of the end-
gas crevice region in an engine. As 
discussed in chapter 2, the region most 
commonly eroded by knock is the piston 
top-land. This region forms an annular 
crevice shown in the figure D3(a). Due 





(a) END-GAS CREVICE REGION 





(c) DAMAGE PROBE 
Figure D3: Simulated end-gas crevice region 
width and the piston circumference, the geometry may be simplified to 2 dimensions. Thus 
the damage specimen was chosen as an L-shaped duct as shown in figure D3(b). 
The dimensions of the specimen were derived from considerations of the chemical timescales 
which are roughly inversely proportional to the initial pressure [34]. If the chamber is 










operated at atmospheric pressures, then the gas density is about 50 times less than in the case 
of the end-gas in an engine. To achieve a comparable conditions, the specimen dimensions 
should thus be increased 50 fold (compared to dimensions in the crevices of an engine). 
The damage specimen (or probe) comprised of two sections bolted together as shown in 
figure D3(c). Erosion of the piston top-land was of interest, therefore the "piston section" 
of the specimen was made of aluminium, while the rest was constructed from steel (which 
was not expected to be eroded). This arrangement allowed for a simply manufactured 
specimen (which would have to be replaced) and allowed for the gap dimension (between the 
simulated piston and bore) to be easily varied. A 6063TF aluminium was used, having 
similar material properties to typical piston alloys. 
A thermocouple was fitted into the steel section of the specimen as shown in figure D3(c). 
The tip of the thermocouple was positioned within 0.5 mm of the inside wall of the 
specimen. Although this temperature would not correspond to the exact material 
temperatures in the aluminium, it would show the effect of changes in material temperatures 
under various operating conditions. 
D.2 DETONATION TEST PROCEDURE 
Testing commenced with a pressure transducer fitted at the far end of the chamber (opposite 
end to the ignition point). No specimen was used for these tests. Pressure traces were 
captured over a wide range of mixture strengths, to evaluate the general operating conditions 
in the chamber. It was apparent that when leaning the mixture below a critical strength a 
transition occurred from detonating to deflagrating combustion, as observed by the sudden 
disappearance of pressure spikes. This was further evident by the significat;tt reduction in 
the audible noise from the chamber. 
Several tests were performed with two pressure transducers positioned at various points along 
the chamber to determine the location of the deflagration-detonation transition. These tests 
were to check that a developed detonation wave had been established well before the end of 
the chamber. 










With a single transducer positioned at the 
end of the chamber, traces were captured 
over a range of detonating mixture strengths 
at steady state conditions. At each 
operating point 10 traces were captured, 
and the peak: pressures averaged for that 
condition. These data were used to validate 
the detonation pressures predicted by the 
model as a function of fuel-oxygen 
equivalence ratio. 
Subsequent tests were performed with 
damage specimens mounted at the end of 
the chamber (in place of the pressure 
transducer). With the thermocouple in 
positioned inside the specimen, the cooling 
fan baffle was adjusted to hold the 
temperature constant. Each specimen was 
subjected to 10 000 shots in the chamber. 






Figure D4: Damage specimen geometries 
nature and severity of damage and to establish the effect of the crevice gap on the damage. 
The thermocouple temperature was held at 19O"C for these tests. Four specimens were tested 
with different crevice gaps, as shown in figure D4. All other dimensions were held constant. 
An experiment was conducted to determine the effect of material temperatures on erosion 
damage. Identical probes with a 3 mm gap were exposed to 10 000 shots. In some of these 
tests, the end of the chamber (with the specimen) was mounted in a basin, and a water supply 
with controllable flow rate was fed into the basin and allowed to overflow to the drain. By 
varying the water flow rate, the temperature of the specimen could be held constant at 
temperatures as low as 6O"C. Other tests were performed with insulation on the chamber, 
which permitted stable temperatures of up to 3500C to be achieved. 










It was hoped that the erosion damage could be measured on a mass-loss basis. The initial 
specimens were manufactured with small wall thicknesses (to extend the sensitivity of mass-
loss measurement). However when tested, these specimens were unable to withstand the 
stresses in the chamber and in each case the exposed vertical wall of the specimen sheared 
at the base. Even with a specimen wall thickness of 5 mm, the vertical wall was found to 
be bent after a few minutes of testing. Ultimately a wall thickness of 7 mm was found to 
be great enough to withstand the structural stresses in the chamber. However, with this large 
size, the mass-loss during a test was too small to be accurately measured. 
Consequently, a subjective scale was used 
to evaluate the magnitude of the damage. 
The erosion experiments reported by Maly 
et al [34] also had to rely on a subjective 
evaluation of the level of damage. The 
inner surface and the inner corner, shown 
in figure OS, where given a visual damage 
rating of between 0 and 10. The scale used 
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non-uniform sand blasting 
uniform heavy sand blasting 
heavy localised pitting 
These two regions were evaluated as they correspond to the piston top-land and the corner 
of the top-land and ring, which have been identified as erosion regions. The rest of the 
regions in this simulated geometry correspond to the bore and ring which are not attacked 
by knock-induced erosion (as they are constructed of much tougher materials). 
Although this subjective damage intensity is not accurate on a quantitative scale, it was 










possible to accurately order the specimens in terms of damage relative to each other. 
D.3 DETONATION CHAMBER RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A typical pressure trace taken with the pressure transducer positioned at the end of the 
chamber is shown in figure D6. Two aspects of this trace need to be addressed. The first 
concerns the appearance of a positive pressure rise preceding the main pressure spike. The 
other concerns the nature of the high frequency oscillation superimposed on the trace. Both 
of these observations were seen on all pressure traces. 
On striking the chamber with a hammer, to produce a similar audible noise level to the 
detonation, it was found that the pressure transducer produced a decaying oscillation with 
peak amplitudes similar to the small pulse observed on the pressure traces. It was deduced 
that the small pulse was being caused by the chamber's structural response to the start of the 
detonation process. Evidently, the detonation produces a stress wave in the wall material 
which travels at higher velocities than the detonation wave through the gas, thus arriving at 
the transducer earlier than the detonation wave. This phenomenon was used to estimate the 
position in the chamber at which the detonation transition occurs. 
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Figure 06: Detonation chamber pressure trace 










The acoustic velocity (cs~ within a solid may be described as follows: 
c.... = ~ : (""3) 
where P = 16.1010 bulk modulus 
p = 7860 kg/m3 density 
" csoUd = 4512 m/s 
From the theoretical model, the detonation wave velocity (uteJ under these operating 
conditions is 2118 m/s. From the pressure trace shown in figure D6, the time difference (At) 
between the arrival of the stress wave pulse and the detonation spike is about O.02mS (which 
was nearly constant for all operating conditions). The distance from the transducer (xde,) at 
which the detonation transition occurs may be estimated as follows: 
at = xdet _ xdet 
u_ csoUd 
0.00002 
x_ x_ .. = ---
2118 4512 
.. xdet = 0.080 m = 80 mm 
In other words, detonation commences at about 120mm from the spark plug, well before the 
transducer (or specimen). This was confirmed by placing two pressure transducers in the 
other two positions, at 65mm and 160mm from the spark plug, respectively; Simultaneous 
traces indicated that the transducer furthest from the spark was first to rtrspond to the 
detonation wave followed by the transducer closest to the spark. Taking the time difference, 
and relative displacement of the transducers, it was apparent that the transducer nearest to 
the spark plug was responding to the shock wave reflected from the end of the chamber. 
This showed that the detonation transition occurred between the two transducers and 
confirmed the estimated position of 120mm from the spark plug. 
The high frequency oscillations on the pressure trace were analysed and shown to be caused 










by the transverse reflections of the shock waves across the chamber. Assuming a half wave 
corresponding to the 20mm chamber width, the fundamental frequency was determined to 
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Figure D7: Theoretical and measured detonation pressure 
The results of the measured and theoretical detonation pressure as a function of equivalence 
ratio are shown in figure 07. Each data point shown in this graph corresponds to the mean 
of 10 measurements. The mean standard deviation for these measurements are also 
illustrated. It is seen that the experimental data falls below the predicted values. However, 
the data follows a very similar trend to the theoretical predictions, as shown by the quadratic 
curve fitted to these data. The fact that the trend of the theoretical model is validated is 
sufficient for the purposes of predicting the effects of changes in initial conditions. 
Figure 08 shows the results of the damage tests performed on the specimens with variable 
gap width. The inner surface is significantly affected by the magnitude of the crevice gap. 
In all cases the damage was found to occur close to the corner. 
A similar, but more intense effect was observed at the inner corner of the specimens, with 
a crack and severe undercut developing at the largest gap tested. A further observation 
made on all these samples was a small undercut at the opposite corner (where the aluminium 
and steel portions are connected). From these observations, it is seen that the worst damage 
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Figure D8: Effect of gap width on damage intensity 
occurs at the corners, which is similar to the typical erosion damaged found at the first 
compression ring groove. 
In chapter 3 it was observed that typical erosion (if not stopped) forms a blow-by channel 
around the first ring. These detonation chamber observations show the initiation process, by 
which the shock wave is focused down the crevice gap and removes material at the corners. 
In the case of an engine, the bottom and outside surfaces of the specimen are the ring and 
bore respectively, which are resistant to erosion damage. Therefore, it is the piston that is 
eroded although the other surfaces experience similar pressure pulses. 
Figure 09 shows the results of the damage tests performed over a range of specimen 
temperatures. Elevated temperatures increase the amount of erosion damage. The most 
significant effect is at the corner where an undercut developed on all specimeAS tested above 
200°C. At temperatures above 300°C a cavity of over 1 mm deep developed along the whole 
corner for all specimens. The increased damage at elevated temperatures is attributed to the 
reduction of yield strength. For this aluminium, at 1900C the 0.2 % proof stress is nearly 
halved, while at 3500C it is about 10% of its value at ambient temperatures [74]. 
It was observed that in all the tests performed, the front surface of the specimens (facing the 
oncoming shock) was relatively undamaged, irrespective of the level of erosion occurring 
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Figure DIO: Effect of mixture strength on damage intensity 
inside the crevice. This fact illustrates the importance of the wave interaction in the crevice 
region, and explains why erosion is rarely found on unbounded piston and head surfaces. 
Figure D 10 shows the damage test results over a range of equivalence ratios. The severity 
of erosion is seen to increase with mixture strength. 
Photographic examination of damaged specimens was undertaken and typical examples for 
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APPENDIX E: ENGINE EROSION STUDY 
This engine study investigated the effect of fuel and operating conditions on knock-induced 
erosion. An experimental method was developed to expose a specimen, located in the 
combustion chamber, to controlled knocking conditions and thus directly measure the amount 
of erosion. 
E.l EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT 
The development of the equipment and experimental method progressed through various 
phases described in the following sections. 
E.l.l ENGINE MODIFICATION 
A Ricardo E6 research engine was modified so that an aluminium specimen could be inserted 
into the combustion chamber. To accomplish this, a 12 mm thick spacer plate was fitted 
between the cylinder-head and bore. 
The engine was run under extremely rich (non-knocking) conditions so that a carbon deposit 
was built up over the surface of the spacer plate. After operating under knocking conditions, 
the spacer plate was removed and the inner surface examined. The position of the end-gas 
region was identified as corresponding to the area on the spacer plate where the deposit had 
been removed. At this position, a cavity 10 mm deep by 25 mm wide was machined into 
the spacer plate, together with an access hole for the specimen, as shown in figure El. 
Repeating the "deposit-knocking" test with the modified spacer plate showed that the deposits 
were removed from within the cavity. 
An advantage of this arrangement is that the maximum flame path, from spark-plug to the 
cavity, is not affected by changes in compression ratio. The design of the cavity shape also 
took into account the path of the inlet swirl, to ensure good scavenging. 
A connecting-rod of increased length (of 12 mm) was manufactured and used to 
accommodate the increased cylinder volume, allowing the normal range of compression ratios 















IV Inlet Valve 
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P Pressure Transducer 
Figure El: Spacer plate showing the position of the specimen 
to be achieved. 
E.1.2 DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIMEN GEOMETRY 
The geometry of the specimen was optimised to achieve the greatest possible susceptibility 
to erosion damage. Various specimen geometries were tested under similar knocking 
conditions. The material used for the specimens was 6063TF aluminium alloy, which has 
similar properties as piston alloys. 
Referring to figure E2, the first specimen (A) with a flat surface mounted flush to the wall 
showed no damage. This result was accepted as evidence that knock rarely erodes the 
unconfined regions of the combustion chamber and piston crown, as discussed in chapters 
2 and 3. As a result, all subsequent specimens included some form of crevice region. 
Specimen B, with 0.2 mm slots perpendicular to the front face was also found to produce no 
damage. It was considered that due to the size of the slots, very poor scavenging had 











A wider slot of 1 mm was tried (specimen 
C) which produced a small amount of 
erosion, after 40 minutes of testing under 
heavy knock. 
To improve scavenging in the crevice, 
specimen D was designed with a crevice 
parallel to the front face. This geometry 
produced a significant increase in the 
erosion. However, it was found, that at the 
conclusion of most tests, the 2 mm thick 
front wall of the specimen was bent 
outwards and in some cases completely 
fractured at the base. 
To prevent the fracture of the front wall, 
the thickness was increased to 4 mm. The 
specimen geometry finally adopted, shown 
in figure E3, produced significant erosion 
after 15 to 30 minutes of testing, seen in 
figure E4. 
The specimens were screwed onto a 
mounting rod which was sealed at the exit 
point of the spacer plate, as shown in figure 
E 1. A ceramic collar, shown in figure E3, 
was fitted between the specimen and rod, to 






Figure E2: Specimen geometries evaluated 
~p'ecimen 
Chamber wall 
Figure E3: Adopted specimen geometry 
Provision was made to monitor the specimen temperature, by drilling a hole down the length 
of the mounting rod and fitting a thermocouple into a pocket in the specimen. Tests run with 
the thermocouple placed showed that temperatures of between 1700C and 2100C were 
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repeatability of the knock intensity (as defined in section E.2). This problem was 
obviated by raising the inlet air temperature above the ambient conditions. 
Furthermore, the elevated inlet temperature facilitated the reduction in compression 
ratio (which was limited by the modified combustion chamber). 
Test duration: 
A series of specimens were periodically removed, examined and replaced during 
testing. It was found that over the first 5 minutes of testing, very little damage 
occurred. After 10 to 15 minutes the erosion seemed to stabilise. Comparing 
specimens tested for 15 minutes and 60 minutes, showed only small differences in the 
level of damage. 
Compression ratio and spark timing: 
These parameters were to be used to control the knock intensity in the final phase of 
testing. They were chosen to provide the basis of testing over a range of knock 
intensities as discussed in the results. 
DAMAGE INTENSITY MEASUREMENT 
Initially, the mass of material eroded was measured. However, under heavy knock, less than 
2 milligrams was removed from the 10 gram specimen. The mass loss was at the limits of 
the mass balance and therefore this procedure was not sufficiently sensitive to the 
requirements of the research investigation. 
An alternative method was therefore developed to objectively measure the, extent of the 
specimen erosion. This involved the optical measurement of the amount of cross-sectioned 
area of the specimen surface that was removed by the erosion. The sides of the specimens 
were milled away and polished, as illustrated in figure ES. Jigs were used during the 
polishing process to ensure that the cross-sectional plane was at the same location in each 
case. 
Both sides of the specimen were photographed using a standardised camera set-up to ensure 
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Figure E8: Specimen geometry and deformation 
cantilever was described by: 
M = pAl 
2 
(1) 
At the point of yield, the moment (My) was determined from the yield stress (uy ) as follows 
[87]: 
M = y 6 
Combining with equation (1), and noting that in this geometry, b = l and A - [d, the 
pressure at the elastic limit (py) was calculated: 
(J 
p = -1. 
y 3 
(2) 
Assuming a constant yield stress (which is an underestimate in the case of aluminium), the 
moment (Mp) at the point of complete plasticity at the base of the cantilever was determined 
by [87]: 
The applied pressure (Pp) to produce this conditions was determined by combining with 










equation (1) and using the appropriate geometry: 
CJ 
P = J.. 
p 2 
(3) 
Due to the high strain rate of the applied pressure (from the advancing shock wave), the yield 
stress is effectively increased. The Cowper-Symonds relationship [88] was used to calculate 
the effective yield stress (O'erJ as a function of strain rate ( e ): 
= 0,[ 1 + ( ~ )~ 1 (4) 
where C = 6500 for aluminium alloys [88] 
An order of magnitude estimate of the strain rate was obtained by assuming that the yield 
limit was attained within 1 microsecond. This interval approximates the time taken for the 
passage of a detonating shock across the specimen. The fact that these specimens had 
sustained permanent plastic deformation ndicated that the strain levels were greater than the 
yield limit, making this a conservative estimate of the strain rate. 
Thus, the applied pressures to produce yield or complete plasticity are as follows: 
The yield stress for this aluminium alloy is influenced by temperature, as illustrated by the 
data in figure E9 [741. A 5th order polynomial curve fit to this data provided the 










relationship between yield stress and 
temperature, which was used to 
calculate the applied pressure to the 
inner surface. 
2~~--------------------------~ 
Typical operating temperatures for the 
specimens were determined as 
described in section E.l.2. 
Temperatures between 170°C and 
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Figure E9: Effect of temperature on yield stress 
Figure EIO shows the calculated 
pressure for either the elastic limit or complete plasticity to be achieved at the base of the 
cantilever, for a representative range of temperatures. 
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Figure EIO: Pressure differential necessary to cause bending 
To achieve the elastic limit, pressures of over 250 bar must have occurred. The bending of 
the specimen, as seen in figure E7 was quite considerable, indicating that conditions closer 
to complete plasticity had been achieved. Thus it is more probable that pressures of well 










over 350 bar (and possibly up to 800 bar) had been achieved in the crevice~ 
It should be noted that this analysis assumed a uniform pressure distribution over the wall. 
As this condition is improbable, it was deduced that the local pressures were even greater 
than those calculated. The assumption of constant yield stress and the value of the strain rate 
were additional reasons for the calculations to be an under-estimate of the actual pressure 
peaks. Thus, the analysis has demonstrated the existence of extreme pressures occurring in 
the end-gas crevice regions. It is possible that the extreme short duration of the pressure 
pulse, or the very small area over which it applies, is the reason why conventional pressure 
transducers do not record such high pressure values. 
E.3.2 EROSION TEST RESULTS 
The erosion tests were performed over a wide range spark-timing settings using 93 RON, 97 
RON and methanol. The tests were conducted at identical equivalence ratio, engine speed 
and wide open throttle. Figure Ell shows the damage intensity as a function of Knock 
Intensity Factor (equivalent to mean maximum pressure amplitude). 
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Figure Ell: Erosion damage intensity as a function of Knock Intensity Factor 
The two data points, indicated in the legend as "High Ti" were performed at an inlet air 
temperature of 165°C, with 93 RON gasoline. The remainder of the data was tested at an 










APPENDIX F: RING GAP INVESTIGATION 
The goals of this work were to investigate the magnitude of knock-induced ring gap closure 
and to identify the correct knock intensity criteria to quantify the process. This study was 
performed with a combination of analytical and experimental work. 
F.l THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
An existing heat transfer model was modified to account for the effect of knock intensity and 
extended to include the thermal expansion of the ring. From this, a relationship between 
knock intensity and changes in ring gap was established. 
F.1.l KNOCKING HEAT TRANSFER 
A variety of detailed heat transfer models have been debated in the literature [76]. However, 
the purpose of this analysis was to predict trends and provide a functional relationship, and 
therefore a simple model was used. Taylor and Toong [75] correlated the overall heat 
transfer data from many engine tests and operating conditions. They found that these data 
fitted the general form: 
where 








The value of the constant "n" has a range of between 0.6 and 0.8, depending on the choice 
of variables, engine types and conditions [76]. The cylinder bore (B) is usually chosen as 
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convective heat transfer coefficient 




There was a need to account for the effect of various cyclic conditions on the Reynold's 
Number, or more specifically on the gas velocity. Woschni developed a relationship for the 
gas velocity (Uw) as a function of piston motion and combustion induced velocities [77], as 
follows: 
where 
_ TV Ap "w = 2.28U, + 0.0032-0- __ C 
VO Po 
U -p mean piston speed 
T -0 temperature at inlet valve closing 
V -0 cylinder volume at inlet valve closing 
Po - pressure at inlet valve closing 
Ape - pressure rise due to combustion 
V - instantaneous cylinder volume 
The first term accounts for the effect of piston motion, while the second term describes the 
additional contribution of combustion induced gas velocities. The pressure rise due to 
combustion is defined as the difference in pressure between fired and motored conditions. 
With knocking combustion there 'would exist an additional term in the Woscpni equation to 
describe the gas velocities induced by the pressure waves within the combustion chamber. 
These velocities are responsible for the knock-induced heat flux, as discussed in chapter 2. 
This analysis does not include the local heat flux caused by the auto-ignition process, which 
is confined to the end-gas region. The gas velocity (u) driving the heat transfer was amended 
to include an additional term (uJ to describe the knock-induced gas velocities: 
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However, considering the magnitude of the pressure rise rate under knocking conditions, it 
is expected that: 
This is justified by the significant increase in heat transfer [4,19,45,51] and shock waves 
occurring under knocking conditions. As a first approximation, the velocity of knock was 
considered to be the dominant factor in the heat transfer mechanism, such that: 
And using equation (1), the Nusselt Number under knocking conditions (NUt) is: 
(2) 
where Reynold's Number under 
knocking conditions 
Under light knock intensities, only a small portion of the end-gas is involved in the rapid heat 
release, leaving the core of the gas unaffected. Therefore it was assumed that average 
conditions are relatively unchanged (with respect to normal combustion). The knocking 
pressure amplitude (dpJ was used to describe the knock-induced gas velocity. 
From conservation of energy (and with all else constant), a pressure difference (llpJ within 
a chamber would give rise to a proportionate increase in the kinetic energy of the gas, 
therefore: 
A hypothetical heat transfer coefficient (hJ describing the additional heat flux due to knock, 
was developed by combining the previous relationships: 










Assuming light knock implies that the gas and the coolant temperatures remain approximately 
constant relative to non-knocking conditions (such as might be obtained with higher octane 
fuel). Therefore, the temperature rise of the chamber walls (AT~, due to knock alone 
may be approximated by: 
n 
ATintemal :: C1 (APk)2 
where C1 - constant 
F .1.2 RING GAP MODEL #1 
The ring may be considered to be part of the piston and will experience a temperature rise 
proportional to the change in the rest of the material. This is justified by the fact that over 
60% of the heat flux through the piston passes through the rings [4]. The change in ring gap 
as a result of this temperature rise may be determined by the thermal expansion coefficient 
of the ring material: 
where 
Thus, by substitution: 
ARG = (X I ATring 
ARG -
l 
change in ring gap 
coefficient of thermal expansion of ring 
circumferential length of ring 
change in ring temperature 
n 
ARG :: (X IC1 (APk) 
2 










Grouping the constants together, the relationship between ring gap and knock-induced 
pressure amplitude (for the effect of knock alone) becomes: 
where - constant 
It is assumed that the expansion of the cylinder is negligible. This is justified by the fact that 
it is materially constrained compared to the free-floating rings and that the additional heat 
flux due to knock is distributed over the length of the cylinder. 
This model was developed with the assumption that the pressure oscillations which drive the 
heat transfer process occur repeatable (by using the Taylor and Toong equation). However, 
at light knock conditions, not all the cycles are knocking, and therefore, a method had to be 
established to account for the non-knocking cycles. A simple approach is to include the zero 
values (for non-knocking cycles) in the mean pressure amplitude Knock Intensity (.:¥j:) 
was dermed as the mean pressure amplitude of all cycles. It is emphasised that this knock 
intensity is by definition a function of the fraction of cycles knocking. A comparison 
between the experimental data and the model using this Knock Intensity was used to test the 
accuracy of the relationship. 
F.1.3 RING GAP MODEL #2 
Another model was developed, by defining a alternate Knock Intensity Index. Under light 
knocking conditions, it could be argued that only the knocking cycles contribute to the 
additional heat flux. The knocking heat flux should therefore be a function of both the 
pressure amplitude of knocking cycles and the fraction of cycles knocking. This is a subtle 
but fundamental difference to the previous model, which describes the pressure amplitude as 
a function of the fraction of cycles knocking. 










The alternative Knock Intensity (4pul was dermed as the mean pressure amplitude of 
knocking cycles, and the model was extended to include a term proportional to the fraction 
of cycles knocking, to account for their contribution to the heat flux. The only additional 
data needed for this evaluation is the point above which all cycles knock. Thus the second 




mean pressure amplitude for knocking cycles 
only 
mean knock pressure amplitude above which 
100% of the cycles are knocking. 
constant 
This model is fundamentally different to the first, in that it accounts for the non-knocking 
cycles by proportionately reducing the heat flux by the fraction of non-knocking cycles. The 
first model accounts for the non-knocking cycles by proportionately reducing the knock 
intensity, which does not describe the actual process occurring in an engine. 
It is also worth noting that at knock intensities above t1p 100 the models are the same. 
That is: for 
These models represent a simplified attempt at predicting and understanding the general 
relationship expected in the experimental stage of this study. To have attempted to predict 
the absolute values of the ring temperatures as a function of knock amplitude would have 
meant developing a full heat transfer model of the piston-to-ring groove-to-ring heat transfer 
process, which is beyond the scope of this research. Therefore, the constant (Cz) was not 










analysed, but its value was determined by a least squares fit to the experimental data. 
F.2 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF RING GAP 
The aim of this experimentation was to determine the effect of knock intensity on the ring 
gap in a running engine. To the author's knowledge, this is the first time tha~ this type of 
measurement has been attempted. 
F.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
A CFR Waukesha engine was operated at a constant speed of 890 rpm and compression ratio 
of 7.5: 1 under steady-state conditions [78,89]. Oil and coolant temperatures were monitored 
and held constant. 
Using 93 RON fuel, knocking combustion was induced and its intensity varied by means of 
altering the ignition timing. 102 RON fuel was then tested, so that the effect of spark-
advance which itself causes a change in heat flux, could be eliminated. The 102 octane fuel 
did not knock under any of the operating conditions. 
The following equipment was used for data acquisition in these tests: 
• AVL 12QP 300cv pressure transducer 
• Kistler Model 568 Charge Amplifier 
• Gould OS0420 2 Channel digital storage oscilloscope 
• TEAC CS RO lOOT Digital Audio Tape (OAT) Recorder 
• General 1564-A Bandpass Filter 
• ISC-16 Computer Scope and data analysis package 
The signal from the pressure transducer via the charge amplifier was recorded on the OAT 
recorder. Simultaneously, the oscilloscope was used to monitor the input signals to the OAT 
for any indication of trans~cer failure and for monitoring the operating condition. 
At the conclusion of a test, the output from the OAT was fed into the bandpass filter in order 










to isolate the knock resonance amplitudes from the low frequency compression-combustion 
process. The filter was set at the following levels: 
• t'iltering frequency: 6kHz 
• Bandwidth: 113 Octave 
The signal was then fed into the Computer Scope, from which it was determined whether the 
cycle had knocked and the maximum knock pressure amplitude for each cycle. The knock 
amplitude was measured as peak-to-peak values. 
A methodology for measuring the steady state ring gap was developed. Initially, it was 
hoped to use an electronic transducer which would have required only a single fitting for the 
duration of the tests. However, due to the harsh operating environment and sensitivity of 
the measurement required, nothing suitable could be found. 
A mechanical system was developed which 
necessitated the removal of the piston 
between each test run. The ends of the top 
compression rings were machined into 
sharp scribes. An aluminium plate (0.9 
mm thick) was placed behind the scribes as 
shown schematically in figure Fl. A 
curved spring steel plate was placed behind 
the aluminium plate, inside the ring groove 
so as to force the plate against the scribes. 
PISTON 
"""--SPRING 
During engine operation, the ring gap Figure Fl: Section through piston showing 
reduced (due to thermal expansion) causing 
ring gap measurement system 
two witness marks to be made on the aluminium by the scribes. After completion of a test 
run, the plate was removed and the minimum ring gap was measured using a Vicker's 
graduated microscope. A typical aluminium plate with scribe marks is shown in figure F2. 
The installation of the modified ring, plate and spring had to be performed with great care, 
so as to avoid causing spurious marks to occur during the fitting. Many had to be rejected 










due to the specimen and spring moving away from the ring gap during operation. It was 
found impossible to use this method at high knock intensities, as the vibration due to heavier 
knock caused the specimen to be dislodged. However, sufficient data was recorded at lower 
knock intensities to make this method worthwhile. 
To provide validation of the accuracy of the 
experimental procedure, the ring 
temperature was measured under test 
conditions. A 1.5 mm hole was bored 
through the centre of the first ring groove, 
on the thrust side of the piston. The hole 
was counterbored on the outside of the 
piston. A type-K thermocouple was fed 
through the hole (from the inside of the 
piston) and cemented in place with high 
temperature epoxy. The counterbored 
MINIMUM 
RING GAP 
section of the hole provided a key against Figure F2: Ring gap test specimen with 
. . witness marks the hIgh pressure gases. On fitting the 
ring, the end of the thermocouple was jammed between the ring and groove, thus it was 
expected to give an indication of the changes in ring temperature, and not the absolute 
values. The thermocouple wire was led onto the connecting rod and then out of the 
crankcase using 4-bar linkage designed for this purpose. 
The test procedure commenced with the removal of the piston and the fitting of the ring gap 
specimen plate. The piston was carefully installed, the temperature linkage reconnected and 
the engine run up to its operating conditions. It was intended that the ring temperature would 
, 
also be used as an indication that steady state conditions had been achieved. However, in 
many cases the thermocouple wire did not last the duration of the test, as the repeated 
bending caused the wire to break. Subsequently, the coolant temperature was used as the 
indicator of steady state conditions. During the test, the a DAT recording was made of the 
pressure trace. At the conclusion, the piston was removed, the ring gap specimen examined 
and the rest of the analysis performed, as discussed above. 










F .2.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The relationship between ring gap and spark timing is shown graphically in figure F3. The 
gap measurement using the Vicker's microscope system could be read with increments of 
0.025 mm and therefore the maximum error was 0.0125 mm. Spark timing measurement 
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Figure F3: Ring gap measurements 
The objective of this work was to investigate changes in ring gap due to knock alone. The 
knock intensity was varied by means of spark timing, and the effect of the spark timing on 
ring gap is seen in the non-knocking data in figure F3. To determine the effect of knock 
alone, the data from non-knock conditions was subtracted from the knocking data. A linear 
regression was applied to the non-knocking data which was found to have a correlation , 
coefficient of 0.97. The values using this regression line were then subtracted from the 
knocking data, to determine the effect of knock alone on ring gap. 
Figure F4 shows the change in ring gap plotted against the knock intensity defined as the 
mean pressure amplitude of all cycles. The theoretical curves in this figure corresponds to 
the first model which has been plotted for the extremities of the exponent n. For each value 
of the exponent, a least squares fit was performed to estimate the constant Cz. 
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The relationship between ring gap and spark timing is shown graphically in figure F3. The 
gap measurement using the Vicker's microscope system could be read with increments of 
0.025 mm and therefore the maximum error was 0.0125 mm. Spark timing measurement 
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Figure F3: Ring gap measurements 
The objective of this work was to investigate changes in ring gap due to knock alone. The 
knock intensity was varied by means of spark timing, and the effect of the spark timing on 
ring gap is seen in the non-knocking data in figure F3. To determine the effect of knock 
alone, the data from non-knock conditions was subtracted from the knocking data. A linear 
regression was applied to the non-knocking data which was found to have a correlation . 
coefficient of 0.97. The values using this regression line were then subtracted from the 
knocking data, to determine the effect of knock alone on ring gap. 
Figure F4 shows the change in ring gap plotted against the knock intensity defined as the 
mean pressure amplitude of all cycles. The theoretical curves in this figure corresponds to 
the first model which has been plotted for the extremities of the exponent n. For each value 
of the exponent, a least squares fit was performed to estimate the constant Cz. 
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Figure F4: Experimental and Theoretical results based on 
mean pressure amplitude of all cycles 
As discussed previously, the error in the ring gap measurement was about 0.0125 mm, and 
the uncertainty of the regression line amounts to 0.013 mm (as described by one standard 
deviation). Thus the total estimated error in these ring gap data amounts to 0.0255 mm. It 
is estimated that the knock pressure amplitude measurement had an accuracy of about 0.2 
bar, due to the digitization process and the sensitivity of the pressure transducer and filtering 
equipment. The range of these error estimates is given in figure F4. 
The second model was tested by plotting the ring gap data against the alternative knock 
intensity defined as the mean pressure amplitude of knocking cycles, as shown in figure F5. 
The theoretical curves in this figure corresponds to the model based on this definition of 
knock intensity. Experimentally, it was found that: tlpIOo = 5.3 bar, whicli is the knock 
intensity above which all cycles were knocking. The modelled relationships were again 
plotted for the extremities of the exponent n, and a least squares fit was performed to 
estimate the constant Cz, for each of the exponents. 
Figure F6 shows the measured relationship between ring gap (RG) and ring temperature 
(Tring). A typical value for the coefficient of thermal expansion for ring material is given as 
12.2 10-6 in this temperature range [79]. The expected slope that would be produced by this 
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Figure F6: Relationship between ring gap and temperature 
material is plotted in the figure and is not significantly different from the experimental data. 
The proximity of the data to the expected line is an independent confirmation of the accuracy 
of the ring gap measurement procedure. 










APPENDIX G: RING SEIZURE AND YIELD 
The objective of this study was to determine the effect of ring temperature on circumferential 
yield of a piston ring, after total ring gap closure. Both theoretical and experimental 
approaches are detailed in this appendix. 
G.1 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
At the point of total gap closure, the compression ring constitutes a solid ring confined by 
the bore. Under these conditions, the ring would be expected to seize in the bore and its 
temperature would rise rapidly, due to friction. Commensurate with the temperature 
increase, the ring would experience a compressive stress caused by the further thermal 
expansion of the ring and the confinement by the bore. 
In contrast to the ring, the cylinder which is cooled externally, would experience only a 
minor temperature increase as the heat flux from the seizing ring is spread over the entire 
length of the bore. This means that the bore experiences negligible thermal expansion, and 
for the purposes of this analysis, the change in bore dimensions will be ignored. 
To model this process, the ring may be thought of as a compression strut being completely 
constrained at its ends. As a consequence, a temperature increase would result in a thermal 
compression strain to be developed in the ring. 
The compressive strain (e) may be determined by: 
e = <X AT 
where ex - coefficient of expansion (l/oC) 
AT - temperature increase above the point of 
gap closure eC) 
A simple stress-strain relationship was assumed for the ring material, in the form of a linear 










elastic region, followed by a constant yield stress to failure: 
where 
a = E.E 
a = a . , 
(1 -
for a ~ a, 
for a > a, 
applied stress (MPa) 
(1y - yield stress (Mpa) 
E - elastic modulus (Mpa) 
Considering the ring at a temperatures above the point of gap closure, if the thermal stress 
rises into the plastic region, the ring would yield circumferentially (or in the case of the 
hypothetical strut, longitudinal). This permanent plastic strain (8p) was determined by the 
difference between the total thermal strain and the maximum permissible elastic strain as 
follow: 
a, 
£ = a.dT - -
P E 
G.2 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF RING YIELD 
These experiments were aimed at measuring the plastic yield of a ring as a function of ring 
temperature under simulated seizure conditions. 
G.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 1 
A test rig was developed comprising of a water cooled cylinder and a gas burner, shown in 
figure G 1. A standard compression ring was fitted into the cylinder, the ring gap was 
measured and the gap was then blocked by means of an adjustable wedge, shown in figure 
G2. The lock nuts on the wedge were made only "finger tight" so as not to impose any pre-
stress on the ring. Dimensions were chosen such that the gas flame was focused on the ring 
(and not the bore). The ring was heated to the test temperature, as monitored by 



















Figure G 1: Burner apparatus 
thermocouples. To minimise dimensional changes in the bore, a large diameter cooling fin 
was placed at the point at which the ring was positioned, also shown in figure G 1. At the 
conclusion of a 10 minute soak at the chosen temperature, the gas flow was shut off and the 
rig allowed to cool to the starting temperature. The adjustable wedge was removed and the 
ring gap measured by means of a digital internal-vernier with accuracy of 0.005 mm. The 
difference between the ring gap at the start and completion of the test constituted the 
permanent plastic deformation. Together with the knowledge of the circumferential length 
of the ring, the plastic strain was determined, as follows: 











e = p 
ARG change in ring gap (mm) 
do bore diameter at initial temperature (mm) 
RGo initial ring gap (mm) 
The accuracy of the digital internal vernier used to make these measurements was within 
0.005 mm. Converting this to an error in the strain measurement for this experiment 





























Figure G2: Adjustable wedge to close ring gap 
Each ring tested was instrumented with 3 thermocouples placed at equidistant points around 
the circumference. The thermocouple junction was made up of two 0.3mm holes bored 
through the width of the ring and then counterbored to 0.8mm to half the width of the ring. 
The thermocouple wires were led through the holes and silver soldered to the underside. 
This allowed a mean cross-sectional temperature to be measured. 
The standard rings chosen for this study were from a standard 4-cylinder I litre engine, with 










nominal dimensions 3 mm wide by 1.6 mm thick fitted into a bore of 70 mm diameter. A 
spigot was manufactured and used to fit the ring into the cylinder, such that each ring was 
positioned horizontally at the same position in the bore. After each test the diameter of the 
cylinder was checked to ensure that no dimensional change had occurred. 
Test were performed on 18 rings over a temperature range of 2000C to 4200C. The 
temperature of the water outlet was maintained at 4()OC throughout the tests. The ambient 
temperature at which the initial ring gap (RGo) was measured varied between 23°C and 24°C. 
This experiment could not be performed at ring temperatures above 420°C owing to the 
limited heat produced by the flame and the high heat flux to the cooling water. Because it 
was considered that the ring seizure conditions would cause ring temperatures above 4200C, 
a second test procedure was developed to investigate this temperature range. 
G.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 2 
This test procedure induced circumferential 
stresses in the ring by means of shrink-
fitting an oversize ring into an undersize 
cylinder. The stress was applied at elevated 
temperatures to conform to the ring seizure 
condition. A control cylinder was 
manufactured with diameter 94 mm. A test 
cylinder was produced from mild steel with 
an internal diameter of 93.1 mm, outer 






10° SECTION VIEW 
Figure G3: Test cylinder 
shown in figure G3. The one end of the test cylinder was machined with a 100 taper and a 
hole was drilled into the outer surface for the placement of a thermocouple. A piston with 
a ring groove was manufactured from mild steel to fit into the test cylinder. 
The test procedure commenced with the measurement of the ring gap in the control cylinder 
and then the ring was fitted onto the piston. After heating the test cylinder in a furnace to 










about 800OC, the cold piston-ring assembly was fitted into the cylinder and placed back into 
the furnace at the same temperature. The taper in the bore permitted the quick insertion of 
the piston and ring into the cylinder. After soaking the assembly at about 8000C for 10 
minutes, the temperature was gradually reduced to the chosen test temperature (between 
450°C and 7500C) by monitoring the thermocouple placed in the side of the cylinder and lead 
out of the furnace. At the high temperature conditions, hoop stresses would be induced in 
the ring (due to the closure of the ring gap at high temperatures) equivalent to that produced 
in a burner experiment operating at the same temperature. The manner in which this 
equivalence was achieved is detailed in what follows. After soaking at the test condition for 
10 minutes, the temperature was raised again to about 8000C, the system removed from the 
furnace and the piston-ring assembly quickly extracted from the cylinder. On cooling to 
ambient conditions, the ring gap was again measured in the control cylinder and the 
difference in ring gap converted to plastic strain (in the same manner as used in the burner 
tests). 
The coefficient of thermal expansion of the mild steel is greater than that of the cast iron 
ring. Therefore, as the temperature is increased the diameter of the bore increases at a 
greater rate than that of the ring, thereby reducing the circumferential strain. Conversely, 
as the temperature is lowered, greater hoop stresses would be induced in the ring. It was the 
objective of these tests to provide comparative data for the burner tests over a higher 
temperature range. For each test performed the initial ring gap had to carefully matched to 
correspond to the correct test temperature. The following analysis develops this relationship 
between initial ring gap and test temperature. 
A piston ring is fitted into the control cylinder of diameter d. at ambient temperature To. By 
measuring the initial ring gap RG., the circumferential length of the ring Lro is: 
lro = 1td. - RG. 
Now consider the test cylinder with diameter do at ambient temperature (where do < d.). 
The perimeter length of the bore, Lbo is: 
Hypothetically, if the ring were fitted into this cold test cylinder, then the ring gap RGo 










would be a negative value (interference) due to the smaller diameter of this cylinder relative 
to the test cylinder: 
where RGo < 0 
As the temperature of the test cylinder is raised above To to a value of T, the length of the 
ring and the perimeter length of the bore will increase by an amount described by the 
coefficients of expansion of each material and the temperature change tl.T = T - To as 
follows: 
(1) 
where lb - perimeter length of test cylinder at temperature T 
lr - circumferential length of ring at temperature T 
CXb - coefficient of expansion of the cylinder 
CXr - coefficient of expansion of the ring 
Consequently the ring gap RG at the test temperature T may be determined from the 
difference between these two lengths: 
RG = I-I b r 
This may be approximate for convenience with only a small loss of accurac~ as follows: 
RG ~ RGo + lbo(a. b - a.)A.T (2) 
For comparative experiments at test temperature T, the applied stains in both experiments 
must be equal. In the gas burner tests, all the strain is derived from the thermal expansion 
of the ring held in a constant diameter bore. For the shrink fit method, the strain is derived 
from the difference in thermal expansion between the ring and cylinder, as well as the strain 
due to the interference fit (produced by the correct choice of dimensions). Equating the two 
processes yields: 










Substituting equation (1) for lr and equation (2) for RG and solving for the interference ring 
gap RGo at To yields: 
The ring gap in the test cylinder and that of the control cylinder may now be related by 
means of the dimensions at To: 
:. RG = TC (d - d) + RG 
• • 0 0 
(4) 
Finally the unique ring gap in the control bore RG. may be related to the specific test 
temperature T to provide a condition similar to that produced in the gas burner experiment 
(assuming both are started at the same initial temperature To. This is done by combining 
equations (3) and (4): 
This may be simplified with another small loss in accuracy as follows: 
The values used for coefficients of thermal expansion for mild steel (CXb) and cast iron (cxr) 
were 14.4 10-6 and 12.2 10-6 respectively [74] 
This relationship was used to determine the appropriate initial ring gap and test temperature 
combination for each test. The approach used was to choose a test temperature and compute 
the initial ring gap in the control cylinder (using the above relationship). A ring was placed 
in the control cylinder, its ring gap measured and then adjusted by filing the ends to the 










appropriate value. Complete accuracy in achieving the desired ring gap was not possible. 
However, once the ring gap was close to the desired value, the measured ring gap was used 
as a means of determining the appropriate test temperature. This was achieved by applying 
a Newton-Raphson iteration to the above equation and solving for il.T. By this process each 
test condition was established. It must be noted that in some cases the exact temperature was 
not achieved, but the error was less than 20"C. 
The error in ring gap measurement amounts to il.ep = 0.02 10-
3
, which is less than 0.5% of 
the maximum values measured. 
G.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Having performed two equivalent test procedures it was now possible to plot these data over 
the whole temperature range tested. Figure G4 shows these data together with the theoretical 
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Figure G4: Plastic strain vs test temperature 
The graph shows the permanent circumferential strain in the ring due to temperatures 
elevated above that causing complete ring gap closure. It is seen that, in general, the 
experimentally measured plastic strain is less than the predicted values, although the general 











trend is confirmed. The discrepancy between the experimental data and the predicted 
relationship was later found to be caused by free-graphite spheroidization of the cast iron at 
the elevated temperatures. This aspect is dealt with in Appendix H. 
Another factor that contributes to the discrepancy between theory and data is the stress-strain 
relationship used for the model. It was assumed that the yield stress is constant at strains 
higher than the yield point. This is not strictly true for cast iron and in fact the yield stress 
continues to rise above the yield point. This would have the effect of reducing the amount 
of plastic strain incurred. 
The most significant fact shown in these test results (seen in figure G4) is the extent of 
permanent plastic strain. At 7000C a permanent strain of about 0.0035 was measured. For 
an automotive piston of bore 90 mm, this constitutes a permanent increase in the ring gap 
of 1 mm. 










APPENDIX H: RING GROWTH 
This appendix covers various details concerning the lateral ring growth investigation, 
discussed in section 5.3. These items all contribute towards an understanding of the 
mechanism by which rings are jammed in their ring grooves. 
H.I POISSON EFFECT 
In the case of piston specimen #6, it was observed that the ring gap had increased and the 
ring had jammed in the ring groove. The following calculation determined the magnitude 
of lateral ring growth which could be expected from the Poisson effect alone. 
A typical value of the Poisson ratio for cast iron rings is 0.25 [90]. Measured data from the 
specimen #6 case study were: 
Bore diameter 
Ring thickness 




The Poisson ratio (J.L) is defined by the ratio between lateral and longitudinal strain as 
follows: 
where: 
from the above data: 
eta, is lateral strain 















Elat = 0.25 x 0.004 = 0.001 
and thus the increase in ring thickness (lateral growth): 
ax = 2mm x 0.001 = 0.002 mm 
It was apparent that this small amount of growth cannot cause the jamming of rings in their 
grooves, given typical ring-groove side clearance values of 0.02mm to O.lmm [81]. It was 
therefore concluded that the Poisson effect was not responsible for this damage. 
H.2 SPECIMEN #6 EXAMINATION 
A material examination was carried out on both compression rings from specimen #6 as well 
as new rings for the same piston, which served as a control. Dimensions were checked, 
Vicker's Hardness test were made and the microstructures examined. The Vicker's hardness 
was measured using the 55° diamond indentation at a force of 30 kgf. The measurements 
yielded the following data: 
SPECIMEN DIMENSIONS (mm) HARDNESS 
Width Thickness (Vicker's) 
Top Ring 4.20 1.90 325 
2nd Ring 3.98 1.79 287 
Control 3.80 1.7 219 
Increases in both the lateral dimensions and hardness were evident from these'data. The top 
ring width and thickness had increased by 10.5% and 11.7% respectively. The second ring 
showed smaller increases of 4.7% and 5.3%. It was deduced that if the growth was a 
thermal phenomenon, it could be expected that the top ring would show a larger growth than 
the second ring, as it had operated at higher temperatures [4]. Correspondingly, the hardness 
measurements showed a progressive increase from the new to the specimen top ring. 
The specimen #6 rings as well as the control rings were examined under a microscope at 










various magnifications. Examples of the 
mlcrostructurc for acach ring arc sho\\-n in 
figures HI. H2 aoo H3. 
The dark lines seen in these photographs 
are tlake graphite in pearlite, whilc the dark 
blotches are spheroidal free graphite. 
Comparing these three photographs. il is 
seen that the ~ontrol rmg possesses a small 
amount of sph~roidaj graphiu: relativ~ to 
th~ sp~cimen #6 rings. Spheroidal deposits 
in the lOp ring werc lypicaily 40"m in 
diameter, \\-hile those in th~ 200 ring were 
below 3O"m. 
I[ was also observed that the length of the 
graphite flakes had decreased from about 
70,um in the comral ring lO 50"rn H1 the top 
"ng. In IUmmary. these observations show 
a progressIve increase in {he amount of 
spheroidal graphite, accompanj~d by a 
reduction in !lakc graphite. 
An~us 1791 reponed lin\[ permalJent 
Junensiona[ growth oc~urs in grey ca5t Iron 
at t~mpcralllr~s nbov~ 35(rc. bv the 
prm:ess of sph~roidilluion, TIllS growth is 
causcd by the br~akdo\\n of combln~d 
graphite and pearltt~ into sphcroidal free 
Figure HI: Control ring 
(200X magnification) 
Figure Hl: Specimen ,~o 2nd ring 
(200X ma;:nil1c:uionj 
grapnitc_ and i, proponional to th~ cariJon COtH~nt of the cast iron. I'unhcrmorc, i[ IS 
repo~tcu that an aH~lldant illcrease In hardness is t'OUTlU WIth Increased levels ot 
\ph~roidizalion. From this des~rip(ion It IS inrhr~u that [h~ final cotidinon of tilc sp~c imcn 
#6 nn~s was due to o;pileroidizallon of !he grapll!(€. Tile dimensional growth. i ncr~ase Ln 
--..... ~==-----------oo-= 










h~rdness and ooserva!ions of [he 
microstructure all conform to the changes 
;L\e;ociawd WL[h thiS pheJLnl!Lcnnn. 
IU RING (;ROWTIl EXPERTh1ENT 
Fi\!ure IlJ: Specimen #6 tnp riog 
(::011:\ magnification) 
[kcaLlse rhe cas>;: stOOl' nng" had oo! bcen (;"anlln~d pun[ to Ih..: failure. n "a., th,'u!l:ht 
H.x..:ssary to IIlveS1.Jg:ilI~ whrril~r the chaIlge co Llld be re-crtOlfed io thr labl'r~llory. 
H.J.l EXPERL.\IENTAL PROCEDURE 
An experimemal appara[IIS was construCl~d co expose piscon rings. fined Ir.lO a ring groove. 
w elevated temperalLlres. It Wal expecled that Ihe sphw.xJizatlon prr)(;es, would b<: rdatlvely 
Indep~ndoom of any applied stroosses, am therefore it was umJece".,ary to cause the ring gap 
to ~~ose completely in these experiment,. 
A cyilluler from an air cooled cngine. with cooling fillS removed, was moumed abo.c a gas 
burner. A piston was machintd to remove all material b<:low the second nng and was fined 
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The entire assembly was appropriately insulated to reduce unnecessary heat losses. Three 
holes were drilled through the bore so as to allow the fitting of thermocouples onto the outer 
surfaces of the ring. The remaining gap between the holes and thermocouple wire was sealed 
using a high temperature sealant. 
The experimental procedure commenced with the measurement of the cross sectional 
dimensions of a new piston ring, using a digital micrometer. The average of five 
measurements along the ring was recorded and corrected for ambient temperature. The 
Vicker's hardness was measured, and the average of three readings around the ring was 
recorded. The width of the ring groove on the modified piston was checked as standard, to 
ensure that previous tests had not damaged the piston. The ring was then fitted into the ring 
groove and the piston assembly fitted into the bore, above the burner. The temperatures 
were monitored and the throttle adjusted to attain a constant soak temperature, ranging from 
280°C to 6000C. After soaking the specimen for an hour the throttle was slowly closed so 
as to achieve a cooling period of around 15 minutes. Once the ring had cooled to the 
ambient temperature it was removed from the apparatus and the initial measurements were 
repeated. 
H.3.2 RESULTS 
It was found that for three tests at temperatures below 315°C, the rings were not jammed in 
their grooves. Furthermore, no significant changes were observed in their dimensions, 
hardness and microstructure. 
In tests at temperatures above 3500C, the rings were found to be jammed in the ring groove. 
In three tests performed at the highest temperatures, the piston material had to be machined 
away to release the rings. This experience indicated the extent of the interference fit between 
ring and groove, after the high temperature exposure. 
The results of the ring growth tests are shown in figure H4, in which a linear regression has 
been performed on the data to show the general trend. It is seen that a lateral growth of 
between II % and 18% was measured for temperatures above 350OC. The growth was seen 
to be fairly insensitive to temperature. 
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Figure H5: Ring hardness as a function of test temperature 
Figure H5 shows the results of the hardness results, in which a regression line has also been 
plotted. The hardness values show a general increase over the temperature range. From 
these results, it is apparent that the dimensional growth occurs as a step change above 3500C, 










whilst the hardness increases gradually as a function of temperature, also starting from 
350°C. 
Specimens from these rings (in the "before" and "after" state) were microscopically examined 
at various magnifications. As in the case study, it was found that the untested specimens 
showed longer graphite flake and negligible spheroidal free graphite compared to the 
specimens after testing. 










APPENDIX I: DETONATION MODEL - BASIC CODE 
The following code, written in BASIC solves for the detonation wave properties as a function 
of the initial pressure, temperature and equivalence ratio. The code was written to solve the 
equations developed in Appendix B for octane, methanol, ethanol and ethylene. Two 
programs, with a similar structure, were written. The ftrst was used to model detonation 
conditions for air-fuel mixtures, while the second program modelled conditions for oxygen 
and ethylene mixtures. The differences lie in the use of the properties of ethylene and the 
fact that nitrogen is absent in detonation chamber simulation. However, the balance of these 
codes are identical. As a result, only the air-fuel model is presented in its entirety, followed 
by the modiftcations for the ethylene-oxygen program. 
The state in which the code is presented is for constant initial pressure and mixture strength 
and variable initial temperature. 
'***************************************************************************************** 
DETPROP .BAS 
'PROGRAM TO CALCULATE DETONATION PROPERTIES OF THE END-GAS 
IN SPARK-IGNmON ENGINES 
[CHAPMAN-JOUGUET DETONATION WAVE] 
by Roy Nates 
'***************************************************************************************** 






















'MOLES OF EACH SPECIES 
'INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE 
'SPECIFIC HEAT AT V 
'SPECIFIC HEAT AT P 
'INTERNAL ENERGY 
'ENTHALPY 






'FUEL-AIR EQUIV ALENCE RATIO 
'INITIAL TEMPERATURE 
'INmAL PRESSURE 
, AIR-FUEL RATIO 
'DETONATION STATIC PRESSURE 
'DETONATION TEMPERATURE 


























RMOL = 8314.3 
PI = 3.1415927 
'BURNT -GAS MACH NUMBER 
'DET STAGNATION PRESSURE 
'BURNT-GAS VELOCITY 
'RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS 
'BURNT-GAS DENSITY 
'UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT 
- MAIN PROGRAM --
T1 = 600 ' STARTING INITIAL TEMPERATURE 
DDD% = 15 ' NUMBER OR DATA POINTS 









TT2 = TI+25 
LOCATE 3,1 
'ESTIMATE MOLES (NO DISSOCIATION) 
'DUMMY STARTING VALUE 
PRINT "ESTIMATED TI 
WHILE ABS(TT2-TI) > 0.2 'ERROR LESS THAN 0.2 K 




PRINT INT(TT2) , "K" 
'MEAN VALUES Cp; Cv; GAMMA &MW 







PRINT "STAG PRESSURE 
PRINT "TI 
PRINT "WAVE VELOCITY 
PRINT "GAS VELOCITY 
PRINT "GAMMA2 
PRINT "MACH NUMBER 
PHI(II %) = PHI 
P2(II%) = P2 
P02(II %) = P02 
T2(II%) = T2 
Ul(II%) = UI 
UP(II%) = .UP 
RHO(II%) = (P2*IE5)/(R2*T2) 
'DETERMINE Ul AND UP 
= ";(INT(PI *10»/10, "bar" 
= ";(INT(T1 *10»/10, "K" 
= ";(INT(PHI*I00»/l00 
= ";(INT(P2*10»/I0, "bar" 
= ";(INT(P02*10»/I0. "bar" 
= ";(INT(TT2*IO»/IO,"K" 
= ";(INT(Ul*10»/10, "mls" 
= ";(INT(UP*10»/10, "mls" 
= ";(INT(GAMMA2*I000»/lOOO 
= ":(INT(M2*lOOO»/lOOO 
AF(II%) = (ATH/PHI)*4.76*29/(12*N + M + 16*PP) 
T1(II%) = T1 
Pl(II%) = PI 
M2(II%) = M2 




'NEXT DATA POINT 
'PREPARE OUTPUT FII-E/PRINT 










730 ' - GAS PROPERTY COEFFICIENTS -
F% = 1 
RESTORE 1330 
F% = 2 
FOR 1% = 1 TO 9:FOR J % = 1 TO 8 
READ U(F%,I%,J%) 
NEXT J% : NEXT 1% 
RESTORE IS90 
FOR 1% = I TO 9:FOR J% = I TO 8 
READ U(F%,I%,J%) 
NEXT J% : NEXT 1% 
RETURN 
860 ' - EQun.mRIUM CONSTANTS: KPl AND KP2 -
IF T < 3000 THEN F% = I ELSE F% = 2 'F% 
FOR 1% = I TO S 
SUM = 0 
FORJ% = 2 TO S 
SUM = SUM + U(F%,I%,J%)*(TA(J%-l»/(J%-l) 
NEXT J% 
VT(I%) = SUM 
NEXT 1% 
Xl = (U(F%,2,1)+ U(F% ,3,1)-U(F% ,4,1)-U(F%,I,I»*(l-LOG(n) 
Xl = Xl - (VT(2)+ VT(3)-VT(4)-VT(I» 
Xl = Xl - (U(F%,2,6)+U(F%,3,6)-U(F%,4,6)-U(F%,I,6»+(4.047E+07/(RMOL*T» 
LNKPI = Xl 
KPI = EXP(LNKPI) 
Xl = (U(F%,2,1)+ .S*U(F%,S,l)-U(F%,l,l»*(l-LOG(n) 
Xl = Xl - (VT(2)+.S*VT(S)-VT(l» 
Xl = Xl - (U(F%,2,6)+.S*U(F%,S,6)-U(F%,I,6»+(2.7969E+08/(RMOL"'n) 
LNKP2 = Xl 
KP2 = EXP(LNKP2) 
RETURN 
1080 '----- CALCULATION OF Cv; Cp; k; H; E ---
, 
IF T < 3000 THEN F% = 1 ELSE F % = 2 
FOR 1% = 1 TO 9 
SUMI = 0: SUM2 =0: SUM3 =0 
FORJ% = 1 TO S 
SUMI = SUMI + U(F%,I%,J%)*(T"(J%-l» 
SUM2 = SUM2 + J%*U(F%,I%,J%)*(T"(J%-l» 
SUM3 = SUM3 + U(F%,I%,J%)*(TAJ%) 
NEXTJ% 
FU(I%) = SUMI 
FUOY(I%) = SUM2 
F(I%) = SUM3 
H(I%) = RMOL*F(I%) 
E(I%) = RMOL*(F(I%)-n 
CV(I%)= RMOL*(FUOY(I%)-l) 
CP(I%)= CV(I%) + RMOL 
















1330 ' - LOW TEMPERATURE DATA (500 - 3000K)-
, CARBON DIOXIDE 
DATA 3.09590, 2.73114E-3, -7.88542E-7, 8.66002E-11,0 
DATA 6.58393, -3.93405E 8, 44.01 
, CARBON MONOXIDE 
DATA 3.31700, 3.76970E-4, -3.22080E-8, -2. 19450E-12, 0 
DATA 4.63284, -1. 13882E 8, 28.011 
, WATER 
DATA 3.74292, 5.6559OE-4, 4.95240E-8, -1.81802E-ll, 0 
DATA .965140, -2.39082E 8, 18.015 
, HYDROGEN 
DATA 3.43328, -8. 181E-6, 9.6699OE-8, -1.44392E-ll, 0 
DATA -3.84470, 0, 2.016 
, OXYGEN 
DATA 3.25304, 6.52350E-4, -1.49524E-7, 1.53897E-11,0 
DATA 5.71243, 0, 31.999 
, NITROGEN 
DATA 3.34435, 2. 94260E-4, 1.953OOE-9, -6.57470E-12, 0 
DATA 3.75863, 0, 28.013 
, C8H18 
DATA -0.71993, 4.64260E-2, -1.68385E-5, 2.67oo9OE-9,0 
DATA 0, -4.82318E8, 114 
, METHANOL 
DATA 2.285 , 5.504E-3 , -4.8913E-7, -2.4173E-1O,0 
DATA 0, -1.91068E8, 32.042 
, ETHANOL 
DATA 2.394 , 1.2605E-2, -4. 1617E-6, 6.029E-I0, 0 
DATA 0, -2.24298E8, 46.07 
1590 ' ---- ruGH TEMPERATURE DATA (3001 - 6OOOK) ----
, CARBON DIOXIDE 
DATA 5.20816, 5.90837E-4, -5.61431E-8, 2.04685E-12,0 
DATA -4.32923. -3.93405E 8. 44.01 
, CARBON MONOXIDE 
DATA 3.53114. 2.73436E-4, -3.27672E-8. 1.56492E-12,0 
DATA 3.41176, -1.13882E 8, 28.011 
, WATER 
DATA 3.92119. 6.58323E-4, 0.21913E-8. 2.15227E-12,0 
DATA -.242340, -2.39082E 8. 18.015 
, HYDROGEN 
DATA 3.21299. 2.87156E-4. -2.28839E-8. 7.6656E-13,0 
DATA -2.78598. 0, 2.016 
, OXYGEN 
DATA 3.55064. 3.20312E-4, -2.87575E-8, l.oo528E-12.0 
DATA 4.20945, 0, 31.999 
• NITROGEN 
DATA 3.51443. 2.58314E-4. -2.84107E-8, 1.24154E-12,0 
DATA 2.74113. O. 28.013 
• C8H18 
DATA -0.71993. 4.64260E-2. -1.68385E-5. 2.67oo9OE-9,0 
DATA O. -4.82318E8. 114 
• METHANOL 
DATA 2.285 , 5.504E-3 , -4.8913E-7, -2.4173E-1O,0 
DATA 0, -1.91068E8, 32.042 
• ETHANOL 
DATA 2.394 , 1.2605E-2, -4.1617E-6, 6.029E-1O, 0 










DATA 0, -2.24298E8, 46.07 
2000' -- INPUT VARIABLES -
FF% = 7 'USING OCTANE DATA 
FF% = 8 'USING METHANOL DATA 
FF% = 9 'USING ETHANOL DATA 
IF FF%=7 THEN N=8: M=18: PP=O 
IF FF%=8 THEN N=1 : M=4 : PP=1 
IF FF%=9 THEN N=2: M=6 : PP=1 
PHI = 1.1 
PI = 60 
T2 = 3000 
PER = 0 
'EQUIV ALENCE F/A 
'INITIAL PRESSURE (bar) 
'DUMMY ESTIMATE 
'PERCENT ETHANOL by mass 
Yl = PERl46 'ONLY USED FOR BLENDS 
Y2 = (I00-PER)/114 
AL = YlI(YI + Y2) 'MOLES OF ETHANOL 
HH = Y2/(Y1 + Y2) 'MOLES OF OCTANE 
RETURN 
2500' -- ESTIMATE VALUES FOR PRODUCT k AND MW -----
'ASSUMES NO DISSOCIATION 
ATH = N + M/4 - PP/2 
IF PHI < =1 THEN A(1)=N ELSE A(1) = PP + (2*ATH/PHI) - N - M/2 
IF PHI < =1 THEN A(2) =0 ELSE A(2) = N - A(1) 
A(3) = M/2 : A(4) = 0 
IF PHI> 1 THEN A(5) =0 ELSE A(5) = PP/2 +ATHIPHI -N -M/4 
A(6) = 3.76*ATHlPHI 
RETURN 
2600 '---- MEAN VALUES FOR Cp; Cv; GAMMA & MW FOR BURNT AND UNBURNT-GAS ----
WHILE FLAG < > 1 
FLAG = 1 
'CALCULATE MEAN CP, CV, GAMMA & MW FOR REACTANTS 
T = T1 
GOSUB 1080 'CALCULATE CP AND CV 
WR = 1 + (ATH/PHI)*4.76 'MOLES REACTANTS 
CPR = (HH*CP(FF%)+AL*CP(9) + (ATH/PHI)*CP(5) + (3.76*ATH/PHI)*CP(6»/WR 
CVR = (HH*CV(FF%)+AL*CV(9) + (ATH/PHI)*CV(5) + (3.76*ATH/~HI)*CV(6»1WR 
GAMMAl = CPRICYR 
WEND 
MWR = (HH*U(F%,FF%,8) + AL*U(F%,9,8) + (ATH/PHI)*U(F%,5,8) 
+(3.76*ATH/PHI)*U(F%,6,8»1WR 
2650 '--- CALCULATE MEAN CP, CV, GAMMA & MW FOR PRODUCTS (pER MOLE FUEL) -----
T = T2 
GOSUB 1080 'CALCULATE CP AND CV 
WP = A(1) + A(2) + A(3) + A(4) + A(5) + A(6) 'MOLES OF PRODUCT 
SUM 1 = 0 : SUM2 = 0 : SUM3 = 0 
FOR J% = 1 TO 6 
SUM1 = SUM1 + CP(J%)*A(J%) 











SUM2 = SUM2 + CV(J%)*A(J%) 
SUM3 = SUM3 + A(J%)*U(F%.J%,8) 
CPP = SUMI/WP 
CVP = SUM2/WP 
GAMMA2 = CPP/CVP 
MWP = SUM3/WP 
Rl = RMOLIMWR 
R2 = RMOLlMWP 
RETURN 
3000' -- ITERATION USING ASSUMED T2 TO DETERMINE DETONATION PROPERTIES -
Rl = RMOLIMWR 
R2 = RMOLlMWP 
X = (lIGAMMA2) + 1 - «Rl *Tl)/(R2*T2» 
MU = O.S*X + 0.S*«(XA 2) + 4*Rl *TlI(R2*T2»)"O.S) 
P2 = MU*R2*T2*PlI(Rl *TI) 
T = T2 
GOSUB 860 'CALCULATE KPI AND KP2 
A = MU*T2*(P 11 10 1. 32S)/(Tl *WR) 
B = (2IPHI)*ATH - (N+M/2) 
C = (lIKPI)-1 
D = A *(KP2A 2) 
'SET UP COEFTS OF QUARTIC EQUATION 
QTl = 2*C 'COEFT OF XA 4 
QT2 = 4*C/D +M -2*B*C +2*N -4*C*N 
QT3 = 2*C*NA 2 -4*NA2 +4*B*C*N -3*N*M +4*N/D -2*B*N 
QT4 = 2*W'3 -2*B*C*NA2 +4*B*NA2 + 3*M*NA2 
QTS = -(2*B +M)*NA 3 
GOSUB 7000 
J% = 1 
WHILE QTR(J %) < 0 AND QTR(J %) > N 
J%=J%+1 
WEND 
X = QTR(J%) 
A = MU*T2*(PlII01.32S)/(T1 *WR) 
B = (2/PHI)*ATH - (N+M/2) 
C = (l/KPI)-l 
D = A *(K.P2A 2) 
A(l) = X 
A(2) = N - A(l) 
A(S) = «A(l)/A(2»,,2)/D 
A(3) = PP + 2*(ATH/PHI) - 2*A(1) - A(2) - 2*A(S) 
A(4) = M/2 - A(3) 
A(6) = (3.76/PHI)*ATH 
'INTERNAL ENERGY OF REACTANTS 
T = Tl 
GOSUB 1080 
ER = HH*(E(FF%)+ U(F%,FF%,7»+ AL *(E(9)+ U(F%,9,7» + (ATH/PHI)*(E(S)+ 3. 76*E(6» 
'INTERNAL ENERGY OF PRODUCTS 
T = T2 
GOSUB 1080 










SUMl = 0 
FOR 1% = 1 TO 6 
SUMl = SUMI + A(I%)*(E(I%)+U(F%,I%,7» 
NEXT 
EP = SUMl 'INTERNAL ENERGY OF PRODUCTS (J/KMOL) 
GOSUB 2600 
N2 = MWRlMWP 
FE = N2*EP - ER - (N2*RMOL*T2/(GAMMA2*2» 
TT2 = T2 - FE/(N2*WP*CVP - O.5*N2*RMOLIGAMMA2) 'ITERATION FOR NEW TEMP 
RETURN 
7000 ' -- ROOTS OF QUARTIC EQUATION -, 
GOSUB 7440 
RETURN 
7440 ' --- SUBROUTINE: QUARTIC -
, Equation: QTl *X"4 + QT2*X"3 + QT3*X"2 + QT4*X + QT5 




CBl = 1:CB2=-A2:CB3=Al *A3-4*AO:CB4=AO*(4*A2-A3*A3)-Al *Al 
GOSUB 7670 'Cubic solution 
IF CBI< >0 THEN GOTO 7560 
IF CBRl < CBR2 THEN CBRI =CBR2 
IF CBRl <CBR3 THEN CBRI =CBR3 
7560 B =CBR1I2 
IF B*B>AO THEN D=SQR(B*B-AO):CA=-(A1I2-A*B)/D ELSE 
D =O:CA =SQR(A * A + 2*B-A2) 
QDl = 1:QD2=A-CA:QD3 =B-D 
GOSUB 7930 'Quadratic solution 
QTR(1)=QDRI:QTR(2)=QDR2:QTI(I)=QDI 
QDI = I:QD2=A+CA:QD3=B+D 
GOSUB 7930 'Quadratic solution 
QTR(3) =QDRI:QTR(4) =QDR2:QTI(3) =QDI 
QTI(2) =-QTI(1):QTI(4) =-QTI(3) 
RETURN 
7670 '---- SUBROUTINE: CUBIC ----
, Equation: CBl*X"3 + CB2*X"2 + CB3*X + CB4 
, Solution: CBRl, CBR2, CBR3, CBI 
, 
IPATH=2:EX=1/3 
IF CB4=O THEN CBRI =O:GOTO 7880 
AZ=CBI*CBl 
Q = (27* AZ*CB4-9*CB 1 *CB2 *CB3 + 2*CB2"3)/(54 * AZ*CB 1) 
IF Q=O THEN Z=O:GOTO 7870 
IF Q<O THEN IPATH=l:Q=-Q 
P = (3 *CB 1 *CB3-CB2*CB2)/(9* AZ) 
ARG=PA 3+Q"2 
IF ARG<O THEN Z=-2*SQR(-P)*COS(ATN(SQR(-ARG)/Q)/3):GOT07860 
IF ARG=O THEN Z=-2*Q"EX:GOTO 7860 
SARG =SQR(ARG) 










IF P<O THEN Z=-(Q+SARG)"EX-(Q-SARG)"EX:GOTO 7860 
IF P=O THEN Z=-(2*Q)"EX:GOTO 7860 
Z =(SARG-Q)"EX-(SARG+Q)"EX 
7860 IF !PATH =1 THEN Z=-Z 
7870 CBRI =(3*CBl *Z-CB2)/(3*CBl) 
7880 QDl=CBl:QD2=CB2+CBRl*CBl:QD3=CB3+CBRl*QD2 
GOSUB 7930 ' Quadratic solution 
CBR2=QDRl:CBR3 =QDR2:CBI=QDI 
RETURN 
7930 '-- SUBROUTINE: QUADRATIC -
, Equation: QDl *X"2 + QD2*X + QD3 
, Solution: QDRl, QDR2, QDI 
Xl =-QD2/(2*QDl) 
DISCRIM=Xl *Xl-QD3/QDl 
IF DISCRIM<O THEN X3=SQR(-DISCRIM):X2=0 ELSE 
X2 =SQR(DISCRIM):X3 =0 
QDRI =Xl +X2:QDR2=Xl-X2:QDI=X3 
RETURN 
8000 '--- CALCULATE WAVE AND GAS VELOCITY --
Ul = MU * «GAMMA2*RMOL*T2/MWP),,0.5) 'WAVE VELOCITY 
UP = Ul - (GAMMA2*R2*T2)"0.5 'GAS VELOCITY 
M2 = UP/«GAMMA2*R2*T2)"0.5) 'MACH No OF GAS 
P02 = P2*(l + «GAMMA2-1)/2)*M2"2)"(GAMMA2/(GAMMA2-1» 'STAGNATION PRESSURE 
RETURN 
9000 '----- PREPARE OUTPUT FILE -
OPEN '"D2-4-3.WQl" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
FOR J%=1 TO DDD% 
Q$ =STR$(PHI(J %» + ";" + STR$(Pl(J %» + ";" + STR$(Tl (J %» 
Q$ = Q$+ "; " + STR$(P2(J %» + "; " + STR$(P02(J %» + "; " + STR$(T2(J %» 

















The following lines of code where added to the above program to simulate the detonation of 
ethylene-oxygen mixtures used in the detonation chamber tests. Line 1081, shown below, 
was added to include the properties of ethylene. Lines 2500, 2600 and 2650 replaced their 
respective line numbers in the above program to exclude nitrogen from the chemical reaction. 
1081 ' CALCULA nON OF PROPERTIES OF ETHYLENE (C2H4) 
WHILE FLAGG < > 1 
FLAGG = 1 
TIT = Tl 
GOSUB 1100 
CP(lO) = FUNC 
CV(lO) = CP(lO) - RMOL 
K(lO) = CP(lO) / CV(lO) 
SIMPSON'S RULE INTEGRATION OF CP(T) TO DETERMINE H(T) 
SUMI = 0: SUM2 = 0 
Z% = 300 'NUMBER OF INTERVALS 
INIT = (Tl - 298) / Z% 'SIZE OF INTERVALS 
FOR 1% = 1 TO Z% - 1 
TIT = 298 + INTT * 1% 
GOSUB 1100 
SUMI = SUMI + FUNC 
NEXT 1% 
FOR 1% = 1 TO Z % 
TIT = (2 * 1% - 1) * INTT / 2 + 298 
GOSUB 1100 
SUM2 = SUM2 + FUNC 
NEXT 1% 
TIT = 298: GOSUB 1100: FXO = FUNC 
TIT = T1: GOSUB 1100: FXN = FUNC 
HT = (Tl - 298) * (FXO + FXN + 2 * SUMI + 4 * SUM2) 1 (6 * Z%) 
H(lO) = HT + 52318 'ENTHALPY (J/MOL.K) 
E(lO) = H(lO) - RMOL * T1 'INTERNAL ENERGY (J/MOL.K) 
WEND 
RETURN 
1100 FUNC = 28.7902 + 128.8856 * EXP(-527.1308/ (TIT A .9644» 
RETURN 
2500' - ESTIMATE VALUES FOR PRODUCT k AND MW ---
• ASSUMES NO DISSOCIATION 
ATH = N + M 14 
IF PHI < = 1 THEN A(l) = N ELSE A(l) = (2 * A TH / PHI) - N - M / 2 
IF PHI < = 1 THEN A(2) = 0 ELSE A(2) = N - A(l) 
A(3) = M / 2: A( 4) = 0 
IF PHI > 1 THEN A(5) = 0 ELSE A(5) = A TH / PHI - N - M 1 4 










A(6) = 0 
RETURN 
2600 '-MEAN VALUES FOR Cp; Cv; GAMMA & MW --, 
WHILE FLAG < > 1 
FLAG = 1 
'CALCULATE MEAN CP, CV, GAMMA & MW FOR REACTANTS 
T = T1 
GOSUB 1080 'CALCULATE CP AND CV 
WR = 1 + (ATH / PHI) 'MOLES REACTANTS 
CPR = (CP(FF%) + (ATH / PHI) * CP(S» / WR 
CVR = (CV(FF%) + (ATH / PHI) * CV(S» / WR 
GAMMA1 = CPR / CVR 
MWR = (28 + (ATH / PHI) * U(F%, 5, 8» / WR 
WEND 
2650 '-- CALCULATE MEAN CP, CV, GAMMA & MW FOR PRODUCTS (pER MOLE FUEL) -. 
T = T2 
GOSUB 1080 'CALCULATE CP AND CV 
WP = A(l) + A(2) + A(3) + A(4) + A(5) 'MOLES OF PRODUCT 
SUM1 = 0: SUM2 = 0: SUM3 = 0 
FORJ% = 1 TO 5 
NEXT 
SUM1 = SUM1 + CP(J%) * A(J%) 
SUM2 = SUM2 + CV(J%) * A(J%) 
SUM3 = SUM3 + A(J%) * U(F%, J%, 8) 
CPP = SUM1 / WP 
CVP = SUM2 / WP 
GAMMA2 = CPP / CVP 
MWP = SUM3 / WP 
Rl = RMOL / MWR 
R2 = RMOL / MWP 
RETURN 
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